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Zonder het aanstekelijke en soms koppige vertrouwen in dit onderzoeksproject
van de helaas in het voorjaar van 2018 overleden Leonie Janssen-Jansen was
dit proefschrift er niet gekomen. Het onderzoek is in fases gefinancierd en in
plaats van te wachten met het onderzoek tot de volledige financiering rond was,
zijn we bij het afronden van mijn masterscriptie met de medewerking van de
Amsterdamse Federatie van Woningcorporaties (AFWC) en woningcorporatie
Stadgenoot direct begonnen met het onderzoek naar de rechtvaardigheid van de
Amsterdamse woningmarkt. In de periode daarna heeft het project ons geleid
langs verschillende kantoren in Amsterdam en Den Haag om onze plannen te
presenteren en te bespreken. Het vertrouwen van Leonie en het plezier in het
onderzoek en de samenwerking hebben mij ervan weerhouden een ‘gewone’
baan te zoeken, ondanks diverse obstakels, zoals de financiering en het toegang
krijgen tot, het koppelen van en het uitdraaien van de data. Een door Leonie
meermaals gebezigde, kenmerkende relativerende opmerking was: “heb je weer
iets te schrijven in je voorwoord”. Toen duidelijk werd dat ook de laatste fase
van het onderzoek doorgang kon vinden, was ook Leonie verguld dat het ook
via deze kronkelige en tijdrovende weg toch gelukt was. De uitdaging vergrootte
de voldoening. Uiteindelijk blijft van de obstakels, in het licht van de slepende
ziekte en het overlijden van Leonie, weinig over. Mijn bewondering voor haar
loyaliteit, zorgzaamheid en onuitputtelijke toewijding en bevlogenheid zijn
groot.
Ik ben dankbaar voor de mogelijkheid die mij geboden is door Leonie, maar
natuurlijk ook door de steun aan het project van de afdeling GPIO van de
Universiteit van Amsterdam, de AFWC, woningcorporaties Stadgenoot, Eigen
Haard en De Key, de Dienst Wonen en Onderzoek, Informatie en Statistiek
van de gemeente Amsterdam en het ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken
en Koninkrijksrelaties. Het heeft mij in staat gesteld om te werken aan een
uitdagend project met betrokken en inspirerende mensen. Ik heb mij op vele
vlakken verder kunnen ontwikkelen. Vanaf het begin waren de discussies met
(en soms tussen) Leonie en Zef Hemel prikkelend. Halverwege is Frans Schilder
aangesloten bij het project. Zijn kennis en pragmatische houding hebben mij zeer
geholpen. Willem Salet ben ik dankbaar voor het inspringen en de begeleiding
bij het afronden van het proefschrift. Aan het eind vormden (co-)promotors
Willem Salet, Zef Hemel en Frans Schilder een bijzonder complementair team.
Van de samenwerking met de medewerkers van de AFWC, corporaties en
gemeente Amsterdam heb ik veel geleerd over de praktijk van de volkshuisvesting
in Amsterdam en over de ontwikkeling van de stad. Perry Hoetjes (Stadgenoot)
12
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en Jeroen van der Veer (AFWC) wil ik graag apart bedanken voor de
medewerking en waardevolle feedback. De maanden waarin ik aan het eerste
deel van het project werkte op kantoor van Stadgenoot waren erg leuk en
leerzaam. Zonder anderen tekort te doen wil ik verder mijn collega’s van GPIO
(collega onderzoekers, docenten en kamergenoten) en later uit Wageningen,
mede-redactieleden van Rooilijn, Asha (editen), vrienden en lotgenoten Ruben
en Leonard, paranimfen Vincent en Andrew, mijn lieve familie en Esther
bedanken voor de goede samenwerking, steun, relativering en afleiding.
Utrecht, 2019
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1.1
Introduction
“We don’t exactly know who lives in our dwellings, they don’t send us a birth
card.” This fascinating remark made by a professional of an Amsterdam-based
housing association in 2013 is illustrative for the point of departure of this
study. On the one hand, a public debate was taking place about the effective
use of social housing and the large shares of households with yearly incomes
above the entry boundary1. On the other hand, housing associations have
little influence on who lives in their houses. They have some influence on the
filtering process in which available dwellings can be reserved for households
with certain characteristics (e.g. minimum or maximum household size or
income requirements). After moving in, a household may go through different
life stages: a new partner may move in, a household member may pass away,
a new job may be found, or a source of income may be lost. Landlords are
often unaware of these changes occurring after the start of the lease, since
eligibility is only tested at the moment of entry. Despite limited knowledge
to base policies and strategies on and few possibilities to exert influence, local
governments and landlords, try to steer on the match between households and
housing units.
Regardless of the knowledge gap regarding the distribution of housing, its
development over time and how policy and practice influence this distribution,
governments and housing actors have proposed and implemented several
new policies and strategies to improve the distributive outcomes of scarce
means. Simultaneously, scholars have commented on the development of
Amsterdam as a just city in international comparison. This is in part based
on more general housing sector characteristics like the large share of social
housing (e.g. Fainstein, 2010), while Amsterdam is also considered the most
problematic housing markets in the country. This study was initiated to gain
knowledge about ‘who gets what?’ and from this empirical base explore how
the distribution of housing can be valued in terms of justice. The problem
central in this dissertation concerns how the distributive justice as produced
through housing can be better assessed making use of empirical evidence
and explicit—rather than implicit—normative standards. This can provide a
basis for evaluating how policy and other factors influence the socio-spatial
distribution of housing. While the primary focus is on social housing as a
crucial tenure to secure the provision of the basic good of housing for those
most in need, the study is not completely confined to this sector as also private
1 €34,229 in 2013, yearly indexed. Households with higher incomes are often referred to as scheefwoners’ (skewed tenants).
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rented and owner-occupied housing play an increasingly important role in the
provision of adequate and affordable housing to all. Especially the importance
of private rented housing has increased as a result of new entry requirements
(Elsinga & Lind, 2013), post-crisis tightened mortgage requirements and
changing labor markets (e.g. an increase in temporary contracts).
Before further elaborating on the research aim and questions (1.4) and
research design (1.5), the theoretical point of departure is described starting
with social and distributive justice (1.1), before relating distributive justice
literature to the field of housing (1.2) and considering how different factors
shape the distributive justice of housing (1.3). The complex housing system
in the Netherlands and the developing tenure structure and actor setting in
Amsterdam are described in a separate chapter (chapter two), to be able to
provide a more comprehensive overview.
1.2
Social and distributive justice
The search for social justice in contemporary societies has been omnipresent
in urban studies literature since the early 1970s (e.g. Fainstein, 2010; Harvey,
1973; Soja, 2010b). The concept of justice itself is culture-dependent (Yung,
2007) and inherently normative in both the development of theoretical
understanding and the pursuit of translating subsequent new insights in
effective policy actions. Distributive justice—which concerns the allocation
of goods and rights in society in a socially just way—can be regarded a
subcategory of substantive justice (Boyne & Powell, 1991; Fainstein, 2005;
Sen, 2009), although it may include (or require) elements of just procedures
as well (Rawls, 1971; Sen, 2009).
Distributive justice approaches run through different ideological perspectives.
Some scholars adopting liberal perspectives concentrate on identifying
universal principles of justice (Laws, 1994), while others emphasize contextsensitivity (Young, 1990) or focus on more pragmatic relative improvements
of unjust distributions and pursue equality in peoples’ capabilities (Sen, 1980,
2009). Scholars building on Marxist theory have criticized liberal theories as
being unable to address and evaluate class structures and class inequalities
with their individualist approach (MacPherson, 1978; Simpson, 1980). Within
the justice discourse, authors like Rawls (1971) and Fainstein (2010) argue
that inequalities and the degree of justice should be judged based on the
relative economic and social position of the most deprived in society. In the
utilitarian view, inequalities are justified as long as the sum of utility increases
17
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(Buchanan, 1990; Rawls, 1971; Sen, 1980; Storper, 2011). Rawls (1971) regards
inequalities as acceptable as long as the result is increased welfare for the most
deprived in absolute terms (Storper, 2011). Moreover, Frankfurt (1987) argues
that inequality is of no moral concern at all, but that what matters instead
is whether people have enough. Concerns about increasing inequality (e.g.
Piketty, 2014; Stiglitz, 2013) are often also implicitly grounded in concerns for
a growing group not having enough or for a subsequent increase in inequality
of opportunity (Buitelaar, Weterings, & Ponds, 2017; de Vos, 2015; Frankfurt,
2015).
Distributive approaches to justice also have their limitations and have been
criticised by Fraser (1995) for their limited perspective on socioeconomic
injustice related to political and economic structures. Injustice related to a lack
of recognition of certain individuals or groups (Fraser, 1995) and diversity
(Fainstein, 2010; Young, 1990) can easily be overlooked. Furthermore, Sen
(2009) argues that basic provisions which are often regarded (e.g. income and
housing) are only instrumental to reach more fundamental ends like freedom
and real opportunities for good living. Similarly, Nussbaum (2000) identifies
ten central capabilities, while Doyal and Gough (1991) focus on physical
health and autonomy as the primary ends. Not all individuals possess equal
capabilities to transfer means into primary ends like freedom or happiness.
However, addressing the distribution of a basic good—including its different
qualities—from a justice perspective, instead of focusing on individuals’
opportunities and capabilities, can help to better understand its distribution
and the influence policy, contextual factors and actor have on it.
1.3
Distributive justice and Housing
As a consequence of the vast distributive inequality of various types of
capital providing households with opportunities on the housing market
(Boterman, 2012), (re)distributive effects of procedural justice will be limited.
Without dismissing the importance of the procedural side, this dissertation is
focused on the substantive side. Distributive justice—which is usually about
the question ‘who gets what?’ in different forms and sometimes implicitly or
explicitly including ‘where?’—involves recipients who have a certain need and
receive recipient units of a good, a functional rule based on which the good is
distributed, and a standard by which the distribution is valued (Cohen, 1987).
Recipient units distributed over recipients through housing consist of a
space to eat, sleep and live in; offering protection and privacy (Bratt, Stone, &
18
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Hartman, 2013). It is a space one can use—without restrictions or interference
of others—for “basic bodily functions” (Waldron, 1991). Beyond this most
elementary level, different housing characteristics can have distinct impacts
on one’s life. A vast amount of studies deal with the negative effects of
overcrowding on the physical and mental health of inhabitants (see Office
of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2004). The physical and social environment
of a house also provides qualities (Stone, 1993) which result in (dis)
advantages, for example its location in relation to jobs and services (Fincher
& Iveson, 2008). Because housing is tied to space, mostly immovable and not
ubiquitously available, spatial inequality is unavoidable and is not necessarily
unjust. Soja (2010, 2011a, 2011b), however, advocates explicitly emphasizing
the spatiality of justice and injustice. He stresses and stresses the importance
of these concepts by stating “once spatial injustice is inscribed into the
built environment, it is difficult to erase” (Soja, 2010b, p. 41). Furthermore,
preferences for housing—and its surrounding—as a consumption good
differ. Through housing, individuals can express their identity and provide
information about their lifestyles and tastes (Hauge & Kolstad, 2007). People
may also have a strong sense of where they belong in the urban space (GramHanssen & Bech-Danielsen, 2004).
Functional rules concern how distribution of a good are determined and not
only indicate something about the good and the recipient, but also describe
the relationship between the recipient and the distributed good (Cohen, 1987).
Most rules differentiate based on certain characteristics of the recipients. Not
all allocate the same amount of the good. For example, equality of resources,
equality of outcome and equality of opportunity are distinguished (Arneson,
1989; de Vos, 2015). Social housing is mostly distributed according to need
and eligibility is determined based on household income (or other concepts
related to income) as an indicator of need (Scanlon, Fernández Arrigoitia,
& Whitehead, 2015). Units are allocated through different mechanisms, like
waiting lists or rankings based on household characteristics (Scanlon et al.,
2015). The determination of additional (rent) subsidies is often more complex,
for example the household composition is taken into consideration or certain
housing cost-to-income ratios are applied. This is for example the case for
housing allowance in the Netherlands, which depends on a household’s income,
age, composition, equity and the rent-level (Haffner & Heylen, 2016).
The outcome—i.e. the distribution—can be morally judged based on certain
standards. In addition to justice, standards of beneficence, equality and
19
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efficiency (Cohen, 1987) can be applied. Equity—while sometimes applied
as a synonym for justice or synonymous for the distributive component
of justice (e.g. Fainstein, 2010)—can also be regarded as a value, based on
which a standard for justice can be formulated (Deutsch, 1975). Therefore, in
this dissertation we use the concept of distributive justice in a broad sense
encompassing the different possible standards based on which a distribution
of housing may be evaluated. Storper (2011) asks whether distributions can
simultaneously meet standards of efficiency and justice. He concludes that
“there is no single theory capable of defining a single, ordinal scale that
combines ‘first-best’ economic efficiency and justice over people and places”
(Storper, 2011, p. 4). Depending on the understanding and operationalization
of justice, efficient markets are not necessarily the most just and a just
distributions may result from inefficient markets. The tension between what
are perceived as ideal outcomes and the economic efficiency of (housing)
markets producing these outcomes is part of a large body of economic
literature on state intervention in markets (Gibb, 2009; Pereira, Schwanen,
& Banister, 2017; Rosen, 1983). Analysing the nature of the distribution of
an existing housing stock, however, opens up possibilities explore the degree
to which households are provided with adequate housing, whilst effectively
allocating means. If, however, investments over time are included, there is no
first-best solution and it becomes a political valuation of the cost and benefits
of investments in comparison to alternative uses of scarce (public) resources.
1.4
Drivers of change for distributive outcomes
Different households—depending on their characteristics and the degree
to which they possess different kinds of capital (R. van Kempen, 2002) in
combination with the supply of different tenures and distributive mechanisms
in use—have different housing opportunities (see figure 1.1). Social housing
opportunities depend on a household’s eligibility and position on the waiting
list. Access to private rented and owner-occupied housing usually depends on a
household’s income and employment status (PBL Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency, 2014). For owner-occupied housing equity, income and
employment status influence the necessity of and the access to mortgage
lending. Different policies influence the access and distribution of different
tenures amongst different groups of households. Such regulations can be
regarded as applications of functional rules. They determine how the good
is allocated and distributed. The National Mortgage Guarantee (NHG) is an
example of a policy aiming to increase the access of lower income households
to mortgages, by insuring mortgage lenders against residual debts in case of
20
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foreclosure (e.g. due to unemployment or divorce) (Teye, Haan, & Elsinga,
2015). The distributive outcome of housing—understood as the distribution
of the recipient units over recipients—is affected by the specific distribution
of tenures over urban areas, the variety in housing units within tenures (e.g.
size, building period, dwelling type, quality), and the match or mismatch
between supply and demand. The sale of social housing in specific areas may,
for example, limit opportunities for low-income households to gain access to
these parts of the city, while high income households may see housing options
increase for them. Imperfect allocative mechanisms and other market failures
may further impede the efficient and adequate distribution of housing (van
Ommeren & van der Vlist, 2016). For households, depending on access to
different tenures, the available options—also in spatial terms—may be very
limited. Household preferences may further restrict what households perceive
as viable options. A lack of opportunity and choice may lead households that
cannot afford to move (Stone, 1993) to (temporary) live too expensively (Haffner
& Boumeester, 2010), overcrowded (Clark, Deurloo, & Dieleman, 2000; Soaita,
2014), or direct households to areas less in demand (Hochstenbach & Musterd,
2017). The socio-spatial distribution is the outcome of the input factors and
process of action that can be judged based on standards of distributive justice.

Strategy
Supply
Policy
Allocative
mechanisms &
rules

Socio-spatial
distribution

Economy
Demand
Demography

Input factors
(conditions)

Process of
actions

Distributive
outcome

Figure 1.1 Conceptual model for the distribution of housing (Source: author)
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Because different households have access to tenures to a different degree,
the tenure structure (i.e. the distribution of housing of different quality and
ownership over space) has a significant impact on the distributive outcome in
spatial terms. Tenures differ in the way construction is financed and prices are
determined (Kemeny, 1981). “The stock of housing in the long-run is the result
of the accumulation of residential investment over time less depreciation of the
existing housing stock” (Caldera Sánchez & Andrews, 2011, p. 22). In theory,
a change in demand for a specific tenure will result in a change of prices and
supply of that tenure. The investments in different tenures, together shape
the tenure structure and are in turn depend on the relative attractiveness
of different tenures. While housing itself is a necessary good—with for
most people no valid alternatives—different tenures function as substitutes.
What may be a good alternative for one household, may nevertheless be
inaccessible or not a viable alternative for another. Consequently, demand
can vary significantly for different types of dwellings within one tenure and
for similar dwellings in different tenures. In the long run, prices depend on
the ability of households to pay and thus connects housing to labor markets
(Stone, 1993). Mortgage lending regulation—like the maximum allowed loanto-income ratio—influences the possible leveraging and what households can
finance. Tastes also influence demand. An example consists of the preference
for homeownership in many Western countries (Krueckeberg, 1999), which
has been reinforced by policy (S. Groot, Möhlmann, & Lejour, 2016; Ronald,
2008, p. 7; Vlak, Middelkoop, Schilder, & Eskinasi, 2017).
The supply of housing develops over time through investments in and transfers
(e.g. the sale of social housing) between different tenures. The supply of
housing is primarily determined by the costs of inputs (e.g. building materials,
labor and land) and government regulation, which may result in additional
costs. In theory, the quantity ‘produced’ depends on demand and prices. There
are, however, substantial differences in responsiveness (Caldera Sánchez
& Johansson, 2013). Supply responsiveness is relatively high in Nordic and
North-American countries and notoriously low in many European countries,
including Switzerland, the Netherlands, Austria and the United Kingdom.
Demographic and geographic conditions, planning constraints, conservative
behavior of construction companies, especially in case of limited competition,
rent controls and limited public investments have all been identified as causes
(Arnott, 1995; Barker, 2008; Bramley, 2007; Caldera Sánchez & Johansson,
2011). The influence of supply on house prices is lower in the short run than
in the long run, because newly constructed dwellings usually only comprise
22
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a small proportion of the total housing stock (Barker, 2008; Monk, Pearce, &
Whitehead, 1996; Paciorek, 2013) and planning and construction processes
can be lengthy.
Developments of supply, demand, and how these are brought together through
allocative mechanisms—including markets and social housing allocation
systems—together determine how the distribution of housing develops. It
may, for example, shape the accessibility and affordability for different groups
of housing to various parts of the city. Next to economic factors influencing
supply and demand (e.g. through interest rate fluctuations), policy can favor
or discourage certain housing investments or may make a specific tenure
more attractive for certain groups. In addition, strategic decision-making of
housing actors can shape supply and affect the relative position of groups on
the housing market.
1.5
Research aim and questions
Housing has been acknowledged as a vital part of a just city (Fainstein, 2010)
or an important good through which more fundamental aims can be achieved
(Basta, 2016a). The extent to which housing systems (extending beyond social
housing provision) produce just outcomes (e.g. Uitermark, 2009), how just
outcomes in terms of housing can be understood (e.g. Basta, 2016a), and how
justice in relation to housing can be assessed (Ferrari, 2012), have received
little attention. Mostly, housing takes a modest position within broader
perspectives on social justice, spatial justice and the just city. The production
and distribution of housing is just one outcome of a broad set of planning
practices (S. Campbell, 1996; Fainstein, 2010; Gilderbloom, Hanka, & Lasley,
2009; Soja, 2010a; Uitermark & Nicholls, 2015), or housing is one of several
means for the realization of more fundamental ends (e.g. freedom) (Doyal &
Gough, 1991; Nussbaum, 2011; Sen, 2009). Approaches to justice have been
related to housing more directly by several authors. Scholars have discussed
housing policies directly in relation to (inter)national formal rights (Hartman,
1998; King, 2000; Vols, Kiehl, & Sidoli del Ceno, 2015; Yung & Lee, 2012),
the tension between property rights and the right to housing (Blomley, 2009;
Waldron, 1990, 1991) and the tension stemming from housing as a necessary
good and a market commodity (Bengtsson, 2001; Turner & Elsinga, 2005;
Yung, 2007).
In this dissertation the path from the translation of general theoretical
understandings of justice in terms of housing to how distributive justice in
23
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regard to housing can be assessed and improved is explored. Where studies on
the changing distribution of housing often focus on scalar levels ranging from
the national to the regional (e.g. Janssen-Jansen & Schilder, 2015; Verbist &
Grabka, 2016), the empirical exploration in this study is applied to a small scale
at which socio-spatial injustice may manifest itself (Soja, 2010a). At a higher
level of scale, inequalities—that may or may not be considered unjust—can be
evened out. Moreover, because of large spatial differences due to the regional
functioning of housing markets, more generic national policies run the risk
of resulting in unwanted and unforeseen effects in specific regional contexts.
Focusing on the neighborhood and housing estate level is made possible by
the use of a large set of micro-data. In turn, this enables the assessment of
socio-spatial differences and the development in parts of the city and explore
the socio-spatial impact of changes within the city.
This dissertation concerns the translation and application of abstract ideals
for the evaluation of housing market and policy outcomes. The main question
is formulated as follows:
RQ

How does the socio-spatial distribution of housing—as the
outcome of different input factors and processes of action, and
assessed by standards of distributive justice—develop over time?

The application of standards of distributive justice in the field of housing is
explored, in particular in regard to its use for—ex-ante and ex-post—evaluation
of policy. The mechanisms behind the production of distributive outcomes
of housing are thought to depend on the interplay between input factors
(strategic, policy, economic and demographic) and processes of action in which
supply and demand are combined. These elements are incorporated in a study
on the development of distributive justice over space and time. Three research
questions reflect these intentions (see figure 1.2 for a schematic overview).
SQ1

How do actors understand and apply normative ideals concerning
the socio-spatial distribution of housing?

The understanding and application of the normative ideal of the undivided
city, which is shared among different local housing actors in Amsterdam, is
studied in this chapter. The extent to which the ideals provide a starting point
for the assessment of distributive justice of housing is explored. The first
research question is studied in chapter three.
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SQ2

To what extent do changes in the input factors of strategy, policy,
economy, and demography, through processes of action, influence
the distributive outcome of housing systems?

The second research question is primarily addressed in chapters four and five.
In chapter four, the influence of policy change and change in allocative rules
are studied on the housing opportunities of (lower) middle-income households.
In chapter five, the effects of applying different rent increase strategies on the
socio-spatial distribution of housing are assessed. Through the application
of backwards forecasting, the influence of economic circumstances are also
considered in this chapter. Although not the primary aim of chapter three, the
feedback-loop from actors’ understanding and judgement of the socio-spatial
distribution of housing in terms of it being an undivided city to strategy and
policy-making is considered. Thus, moving from right to left in the conceptual
model depicted in figure 1.1.
SQ3

How can the distributive justice of the socio-spatial distribution
of housing be conceptualized and assessed?

The third research question is the main focus of chapters six and seven, in
which an analytical model for the normative assessment of the socio-spatial
distribution of housing is developed. Since the normative judgement of the
distribution depends on what is provided to different households, householdlevel micro-data are used. In addition to developing the model, an exploratory
empirical assessment of the socio-spatial distribution of social housing
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands is also considered in these chapters. While
chapter six is limited to a ‘snapshot’ of a single moment in time, chapter
seven considers the development over time against the background of policy
change and OECD and IMF policy reform recommendations. The empirical
groundwork for chapter six was laid by three reports written for three
Amsterdam housing associations (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015a, 2015c,
2015b) and a related article in Dutch (Jonkman, Janssen-Jansen, & Hoetjes,
2014). In chapter five, part of the evaluative model is already used for an
ex-ante evaluation of the effects of possible rent increase strategies on the
socio-spatial distributive outcomes.
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Introduction

Understanding and implementing a
distributive ideal in practice

Conclusion

Chapters 1 & 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 8

Shaping distributive outcomes: input
factors and process of action
Chapters 3, 4 & 5
Understanding and assessing distributive
justice of housing
Chapters 6 & 7
Figure 1.2 Schematic overview of the dissertation (Source: author)

Together, chapters three to seven provide input to answer the main research
question. These chapters will address the main research question on two
levels. First, the question can be answered in an empirical manner. The
distribution of socio-spatial justice over time is assessed in different stages
in the separate chapters. Second, the interaction and mechanisms between
input factors, processes of action and distributive outcomes are studied by
scrutinizing changes in input factors and processes of action and changes in
the socio-spatial distribution of housing, as valued through different standards
of justice.
1.6.
Research design
For this dissertation a mixed methods approach is applied in which Amsterdam
is studied as case in point from different perspectives and with varying units
of analysis. This approach was selected because housing justice is produced in
a complex interplay of contextual and behavioral factors. The phenomenon
cannot be separated from its context (Flyvbjerg, 2006; Yin, 2009). A small-N
study is preferred because of the focus on the development of a new approach
on the evaluation of distributive justice in relation to housing, demanding
prioritizing internal validity and insight in causal mechanisms over external
validity and causal effects (Gerring, 2007). Depending on the purpose of
the different sub-studies, the units of analysis differ, resulting in different
numbers and types of respondents, observations, data (sources) and methods
of analysis.
Given the practical motivation expressed in the first paragraph of this
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introduction, Amsterdam is the investigated city in a case-study research. As
discussed above an important aim of the study is to better understand the
production of distributive justice in regards of housing. For this purpose,
Amsterdam, serves as a case in point to which the developed evaluative
framework is applied and tested.
Amsterdam as a case has is of interest because of the discrepancy between
the city regarded as a competitive global city with a high degree of social
justice and a relatively ‘just’ housing market (Fainstein, 2010; Gilderbloom et
al., 2009) compared to the view of the city within the Netherlands as facing
severe problems, especially in regards to affordability and accessibility for low
and middle income groups. Amsterdam has a large share of social housing,
but at the same time high real-estate prices in many parts of the city. There
is a high diversity among neighborhoods, the housing market is changing
and there is an ongoing concern about the accessibility of the city—or the
lack thereof—for different types of households. Amsterdam as a case in point
provides a dynamic context in which policy makers and housing actors have
aimed to change the tenure structure and seek ways to improve the match
between households and housing units and its spatial distribution. The city
thus provides an important and challenging case to apply an evaluative
framework to that aims to assess the socio-spatial distributive outcomes of
housing.
Chapter three takes an institutional approach by analyzing the position of
different actors—individually and within coalitions. Chapter four starts
with an analysis on the level of the Netherlands. Next to the city-region
of Amsterdam, the smaller city-regions of Alkmaar and Zwolle function as
embedded cases. After assessing regional difference and the effects of generic
national-level policy change, the chapter zooms in on the three city-regions.
The remaining chapters, five, six and seven, are focused on the quantified
distributive outcomes making use of household level micro-data.
Methods, data and dissertation structure
Key characteristics of the five sub-studies that make up this dissertation
are presented in table 1.1. Chapter three presents a study focused on the
understanding and application of a shared normative ideal by different
housing actors. To conduct the study, policy documents were analyzed and
members of the organizations were interviewed. Together with chapter four
and five, different input factors and allocative mechanisms and rules and its
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relations with the distribution of housing over space and time are explored.
In the subsequent chapters six and seven the framework for the assessment of
distributive justice is developed. In chapters four to seven the units of analysis
are households. Household scores are aggregated to the housing estate,
neighborhood and city district level. Besides, household types are compared.
The high household density allowed in some instances for the presentation of
findings on a sub-neighborhood level of scale. In chapter five housing units
are analyzed.
A combination of different quantitative and qualitative methods is used in
the subsequent chapters (see below). For chapter three, triangulation took
place by combining interviews and qualitative content analysis. Because of
the longitudinal approach, respondents were approached who have been
active within the sector for a significant number of years. Several respondents
worked at their current employer for the entire period observed (since 2004).
For chapters four, interviews were conducted for the same purpose. For the two
chapters in which the evaluative model is developed, chapters six and seven,
workshops and presentations for professionals were used for triangulation.
This proved especially valuable for deciding on the use of norms in regards
to what is affordable and physically adequate and for the interpretation of
the empirical outcomes, for example as the year of completion, former policy
changes or conducted renovations may explain specific outcomes.
Desk research and literature study
Desk research and literature study are part of every all the upcoming chapters
until the conclusion. Literature is especially studied for the development of
the evaluation framework of distributive justice of housing (chapters six and
seven). Theoretical studies on social and distributive justice and accounts of
justice applied to housing are studied to explore the field and how theories of
justice relate to the field of housing.
Qualitative content analysis
For the content analysis conducted of chapter six, policy documents, year
reports and vision statements published by the City of Amsterdam, the AFWC,
the Tenants’ Union—alone or in cooperation—stemming from the 2004 to
2014 period, were selected. These reports were—in a similar fashion as the
interviews conducted for this chapter—analyzed making use of a coding-list
and Atlas Ti-software.
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Ch.

Short title

Aim

Cases

Units of
analysis

Housing
sector

Methods

2

Introduction
to housing
policy

Sketching the
policy context

3

Housing
investments
and the
undivided city

Studying the
understanding
and
application of
a normative
ideal

Amsterdam

Organization,
individual,
professional

All tenures

Qualitative
content
analysis; semistructured
interviews

4

The ‘squeezed
middle‘

Exploration of
spatial effects

Embedded
cases:
Amsterdam,
Alkmaar,
Zwolle

Household

Middleincome private
rental and
owneroccupied

Spatial
analysis; semistructured
interviews

5

Rent increase
strategies

Framework
application
and
prospective
evaluation

Amsterdam

Household

Social

Forecasting

6

Identifying
distributive
injustice

Framework
development
and
retrospective
evaluation

Amsterdam

Household

Social

Literature
study; spatial
analysis;
workshop

7

Patterns of
distributive
justice

Framework
development
and
retrospective
evaluation

Amsterdam

Household

Social

Literature
study; spatial
analysis;
workshop

Desk research

Table 1.1 Sub-study characteristics

Semi-structured interviews
For the chapters three and four semi-structured interviews are conducted
making use of a topic list and a small number of prepared questions. In
chapter four a very small number of five interviews with professionals from
housing associations and municipalities are applied for triangulation. In these
in-depth interviews, outcomes of the desk-research and qualitative analysis
are verified.
In chapter three, interviews with twelve representatives from housing
associations, the AFWC, the City of Amsterdam, and the Tenants’ Union of
Amsterdam are conducted next to a qualitative content analysis to explore
the understanding and application of the undivided city-concept by individual
actors and within the housing governance arena. The interviews were analyzed
by coding the transcripts in Atlas Ti. Reports per code were used to analyze
the position of different respondents in regards to different subjects.
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Spatial analysis
For the analysis on the development of distributive justice in chapters two and
three micro-data are used. A large set of micro-data is formed by combining
housing unit data of all social housing units in Amsterdam with household
data of all the tenants of these dwellings. The housing unit data are made
available after permission of the housing associations in Amsterdam and
provided by the Amsterdam Federation of Housing Associations (AFWC) and
the Platform Woningcorporaties Noordvleugel Randstad (PNRW). These data
comprise variables on the location, quality and rent of the units. It was the first
time this database of the combined housing associations was made available
for research. Privacy regulation and political sensitivity of information—i.e.
housing associations and the City negotiate about performance requirements
of housing associations—had so far resulted in housing associations being
reluctant to provide data. The large data-set was checked for inconsistencies,
especially in regards to address information, in order to maximize the number
of units to be coupled successfully to other data. A new national address
administration system will likely make this step obsolete now. The data was
made available for every even year from 2004 to 2014. These data were coupled
to household data in the secured environment of Statistics Netherlands (CBS).
The data were anonymized available for analysis and results could only be used
at an aggregate level to secure the privacy of households. At the beginning
of the project, income data were not yet available for 2014. Therefore, chapter
six looks at the data of 2012, while 2014 is added in chapters five and seven.
Aggregated to a minimum of 10 units development of the match between
households and housing units are assessed for different geographical areas
ranging from the city as a whole down to the housing estate-level. All output
has been controlled by Statistics Netherlands on the risk of identification of
individuals or households. Also distinction is made in regards to household
type. Descriptive statistics on different scalar levels are mapped making use
of ArcGIS.
For chapter four, exploring the housing opportunities of middle-income
households is done by mining data from the market leading public housing
offer website. The resulting data-set containing housing units on offer that
are in reach of middle-income households is confronted with an open-source
livability index per neighborhood. Again, ArcGIS is used. In this chapter,
a stepped-approach is applied moving down from the national level to the
neighborhood level for three selected municipalities.
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Workshops
Two workshops with Amsterdam-based housing professionals (from the City,
the Association for Housing Associations (AFWC) and different Amsterdam
housing associations) were conducted, during which the parameters of the
evaluative framework were debated and provisional output was discussed on
its validity and explanation. In additions, provisional results were presented
and discussed at different occasions at three different housing associations and
at the AFWC.
Forecasting
For the study presented in the fifth chapter, results for different possible rent
increase strategies are backwards forecasted. Instead of forecasting results
from 2014 onwards, results of strategies that may be applied at the moment
are forecasted for the years for the 2008 to 2014 period in order to be able
to compare these forecasting results with the observed development under
former circumstances. The basis for this exercise of backwards forecasting are
the data described under spatial analysis.
Before the research questions are addressed in chapters three to seven, the
next section will provide a sketch of the broad development of housing
in Amsterdam and an overview of policy and regulation that influence the
development of the tenure structure.
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Housing is a merit good, something which people generally believe that
everyone has a certain right to. This is for instance expressed in the universal
declaration of human rights (Bengtsson, 2001), the inclusion of housing in
the sustainable development goals (United Nations, 2017) and the placement
of adequate housing as a concern of the government in the Dutch constitution
(e.g. Grondwet, artikel 22, lid 2). The organization of access to and distribution
of this merit good differs greatly between countries. In this chapter some key
characteristics of the Dutch housing market are described in order to help
understand the later chapters. The specific elements of Dutch housing policy
are described in section 2.1. Additional practices in the Amsterdam context
related to housing development and land policy are described in section 2.2.
Following this, the way in which policies and practices have shaped the Dutch
housing market, which is rather unique from an international perspective (e.g.
the social housing sector in the Netherlands is the largest in the Europe, see
Pittini & Laino, 2011), is addressed in section 2.3.
2.1
Housing policy and regulation in the Netherlands
Differences in subsidization, taxation and entry and mortgage requirements
influence the attractiveness and accessibility of different tenures for different
households. The tenure structure in the Netherlands and in Amsterdam is the
result of investment decisions shaped by policy and regulation, which treat
different tenures differently. Conijn et al. (2016) describe how subsidies within
the social rental and owner-occupied housing sectors resulted in the decline
of private rental housing in the Netherlands. This stands in stark contrast to
Germany and Switzerland where high shares of private rental housing are the
result of tenure neutral housing policy (Gilbert, 2016; Kofner, 2014). Table 2.1
provides an overview of current and recent tenure specific arrangements that
shape(d) the Dutch housing market in general and the Amsterdam housing
stock in particular. The local property tax (OZB) is, for example, not included.
While this property tax is mostly perceived as a tax on owner-occupied
housing, the tax also applies to owners of rental dwellings and may indirectly
be charged to tenants.
Housing policy instruments may impact the supply or the demand side of
the housing market. Nonetheless, in this chapter this distinction is not made,
as the impact of these instruments is not always as clear. The governmentbacked loans to social landlords, for instance, are passed on to tenants in the
form of lower rents; and housing associations do not pass all landlord levies
on to their tenants. Therefore, in the next paragraphs we describe only the
elements of housing policy organized by tenure.
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Tenure

Subsidies

Taxation

Entry requirements and
credit conditions

Social rental

- Below market rate
leasehold and land costs
- Government-backed loans
- Below market-rate rents
- Housing allowance

- Landlord levy

- Waiting list position
- Maximum income

Private rental

- Housing allowance

- Landlord levy

- Minimum income
- Employment status

Owner-occupied

- Mortgage interest tax
relief
- Tax exemption home
equity
- National mortgage
guarantee
Gift tax exemption

- Transfer tax
- Fixed rate imputed
income from
homeownership

- LTI and LTV constraints
- Loan payment constraints

Table 2.1 Tenure specific subsidies, taxes and primary entry requirement and credit conditions

Social and private rented housing
It is important for the reader to realize that social and private rental housing
are not synonymous for regulated and non-regulated housing. Social landlords
not only rent out regulated dwellings, but are also active on the free, liberalized
market. Private landlords (both institutional and private owners) also rent
out regulated dwellings. Table 2.2 shows the ownership of rental housing
in the Netherlands. In this dissertation, when referred to social housing we
refer to the regulated dwellings owned by housing associations. As subsidies
and taxation apply to both types of landlords, we have not included separate
sections for the social and the private rental sector. It is, however, important to
realize that not all subsidies and taxes apply to each type of landlord equally.
This is independent of the institutional framework. It is simply the result
of differences between the two types of landlords in terms of, for example,
strategy. The landlord levy, for instance, applies to regulated dwellings of
larger landlords. Since housing associations own more regulated dwellings,
they pay more landlord levy than private landlords.
Subsidies
After the government abolished and paid off all future ‘brick-and-mortar’
subsidies owed to housing associations in 1995, the housing associations in
the Netherlands became legally and financially independent. A revolving
fund-model to finance housing associations was introduced (Elsinga & Lind,
2013), allowing rent pooling and stipulating that financial obligations and
investments (e.g., upkeep, new construction and investments in community
development) are to be financed out-of-pocket or through the acquisition of
capital on financial markets. Despite the abolishment of direct subsidies, social
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Type of landlord

Regulated

Liberalized

Total

Housing association

2.10 (90.7%)

0.22 (9.3%)

2.31 (100%)

Institutional investor

0.11 (48.4%)

0.12 (51.6%)

0.23 (100%)

Private/family

0.31 (69.0%)

0.14 (31.0%)

0.46 (100%)

Total

2.52 (84.2%)

0.47 (15.8%)

2.99 (100%)

Table 2.2 Distribution of the rental housing stock per type of landlord and regulation in the
Netherlands, in millions, 2014 (Source: WOON2015, BZK/CBS, 2016, calculations by author)

housing continued to enjoy subsidies through the access to below market rate
leasehold and land costs (Tasan-Kok, Groetelaers, Haffner, van der Heijden, &
Korthals Altes, 2013). The market price is estimated as the residual of the
price of an owner-occupied dwelling minus the value of the construction. As
owner-occupied housing in the Netherlands is heavily subsidized (see next
paragraph) and the price elasticity of supply is nearly zero (CPB Netherlands
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, 2017; Vermeulen & Rouwendal, 2007),
land is relatively expensive. Municipalities will seek to approach the residual
value for land, but will at least aim to cover costs for the entire project including
expenses on land acquisition and land servicing (Needham, 1992). Land and
leasehold rates for social housing in Amsterdam changed from housing unit
fees ranging from €15,205 to €34,836, depending on the neighborhood, to a
flat-rate of €215 per square meter for the whole city (Huurdersvereniging
Amsterdam, AFWC, & Gemeente Amsterdam, 2016). The size of implicit
subsidies through land and leasehold-rates depends on the specificities of
the project and the value of the land under market circumstances. Private
landlords do not receive this subsidy and are charged market prices for land.
Another subsidy is the social rental sector’s access to government-backed loans.
Again, this subsidy is available to housing associations only. Loans are backed
collectively by all housing associations and by the government. This security
structure, organized in the Guarantee Fund for Social Housing Construction
(WSW), has a triple A rating and provides housing associations access to
capital at lower interest rates. Veenstra and van Ommeren (2015) estimate
the interest rates paid by housing associations to be 80 basis points lower due
to the security system. In addition to the provision of social rental housing,
housing associations have also developed liberalized rental and owner-occupied
housing. Because of housing associations’ position as social entrepreneurs
and their large amount of assets (housing stock), they were able to compete
in the unitary market in which there was no clear divide between the social
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housing market and the private housing market (Blessing, 2012; Elsinga &
Lind, 2013). It was in particular the provision of liberalized rental housing—
making use of subsidies—that conflicted with state-support regulation of
the European Union (Bertram & Helderman, 2008). Eventually, as of 2011
housing associations could no longer receive guaranteed loans for their
commercial activities. If a housing association provides less than 90 percent
of the social rental units to households within the primary target group, they
are not allowed to receive state subsidies (i.e. the government-backed loans
and the possibility to acquire land at below market rates) and may be fined.
With the most recent Housing Act (Woningwet 2015), housing associations
were furthermore forced to at least administratively separate their social and
non-social activities, thus further guaranteeing a level playing field between
social and private landlords.
On the demand side of social housing, households with lower incomes
(maximum €30,400 in 2018, dependent on age and household composition)
receive housing allowance to secure affordability. Only households renting a
dwelling with a controlled rent below the housing allowance limit (€710.68 in
2018) can receive housing subsidy. The amount a household receives depends
on the household income and the rent. No compensation is provided for a base
level of rent, while for the remainder a cascading mechanism is organized in
which decreasing shares of the rent are compensated: the first bracket of rent
is compensated in full, the next bracket for 65 percent, followed by a bracket
that is compensated by 40 percent. After a certain threshold, dependent on age
and household composition, additional rent is not compensated.
Apart from explicit subsidies, renters also receive so-called implicit subsidies
as a result of rent control: the rent paid by many renters in regulated
dwellings is lower than the actual market price. Both maximum starting
rents and yearly rent increases of social housing are tightly controlled in
the Netherlands. Especially in the past, this resulted in below market-rate
rents in most areas (Conijn et al., 2016). Maximum allowed rents for rental
housing are determined through a point valuation system1. Rent increases
of all rent-controlled housing units (i.e. initially rented out at rents below
the liberalization limit) are restricted and primarily related to the previous
year’s inflation. All tenants of both regulated and liberalized rental housing
1 Only in specific cases (e.g. large rent arrears and disturbance) and after a court ruling may households be evicted. Evictions may furthermore take place because of drastic renovations or urban
renewal projects. These households have to be offered alternative housing and compensation for
moving.
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are, moreover, protected against evictions for financial reasons2 and there is no
income test to re-evaluate eligibility for social housing tenants after they move
in. Households whose income increases after they have moved into a regulated
dwelling may not be evicted from their dwelling because they are no longer
eligible. In 2013, however, income dependent rent-increases were introduced3.
This gives the landlord some opportunity to decrease the implicit subsidy to
higher income households. Next to the strict regulation of rents, an important
difference in comparison to for-profit landlords is that housing associations do
not have economic owners, as they are obliged to re-invest all revenues for the
benefit of public housing. Consequently, demanded rates-of-return are low. In
specific cases, a negative rate-of-return can even be accepted in order to achieve
certain social goals (Conijn, 2011). Maximizing rents is both not required
and not the practice. More specifically: not only do housing associations not
charge market rents, they also tend to not charge the maximum allowed
rent level under rent regulation. In Amsterdam, the average social housing
tenant paid 78 percent of what was maximum allowed in 2008. After 2011,
the share of the maximum allowed rent charged on average dropped to 67
percent, to later increase to 72 percent (Aedes, 2016a). The decrease in 2011
was the result of the introduction of scarcity points4. This change in the point
valuation system increased the maximum allowed rents for all social housing
units in Amsterdam. The increase in maximum allowed rents also increased
the potential to liberalize social housing units and transfer them to the private
sector category.
Taxation
In 2013 the landlord levy (Verhuurdersheffing) was introduced by the national
government. This tax applies to all landlords that rent out more than 50
regulated dwellings with the intention that the total revenue generated would
increase in a few yearly steps to €1.7 billion annually. Since most regulated
dwellings are owned by housing associations, they pay the majority of the
2 Only in specific cases (e.g. large rent arrears and disturbance) and after a court ruling may households be evicted. Evictions may furthermore take place because of drastic renovations or urban
renewal projects. These households have to be offered alternative housing and compensation for
moving.
3 The rent of households with a yearly income above the income boundary for social housing can
be increased extra. For 2013, the maximum allowed rent increases were set at inflation + 1.5 percent
for households with an income up to the social housing income boundary of €33,614, inflation
+ 2 percent for households with in income in between the social housing income boundary and
€43,000 and inflation + 4 percent for households with a yearly income above €43,000.
4 Scarcity points (schaarstepunten) were introduced in 2011. Depending on the average square
meter price, 15 or 25 points are added to housing units in the more expensive areas. An increase of
one point relates to a maximum rent increase of about €4.
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levy. The landlord levy was introduced primarily for budgetary reasons
(C. de Groot, Daalhuizen, Schilder, & Tennekes, 2016), although later it
was used as an instrument to guide housing associations’ behavior through
discounts, e.g. by giving discounts for investments in sustainability. Gruis
and van der Kuij (2012, p. 52) refer to the housing associations’ double crisis.
First, the global financial crisis resulting in stagnating sales, losses on new
housing development projects due to revenue shortfalls and—for some
housing associations—write-downs on interest swaps. Second, the landlord
levy and other measures (e.g. restrictions on for-profit activities of housing
associations) put additional financial pressure on housing associations. The
increased financial pressure, consequently influenced rent setting decisions as
well as decisions on the sale of social housing units (Elsinga & Wassenberg,
2014). Simultaneously it spurred housing associations to increase efficiency of
management and maintenance, which had been criticized for being too costly
(e.g. Conijn & Schilder, 2011). Between 2013 and 2016, housing association
decreased operating expenses per housing unit by 23 percent (Aedes, 2017a).
Entry requirements
In general, social housing in the Netherlands is offered to the household that
has spent the longest time on the waiting list5, out of all eligible households
that applied for the specific advertised unit. In 2011, the social housing target
group was (re)defined by introducing a maximum income level of €36,165
(price level 2017) indexed yearly, making middle-income households more
dependent on private rental and owner-occupied housing (Elsinga & Lind, 2013).
To be clear: this only applies to the housing owned by housing associations.
Private landlords, regardless whether they rent out their dwellings above or
below the regulation boundary, are free to rent their dwellings to whoever
they want. Usually, however, they have a minimum income requirement. In
practice, prospective tenants of private landlords need to have a gross income
of four times or more the rent. Housing associations often have similar income
requirements for their liberalized dwellings. Additional qualification criteria
for certain social housing units may apply in order to achieve a better fit or
guarantee access to suitable housing for specific groups—including the elderly,
students, or physically disabled persons. General rules are set by the national
government, while additional matching criteria may be set at the local level.

5 In case of, for example, forced relocation due to urban renewal, a household can skip the waiting
list for selected dwellings.
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Owner-occupied housing
Subsidies
The long-term favorable fiscal treatment of owner-occupied housing has
increased the relative attractiveness of this tenure, especially for higher
income households (Haffner & Oxley, 1999; Heylen & Haffner, 2012). In
the Netherlands mortgage interest payments are fully deductible from a home
owner’s taxable income for a period of 30 years. Because of the progressive
income taxes, the higher one’s income and one’s mortgage debt the greater
one’s benefits. The interest of mortgages issued after 2013 is only deductible
when the mortgage is amortized; existing interest-only mortgages remain tax
deductible and can even be grandfathered when moving house (Janssen-Jansen
& Schilder, 2015; Scanlon & Elsinga, 2014). This policy, originally created to
prevent income taxation of costs made to realize income, dates back to the
beginning of the twentieth century (Haffner, 2002; Rouwendal, 2007). The
mortgage interest relief system will gradually be made less generous6, but
continues to stand out in international comparison.
The National Mortgage Guarantee (NMG) ensures households in return for
a one-time payment of (in 2016) 0.557 percent of the loan amount (Cox &
Zwinkels, 2016). The NMG repays the mortgage in case a household can no
longer pay for their mortgage due to, for example, unemployment or divorce.
In return for the decreased risk, mortgage lenders offer a 0.2 to 0.5 percentage
point lower interest rate on NMG covered mortgages (Scanlon & Elsinga,
2014). During the global financial crisis, from 2008 until 2011, the maximum
loan that was insured by the NMG was increased from €265,000 to €350,000
in an attempt to stimulate the recovery of the housing market (Boelhouwer
& Priemus, 2014). For 2017, the maximum guaranteed mortgage has a value
of €247,450.
In response to the global financial crisis, the gift tax exemption was temporarily
extended for gifts used for the purchase of housing or for mortgage repayments.
Instead of the existing €50,000, up to a €100,000 could be transferred from
parents to child tax free in 2013 and 2014. As of 2017, a similar tax exemption
6 The deductibility of mortgage interest paid in the highest tax bracket is being phased out by
0.5 percent per year down to the 42 percent income tax bracket. The new government intends to
increase this pace rapidly to 38 percent (and also includes other reforms in the taxation of income,
including a lower middle marginal tax rate.
7 This percentage is regularly changed and is adjusted to the expected costs on the NMG. The bank
is compensated based on a (fictive) annuity mortgage. Thus, in case of an interest-only mortgage
the bank still runs a risk.
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was re-introduced. In the new arrangement, donations do not have to stem
from parents. However, if the donation stems from one’s parents, a larger
amount may be used without restriction (i.e. also for non-housing purposes).
The initial arrangement was introduced to provide a positive impulse to the
housing market and to both decrease mortgage-debt and decrease the number
of households overleveraged (i.e. mortgage-debt is greater than the value of
the house). The initial arrangement resulted in €1,350 million of lost income
instead of an estimated €104 million (Algemene Rekenkamer, 2017).
Taxation
In the Netherlands, owner-occupiers are taxed for home-ownership with three
instruments: the transfer tax, a taxation of imputed rent and a local property
tax levied by the municipality. The local property tax, however, also applies to
owners of rental housing and is therefore not included as a tenure specific tax.
Transfer tax is a tax that is levied only once, when the house is bought.
Transfer tax may have a distortive impact on not only the housing market,
reducing residential mobility and thus hampering the adjustment of housing
consumption compared to housing demand, but also on for instance labor
market mobility (e.g. van Ommeren, 2006). The transfer tax was first temporary
lowered in 2011 from 6 to 2 percent to stimulate the housing market, but this
was made permanent in 2012 (Scanlon & Elsinga, 2014). The 2 percent rate
is comparatively low and expected to hardly limit mobility anymore (de Boer
& Bitetti, 2014).
The imputed income from homeownership consists of the rent that the owner
does not need to pay. Based on the taxation value of the property an amount
is added the taxable income of the owner. For almost all owner-occupied
dwellings 0.75 percent of the tax-assessed value of the dwelling is added to
the owner’s income8 (Conijn & Schilder, 2011; CPB/PBL, 2016). For owneroccupiers with a mortgage debt this implies that the benefits from the mortgage
interest deductibility are lowered as they can subtract somewhat less interest
expenses from their income. Owner-occupiers who have no, or very little
mortgage debt, are exempted from this tax. In 2018 the government started
to slowly abolish this exemption.

8 For housing values exceeding €1,050,000 an extra 2.35 percent of the value exceeding this level
needs to be added.
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Credit conditions
The Dutch housing market is highly leveraged and the Netherlands ranks
top of the world when comparing outstanding mortgage debt to the national
GDP (IMF, 2014). This is made possible by a combination of strong economic
growth, steep price increases and very relaxed credit conditions in the past
(Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2013). Despite the high outstanding
mortgage debt and the crisis in the Dutch housing market, the number of
delinquencies and defaults on mortgages has been very small. This is at
least partly the result of the fact that mortgages in the Netherlands are full
recourse: even after default the household needs to repay the mortgage and
thus has a strong incentive to try and repay the mortgage (IMF, 2014). The
crisis on the housing market, however, has led policy makers to tighten credit
conditions further, although this process was initiated before the crisis. The
two most important indicators for credit conditions on the household level are
the loan-to-value ratio and the loan-to-income ratio.
The loan-to-value ratio (LTV) is the ratio between the outstanding mortgage
debt and the value of the house. When buying a house one of the restrictions
that the buyer has to deal with is the maximum LTV. The LTV is gradually
being restricted to a 100 percent in 2018 (S. Groot et al., 2016). Before, LTVs
of up to 110 percent were no exception and, especially around the turn of the
century, LTVs of 120 percent were observed.
The loan-to-income ratio (LTI) is the ratio of mortgage debt to income. In
the Netherlands an independent national budgeting institute (Nibud) presents
tables that indicate what maximum LTI fits with specific levels of income.
These tables play an important role in the mortgage production process.
The maximum loan-to-income that credit lenders can give to households
without having to create an extensive dossier on the financial situation of
the household has been lowered in recent years. This means a significant
lowering of the lending capacity of households, since LTIs of up to 6 were
issued before (Janssen-Jansen & Schilder, 2015). The interest-only part of the
mortgage was restricted to 50 percent of the mortgage, also leading to higher
monthly payments (Scanlon & Elsinga, 2014) and later even to 0 percent if
the household wishes to deduct the interest payments from income tax (see
earlier).
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2.2
Housing governance and land policy in Amsterdam
In addition to policies and regulation that shape the tenure structure,
municipalities and other actors actively aim to (re)direct investments in
different tenures in different parts of the city by closing agreements on
investments and through land policy. Since 1998, three years after the
replacement of direct subsidies for a revolving fund model (Elsinga & Lind,
2013), Amsterdam housing associations also started selling housing units. The
city of Amsterdam declared the sale of thousands of social housing units was
needed, because the population composition and demand for housing in the
city had changed (Tenants’ Union Amsterdam, AFWC, & City of Amsterdam,
2008). These city-level agreements include the number of dwellings in
different city districts and under what conditions housing associations may
sell housing units to sitting tenants, to a household if a tenant has moved
out, or to another organization that will become the new landlord (Tenants’
Union Amsterdam, AFWC, City of Amsterdam, & Amsterdam City Districts,
2011). The first two agreements allowed for the sale of 28,575 units in the
1998-2007 period. At the start of 2007, little over 10,000 of these units were
sold. In the new agreement (Tenants’ Union Amsterdam, AFWC, & City of
Amsterdam, 2008), the remaining number of allowed sales was increased
by 12,000 units to 30,349 for the period from 2007 to 2016. For each unit
sold, the housing associations pay a fee to the municipal fund to stimulate
the construction of social housing (Stimuleringsfonds Volkshuisvesting) and to
the municipal fund to cover land development advancements (Vereveningsfonds)
(Tenants’ Union Amsterdam, AFWC, & City of Amsterdam, 2008). In the
Housing Vision Amsterdam 2020 (City of Amsterdam, 2009), the municipality
states it does not engage with private actors to reach agreements, but that
private actors are interlocutor of the municipality.
Municipalities in the Netherlands often play a central role in the production
and distribution (i.e. freehold or leasehold) of buildable land. ‘Active land
policy’ involves municipality acquiring land, servicing the land and disposing
the land to developers who build on it (Needham, 1997). In conjunction with
planning procedures, municipalities can influence what is built and where by
strategically issuing land and closing agreements under private-law. Since
2016 the City of Amsterdam is charging one land price—including a 52year leasehold—of €215 per square meter for social housing, whatever the
location. For student housing and housing constructed for young households,
fixed land prices per unit are charged. Before 2016, different fees per unit for
different parts of the city applied, ranging from €15,205 to €34,836. If a unit
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is sold or liberalized, an extra leasehold payment needs to be made in exchange
for a change of the zoning plan. In regard to land prices, municipalities will
seek to approach a residual value that at least covers costs for the entire
project, including costs of land acquisition, land servicing and organization
(Needham, 1992). Next to deciding on where to acquire, service and dispose
land, the municipality also influences developments by formulating additional
requirements and through the design of selection processes (e.g. a tenders).
2.3.
Tenure structure development
In different Western countries, private initiatives to help improve the living
conditions of the urban poor were initiated in the 19th century, for example
those unveiled by the likes of Andrew Mearns (1883) for London and Jacob
Riis (1890) for New York. Around 1900, in different Western countries, new
policies facilitated housing initiatives by private organizations—co-operatives
and associations of worker unions—and building codes were installed to
combat inhumane and unhealthy housing conditions (Hall, 2014). In the
post-war period, referred to as the ‘golden age’ of social housing (Harloe,
1995), national governments played an increasingly central role in the
expansion of social housing sectors. Social housing was thought to provide
an efficient answer to counter large housing shortages, while simultaneously
stimulating economies and provide employment (Scanlon, Whitehead, &
Fernández Arrigoitia, 2014). This period saw rise of the mass model in which
social housing became a dominant housing sector. After a shift in demand
in qualitative terms and an increase of suburbanization in the 1970s and
1980s, renewed appreciation of the cities started processes of gentrification
and contributed to a renewed faith in markets. Owner-occupied housing had
become the preferred tenure, stimulated through policy (Ronald, 2008; Scanlon
& Elsinga, 2014). The mass model of social housing was challenged and social
housing gradually became targeted to an increasingly smaller and poorer
segment of the population (Harloe, 1995). From the late 1980s until about
2007, ever larger mortgage loans were available to ever more households.
In combination with low interest rates, mortgage lending and house prices
increased rapidly. Households became more leveraged by taking on more debt,
which did not cause structural problems as long as house values increased and
interest rates remained low (Aalbers, 2015). The 2008 global financial crisis
led to increased unemployment and house prices deflation. Large numbers
of households in many countries struggled to pay their mortgages and many
households had to cope with debts exceeding house values. Recovery and
renewed growth started at different moments in time in different countries
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Figure 2.1 Tenure structure in the Netherlands, 1947 to 2015 (Source: Vlak et al., 2017; originally
from Elsinga & Wassenberg, 2014)

and regions. Also the extent and pace of recovery differs over space and seems
to be increasingly concentrated. The continued ‘move to the city’, increased
scarcity and increasing spatial differences have raised questions about justice
in regards of access to the city and the distribution of scarce resources.
The Dutch housing sector to a great extent mirrors these trends. Housing
associations began as private initiatives to improve the living conditions of
worker-families in the 19th century. In the Housing Act of 1901 the status and
role of housing associations was formalized and these private organizations
with a public mandate were assigned both privileges and obligations (van
der Cammen & de Klerk, 2003). Housing associations can solely work in the
field of housing, with the exception of activities to improve the livability
of neighborhoods in which they possess housing and they have to let social
housing with priority to households with certain needs that qualify for housing
subsidy9. The shift towards social rental housing especially accelerated after
World War II (see figure 2.1), when social rental housing was regarded the
most suitable answer to housing shortages. The production of social housing
was combined with strict rent controls, resulting in lower housing costs and
suppressing demands for wage increases. Wage moderation was a central
strategy to increase the country’s competitiveness (Harloe, 1995). The social
9 These and other privileges and obligations of housing associations are laid down in the Housing
Act and the Management Decree Social Housing Sector (BBSH).
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rental sector continued to increase until 1990 to a share of 38 percent (Dol
& Haffner, 2010). Meanwhile, homeownership has gained grounds, especially
since the 1970s as mortgage loans became accessible to larger shares of the
population. Despite increased focus on owner-occupied housing, the social
rental housing sector in the Netherlands still makes up 32 percent of the
total housing stock (2.4 million housing units) and is the largest in Europe
(Pittini & Laino, 2011). This is also related to the fact that rent regulation
has given private landlords an incentive to sell their dwellings in the owneroccupied sector where prices were high resulting from fiscal subsidization
(Vlak, Middelkoop, Schilder, & Eskinasi, 2017).
In Amsterdam, the private rental housing sector still made up just under half
of the total housing stock in the 1980s (see figure 2.2). Housing associationowned housing made up little over 40 percent of the total stock and the owneroccupied sector was still very small (less than 10 percent). The social housing
sector in Amsterdam continued to grow until well in the 1990s (Musterd,
2014) to about 57 percent of the total stock in 1995. Thereafter, the share
of the tenure decreased to the current level of 45 percent of the 420,000
Amsterdam units housing the total population of 822,000. About 27 percent
of the housing stock is private rental and 28 percent is owner-occupied (OIS
Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015). In absolute terms, the social housing stock
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decreased from 206 000 in 2001 to under 183 000 units in 2013 as part of
local housing market restructuring policy and strategy. The relative decrease
was even more pronounced due to the steady increase in owner-occupied
housing from 72,000 up to 125,000 units over the same period. The private
rental sector remained roughly the same (Dignum, 2013). The recent housing
market restructuring in Amsterdam included the sale and liberalization of
social housing as the social housing sector was deemed too dominant (Kadi &
Musterd, 2014). Large scale urban renewal projects, in which social housing
was replaced by mixed-tenure estates with increased owner-occupied housing,
have significantly changed the housing stock in post-war neighborhoods
(Uitermark & Bosker, 2014). Next to a decrease in the total social housing
stock, the yearly supply of units for new tenants decreased at an even higher
rate, due to limited tenant turnover in addition to the tenure transfers of
housing units, which became available. In 1999, approximately 16,000 units
became available, while in the years from 2013 to 2016 this figure was as low
as 6,000 units a year. This decrease is reflected—though less pronounced than
may be expected—in an increase in the average time spent on the waiting
list by new tenants from around 7 to over 8 years between 2003 and 2013
(not including households moving within the social housing sector; AFWC,
2005-2016).
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Chapter 3

Housing investments and
the implementation of the
ideal of the undivided city

Abstract | Providing housing for all income groups and in such a way that
limits the development of segregation is a shared concern of governments in
rapidly growing cities. In Amsterdam, this resonates since the 1990s in the
central policy aim of the ‘undivided city’. While different actors agree on the
broad aim, policy competition and limited means cause tensions and force actors
to weigh different and sometimes conflicting goals. This paper explores how
different actors—individually and within governance networks—define and
apply the undivided city-concept and how they deal with different (conflicting)
policy aims and scarcity of resources. A qualitative content analysis of policy
and strategy documents covering the period 2004-2014 and semi-structured
interviews with different actors are conducted to analyze the understanding
and application of the policy aim of the undivided city. We conclude that despite
a seemingly consensus, ideas on practical implementation and what achieving
it may cost differ among actors. The flexible and varying understanding
of this policy aim is problematic for policy evaluation. Policy makers and
scholars should give more attention to the adaptive and contextual nature
of such shared ideals. For policy evaluation this suggests that the choice for
a specific definition and operationalization may need to be made explicit and
positioned in regards to different other (possibly conflicting) definitions and
operationalizations. Alternatively, an evaluative framework rooted in theory
may be applied.

Submitted as | Jonkman, A., L. Janssen-Jansen & F. Schilder. Housing
investments and the implementation of the ideal of the undivided city. Under
review.
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3.1
Introduction
In high-demand cities the supply of housing often does not keep pace with
growing demand. This results in an increasingly expensive housing stock.
Spatial differences are becoming more visible due to extreme housing prices
(e.g. Higgins, Campanera, & Nobajas, 2014) in city centers that push low
income households outwards (Hochstenbach & Musterd, 2017; Raco, 2008).
Literature, however, emphasizes the importance of social cohesive cities with
limited levels of segregation (Arbaci & Tapada-Berteli, 2012; Dewilde & De
Decker, 2016; Escafré-Dublet & Lelévrier, 2018; Higgins et al., 2014; McCann,
2008; Novy, 2011). For decades local governments in cities have tried to tackle
this through spatial and housing policies, also supported by other actors, like
housing associations and housing investors (Blessing, 2014). As evidence
suggests socio-spatial inequality and segregation has increased in many cities
and urban housing markets increasingly become inaccessible for certain groups
(Kadi & Musterd, 2014; Madrazo & van Kempen, 2012; Musterd, Marcinczak,
van Ham, & Tammaru, 2017). Still, the discourse for an undivided city with
limited levels of segregation remained strong (Arbaci & Tapada-Berteli, 2012;
Bolt, Phillips, & van Kempen, 2010; Musterd & Andersson, 2005).
In Amsterdam, as in many other Dutch cities, the ‘undivided city’ (in Dutch:
ongedeelde stad) has been a central housing policy since the 1990s. The main aim
is to shape the socio-spatial distribution of housing. Despite the long-lasting
support and consensus among different housing actors for this objective, the
perceived segregation has increased. While the divergence between policy
aims and actual developments has been attributed to different structural and
policy factors (e.g. Musterd et al., 2017), the role of urban actors has been
criticized but scarcely understood. Also, the development of Amsterdam as an
undivided city has been assessed, but largely based on researchers’ (different)
interpretations of what the undivided city is (Uitermark & Bosker, 2014; van
Gent, Musterd, & Veldhuizen, 2014). In strategy and policy documents, the
concept of the undivided city is mostly described in general terms. Despite the
seemingly consensus on a more abstract level, housing actors have different
objectives and responsibilities.
The undivided city is a normative concept concerning the socio-spatial
distribution of housing. The way in which housing actors understand and
interpret this concept shapes their strategies and local housing policies. The
aim of this paper is to understand how the concept of the undivided city is
understood and operationalized by local housing actors and how this influences
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strategy and policy within actor networks. A qualitative content analysis of
written documents issued by local actors alongside semi-structured interviews
with representatives of local stakeholders are conducted. The analysis shows
how, despite a seemingly continued consensus on a more abstract level, the
understanding of the undivided city changes over time and varies among actors.
It also provides insights into how actors—individual and in coalitions—cope
with tensions and make trade-offs between different (potentially conflicting)
policy aims, interests and rationales in decision-making on place and tenure
specific (dis)investments related to the objective of the undivided city. We
conclude that policy evaluations of policy aims like the undivided city need to
explicitly define and operationalize the concept and position this in relation
to alternative understandings, or explicitly apply an alternative evaluative
framework more rooted in theory.
In the next section, the concept of the undivided city is embedded in theory
and practice. In the third section, methods and data are discussed, before
presenting the results of the qualitative content analysis and semi-structured
interviews. The last section contains reflections and a conclusion.
3.2
The undivided city in theory
One of the main arguments for the creation of mixed neighborhoods and
planning for a diverse population stems from positive effects attributed to
being among strangers. Young (1990, p. 237) argues:
“I propose to construct a normative ideal of city life as an alternative
to both the ideal of community and the liberal individualism it
criticizes as asocial. By “city life” I mean a form of social relations
which I define as the being together of strangers. In the city persons
and groups interact within spaces and institutions they all experience
themselves as belonging to, but without those interactions dissolving
into unity or commonness”.
On the other hand, Fainstein (2010, p. 49) questions the extent of these
positive effects:
“Unfortunately, the argument supporting Young’s view that widening
democratic inclusion will break the vicious circle supporting inequality
seems overly sanguine, as there is no necessary link between greater
inclusion and a commitment to a more just society”.
Moreover, in her framework of the just city—incorporating equity, democracy,
and diversity—she discusses the tensions that arise between different aims
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and the difficulty of combining those in practice. For example, tensions can
arise because the majority of a population may not value the aim of diversity.
Such potential theory-practice mismatches are acknowledged in literature
(e.g. H. Campbell, 2006; Kennett, Forrest, & Marsh, 2013; Mak & Stouten,
2014; Uitermark & Bosker, 2014), yet the reasons for this mismatch and the
way these arise in practice are underexplored.
In the undivided city discourse, the increasing segregation is often related to
the effects of globalization (see Musterd, Priemus, & van Kempen, 1999a),
the transformation into the post-industrial city and welfare-state reforms
(Andersson, 1999; Marcuse & van Kempen, 2002). Several concepts have
been used to describe levels and types of segregation within cities (Allegra,
Casaglia, & Rokem, 2012; R. van Kempen, 2007), sometimes interchangeably
(e.g. Madrazo & van Kempen, 2012). These include: spatial polarization (Sassen,
2001), the segregated city, the fragmented city (Burgers, 2002), the partitioned
city (Marcuse & van Kempen, 2002), the dual city (Beauregard, 1993), and the
more positively framed inclusive city (EUKN, 2014) and undivided city (Boal,
1999). While spatial polarization is more descriptive, the other terms refer
to a certain level and/or type of dividedness. The level of dividedness is
mostly assessed through measures of segregation (Buitelaar et al., 2017). The
undivided city primarily refers to a static state or a development in regards
to the level of segregation on one (e.g. ethnicity, see Boal, 1999) or more
dimensions (e.g. income, household composition and ethnicity, see R. van
Kempen & Priemus, 1999) usually combining different levels of scale (E. van
Kempen, 1994). According to Musterd, Priemus and van Kempen (1999b, p.
575) a divided city may be “a city in which spatial segregation is manifest in
such a way that at least some of the residing population categories involved,
and possibly a broader range of people, consider this a problem”. This implies
the use of segregation as the measure for unevenness and the divided city as
the normative subjective judgement related to the level of segregation. Soja
(2010a, pp. 71–72) states: “There will always be some degree of variation,
although not all these variations and inequalities are of social significance”.
Yet, even if a majority perceives segregation as a problem, it may still not
be of intrinsic social significance. For example, while people might perceive
a neighborhood as an ethnic enclave, the facts may be different and eventual
problems may not be the result of segregation.
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Even if segregation of social significance is identified it does not have to be
unjust and necessarily require intervention. Inequality and segregation are
inherent to the distribution of a spatial good. Its spatial distribution is tied
to qualities households aspire, value and are prepared to pay for in different
degrees. Examples include the vicinity of jobs and services, and esthetics
of a neighborhood. While the houses in a neighborhood often have similar
characteristics (e.g. size, quality of construction, type, ownership), differences
exist between neighborhoods. Combined with differences in means and
preferences between groups of households, this may lead to spatial sorting,
inequality and segregation.
While segregation in itself does not have to be unjust, related negative effects
may provide arguments for intervening. Moreover, differences in opportunities
of households and whether they have access to a minimum standard of housing
can be a ground for intervention. In this instance equality may be enhanced
while it is not the primary aim of the intervention (Frankfurt, 2015).
3.3
The undivided city in practice
Policy measures in relation to the undivided city are mostly—but not
exclusively—focused on the housing market. Governments intervene in
housing markets through policy, regulation and land-use planning (Monk et
al., 1996; Whitehead, 2007). Housing markets are, for example, regulated in
order to increase positive externalities (e.g. those assigned to homeownership),
reduce negative externalities (e.g. sprawl), or to change its distributive outcome
(e.g. through housing allowance; Høj, 2011). State intervention may alter the
relative attractiveness of tenures through subsidies (e.g. mortgage interest
deduction, housing allowance), taxes (e.g. property tax), regulation (e.g. rent
control), and providing necessary resources (e.g. land). Such interventions
may change the user costs of tenures, which would be comparable for different
tenures in a balanced housing market with tenure neutral policies (Haffner
& Heylen, 2011; Høj, 2011). In such a balanced housing market, individual
preferences would have a greater impact on demand for different tenures
than, for example, a fiscal bias (Haffner & Oxley, 1999). In many countries the
taxation structure and subsidies result in diverging user costs for different
tenures and households (Ball, 2016; Conijn et al., 2016; Hancock & Munro,
1992; Heylen, 2013a). For example, depending on specificities, housing
allowances lower the net user cost of rental housing, especially for low income
households, while mortgage interest relief is most beneficial for high income
households (Heylen, 2013b; ter Rele & van Steen, 2001).
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Therefore, differences in net user costs can vary for different income groups
or types of households and investors. This may also influence the distribution
of groups over tenures and potentially impact the level of spatial segregation.
Tenure transfers reflect the changing attractiveness of tenures. Such transfers
can be more or less promoted or restricted by policy and regulation. Rightto-buy in the United Kingdom is an example of a policy stimulating transfers
from social housing to owner-occupied housing (Robertson & Serpa, 2014).
The extent to and speed at which changing attractiveness of tenures result in
a changing tenure structure depends on the context and policy and regulatory
framework.
In the Netherlands, multiple actors are actively involved in the development of
cities, not only through their primary role as tenant, developer or investor, but
also as participants in the development of housing policy. In the latest Dutch
housing law (Woningwet 2015) municipalities are to actively engage housing
associations and tenant representatives in realizing the municipality’s vision
on the housing market. However, this has been common practice for much
longer in several cities including Amsterdam (AFWC, 1995). Recently, even
private investors are more actively engaged in realizing local housing policy
goals (van Gijzel, 2018). Obviously, given the diverse nature of each actor’s
private motives, policy outcomes for broader ideals such as the undivided city
are not to be taken for granted. While these actors are actively and positively
engaged in developing the undivided city policy, their decision-making is also
conditioned by available resources (e.g. financial, land-ownership). These
resources will force actors to prioritize and decide on what (dis)investments
to make.
In growing cities with increasing house prices, constructing larger quantities
of housing in general may be at odds with the aim of decreasing levels of
dividedness. The greater differences in land prices are, the more costly securing
affordability in the most expensive parts of the city will be. This becomes
visible, for example, in the shift of affordable housing programs in New York
and London towards providing housing for middle income households (Marom
& Carmon, 2015). Providing affordable housing for larger families in expensive
areas will demand even greater investments. Such investments limit available
means for alternatives and may even require disinvestments elsewhere (e.g.
the sale of social housing). Decisions on what investments to make and how
to prioritize depend on what is understood by the undivided city. While it is
assumed that there is consensus among actors on the undivided city-concept,
they may have different perceptions.
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3.4
Methods and data
The application of the undivided city policy-was studied from the perspective
of the actors involved. A longitudinal approach for the years 2004 to 2014
was conducted to assess how the understanding and implementation of the
undivided city ideal changed in time and how this relates to changing housing
market conditions. This period of time includes significantly changing
circumstances, spanning from pre-crisis years to post-crisis years of recovery.
During this whole period, the undivided city was a policy aim confirmed by
different housing actors. The different housing actors, including the municipal
government, city-districts, housing associations, tenants’ union(s) and, to a
lesser extent, private developers, cooperated to achieve (public) housing goals.
Most of the land in Amsterdam is owned by the municipality and leased to
users. This requires municipal involvement in case of transformation or new
developments (Savini, Boterman, van Gent, & Majoor, 2016). The empirical
analysis comprised two steps: 1) a qualitative content analysis of different
written documents; 2) a series of semi-structured interviews with key actors
in the local housing market. The semi-structured interviews enabled the
triangulation of the documents analyzed in the qualitative content analysis.
This was further facilitated by applying a similar qualitative content analysis
strategy to both sets of data. The semi-structured interviews also provided
valuable additional data on the decision-making processes and reasoning that
often is not included in official documents.
Firstly, policy documents, housing visions, periodic policy agreements
between local actors, and annual reports of the Association of Amsterdam
Housing Associations (AFWC; later also referred to as the Federation) issued
or in effect in the years between 2004 and 2014 were selected for a qualitative
content analysis. The documents were first scanned in order to set-up a coding
list centered around definitions and operationalizations of the undivided city
and other references to this concept. In addition, a set of codes was applied
concerning different measures that lead to changes in the housing stock and
tenure structure through selective (dis)investments (e.g. references to the sale
or new construction of social housing). The documents were coded using Atlas
Ti and analyzed by considering the output for different codes consecutively.
Secondly, twelve semi-structured interviews with representatives of different
key stakeholders in the field of housing in Amsterdam were conducted. All
interviewees work as senior-policy advisors or directors. Most interviewees
have been employed for the whole or the majority of the time-period under
study. The interviews were conducted with four respondents from three
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major housing associations, one of the Federation, three from the City
of Amsterdam (i.e. working at the Department of Housing, the Project
Management Bureau and the Department of Land and Urban Development)
two from the Tenants’ Union and two from Amsterdam based institutional
housing investors. Respondents were asked about their conception of the
undivided city, how this conception may have changed over time and what
(policy) measures and decisions their organization has taken with regard to
the aim of the undivided city. Furthermore, the interviews included questions
concerning other actors in the field, whether ideas about the undivided city
align and how respondents perceive relations and cooperation between actors.
The interviews were transcribed and analyzed after coding the transcriptions
making use of Atlas Ti and applying a similar coding structure as for the
qualitative content analysis. Quotes used in this article were translated from
Dutch to English by the authors.
3.5
The undivided city concept in use
The analysis will be presented in chronological order. The study period is
divided in two blocks, from 2004 to 2009 and from 2009 to 2014. To better
embed our findings we briefly discuss the period prior to 2004. Figure 3.1
shows the municipality of Amsterdam, including labels for neighborhoods
repeatedly referred to in the studied documents and by interviewees. Also
depicted is the ring motorway A10. This structure is included as it plays a
central role in housing development debates in Amsterdam, and was also
mentioned repeatedly by interviewees. The A10 South of the river IJ roughly
divides pre-war districts from the post-war ones where large-scale housing
estates with high shares of social housing are present.
Prelude
Social housing in the Netherlands is provided mainly by housing associations,
and to a much lesser degree by institutional and private landlords (Conijn,
2011). The role of housing associations changed considerably prior to the
period of study. The Dutch central government abolished direct object
subsidies for the construction of social housing in 1995, changing the
relationship between local governments and housing associations. Housing
associations continued as private legal institutions which were funded in a
revolving funds model—i.e. housing associations have to finance operations
and new investments with revenues generated with their housing stock—that
was further developed by allowing the sale of social housing, providing an
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Figure 3.1 Amsterdam neighborhoods (Source background layer: CBS, 2009; made by author)

extra source of income1.
“Before, the municipality could decide what housing associations were
to do through subsidies, making use of contingent subsidies for the
construction of social rental housing. The liberalization and grossing
operation gave housing associations more independence” (Interview
housing association, 10-23-2017).
Since the 1980s, a time until when almost exclusively social housing was
built in Amsterdam (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017), the diversification
of the housing stock was pursued, both by the municipality and the housing
associations (see figure 3.2 for the development of the tenure structure). Most
owner-occupied housing had been constructed in neighboring municipalities,
advancing the suburbanization of middle and high income groups (Interview
municipality, 10-16-2017). With the introduction of the compact cities policy
around 1990, and in response to a changing population and corresponding
increase in demand for higher quality housing and living environments
1 The Federation of Amsterdam Housing Associations functions as representative body for housing
associations towards the municipality.
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Figure 3.2 Tenure structure in Amsterdam, 1983 to 2015 (Source: OIS Amsterdam & WiA, in AFWC,
2016)

(Interview housing association, 10-23-2017), Amsterdam started building
more diverse housing estates (Interview municipality, 10-16-2017). Yet, for
new housing estate developments, a norm to include about 30 percent social
housing was applied (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017). Next to these aims
of improving and diversifying the Amsterdam housing stock at large, policies
were introduced to increase mixing different tenures in specific existing city
districts. Especially in post-war estates, the diversification of the housing
stock through urban renewal was a central aim (Interview housing association,
10-23-2017).
Without making explicit references to the undivided city a specific proposal
was drafted by the Amsterdam housing associations in 1995, arguing for the
introduction of minimum requirements for the mixing of the housing stock
at the city district-level2. Every city district, they reasoned, should contain at
least 25 percent affordable social housing and at least 25 percent expensive
housing. Overall, a housing stock in balance with the population was the
aim. Entry requirements for social housing were to be adapted to secure
fair opportunities for households with different incomes. The housing stock,
according to the Federation, required flexibility in allocating housing to higher
income households in order to provide these households opportunities and
to secure socio-economic mixing in social housing-dominated neighborhoods
(AFWC, 1995).

2 There are seven city districts in Amsterdam consisting of multiple neighborhoods.
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From 2004 until 2009
In an agreement for the 2001-2002 period that was later extended until
2005, the aforementioned 1995 proposal from the housing associations was
formalized as a collective aim by the housing platform3. Again, without explicit
reference to the undivided city. The aim was to diversify the housing stock at
the city district-level, applying the 25 percent norms mentioned above. The
share of expensive housing should “be accessible for, and in price and quality
tailored to the needs of households with higher incomes” (City of Amsterdam
et al., 2001, p. 18). The City of Amsterdam (2009) later stressed that different
living environments in the city should remain. However, the municipality
simultaneously argued that all of these environments should provide space
for different groups of households in terms of income, age and household
composition and that all groups of households should be able to live in all city
districts or even in all neighborhoods.
Thus, the importance of and consensus about the undivided city, has been
repeatedly underlined in agreements between the city, housing associations,
and the tenants’ union in Amsterdam: “Parties will, without hesitation, pursue
the undivided city in which people, whatever their income, education or
background are able to live and have housing market options” (Tenants’ Union
Amsterdam, AFWC, City of Amsterdam, & Amsterdam City Districts, 2008, p.
5). This stance differs from earlier city district guidelines as it explicitly focuses
on housing opportunities from the household’s perspective. Despite recurrent
confirmations, explicit operationalizations of the concept are omitted. The
underlying reasoning, however, connects the perspectives focusing on housing
opportunities for different households and on housing stock diversification.
A diversified supply of housing (e.g. price, tenure, size) is argued to provide
opportunities for different groups of households resulting in more diverse (i.e.
undivided) areas and—in general terms—“an open city that is accessible for
newcomers, offering plenty of opportunity” (City of Amsterdam & AFWC,
2006, p. 2). Opportunities for different groups, is argued to advance the
realization of a diverse and non-segregated city (City of Amsterdam, 2009).
At that time, it was relatively easy for housing associations to also develop
for-profit housing, which they also did (Interview housing association, 1020-2017). Developers and investors had to comply with the aforementioned
percentages in order to obtain building permits. There was very limited room
for negotiation.
3 The housing platform consists of the Amsterdam housing associations (represented by the
Federation), the tenants’ union and the municipality.
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During this period, the undivided city was problematized in a dual sense. On the
one hand, the city districts Center and South were regarded as vulnerable for
becoming an expensive area inaccessible for increasingly large sections of the
population. Related policy aimed to keep these popular neighborhoods diverse
and accessible, for low and middle income households. Protecting the existing
social housing stock in these areas was considered the way to achieve this. On
the other hand, most other parts of the city were perceived to be dominated
by social housing. This is thought to have resulted in “large concentrations
of socio-economic problems, moreover related to ethnic segregation” (City
of Amsterdam, 2009, p. 36). The policy aim that followed was to improve
livability in those areas (amongst others), operationalized by attracting a more
diverse population.4 To diversify the housing stock, shares of owner-occupied
housing in new constructions were increased, social housing was replaced by
large shares of owner-occupied housing and social housing was transferred
into the owner-occupied housing sector. Private rented housing did not play a
large role in this period, as a respondent explains:
“You could say the municipality thought it could permit itself to
only go for owner-occupied and social housing construction. (...)
[A]ctually there was a simple two-track policy” (Interview
municipality, 10-30-2017).
During this period the role of private investors in the construction of new
housing in Amsterdam was further reduced:
“In 2004 we kicked out those developers, you could say. Like, ‘get
out!’ We signed all kinds of contracts [with the developers], but
since [they] didn’t deliver we annulled these contracts” (Interview
municipality, 10-31-2017).
Our analysis showed a consensus about both aims of the undivided city, but
ideas about the prioritization of the aims differs among actors. In 2006, for
example, the Federation stressed that not all neighborhoods need to mirror
the average in Amsterdam: “we should not make a dogma of providing cheap
rental housing in the canal belt at all costs” (AFWC, 2006, p. 50). Two years
later they added that the municipality’s focus on keeping the most popular
parts of the city accessible for even the lowest incomes is “overdone” (AFWC,
2008, p. 45). To increase the share of owner-occupied housing, the City and
the Federation agreed to continue the sale of social housing. Both housing and
financial considerations played a part:
4 The effectiveness of this is highly contested, but this is beyond the scope of this study.
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“The Federation thinks it’s positive that the municipality in the
Housing Vision [concept of 2005] supports continuing the sale
policy. Not only does this greatly contribute to the furtherance of
owner-occupation and serving the middle income households, it also is
the financial foundation under all plans of housing associations. Rent
revenues from social housing are too limited. The Housing Vision
rightly states there is ample space in the housing stock to realize the
sale program” (AFWC, 2006, p. 51).
Despite the significant amounts of social housing sold and increased
shares of owner-occupied housing in new constructions, the housing stock
diversification objectives were not met. Similarly, the intended increase of the
share of owner-occupied housing from 11 to 35 percent in between 2005 and
2010 (AFWC, 2007) was not realized. The owner-occupied housing share was
30 percent in 2009 (City of Amsterdam, 2011). In the period leading up to the
financial-economic crisis, large scale urban renewal was carried out in areas
outside the A10 (Interview municipality, 10-16-2017).
“We have been mixing [tenures] a lot in those neighborhoods. But
well, many researchers said it would not be effective, the mixing of
cheap with expensive housing” (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017).
Consequently, according to respondents, ideas on the effectiveness of changing
the tenure structure have changed since then:
“This livability idea, that if you realize expensive housing the area
would improve automatically, we have reconsidered it” (Interview
municipality, 10-23-2017).
From 2009 until 2014
During the 2009 to 2014 period, the housing market was greatly affected
by the global financial crisis and different regulatory and policy changes.
Simultaneously, Amsterdam kept growing (PBL Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency, 2015). The crisis caused a decline of house prices
and a decrease of transactions (ING, 2017; Schilder & Conijn, 2016). New
constructions were put on hold due to a drop in demand, especially for
owner-occupied housing (Boumeester, 2018). The active role of housing
associations in development was not only affected by the crisis but also by
regulatory changes, such as the re-defining of the social housing target group
by the Dutch government in 2011. This followed a state-aid complaint at the
European Commission by institutional investors which resulted in a statement
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addressed to the Dutch government in 20095. Furthermore, the liquidity of
housing associations worsened through lower sales with also a lower average
value. The lower book values limited the capacity to obtain capital for new
investments (Interview housing association, 10-9-2017). Concurrently, the
municipality tried to re-engage private developers.
Policy reform
Policy measures to reform housing markets, retrench and/or mitigate effects
of the financial-economic crisis followed after 2009. Especially the redefinition
of the social housing target group in 2011, the introduction of scarcity points
in 2012, and the introduction of the landlord levy in 2013 have changed the
(financial) circumstances for housing associations and the relative positions
of different actors (Jonkman, Janssen-Jansen, & Schilder, 2018). Limiting the
social housing target group was meant to protect private investors from unfair
competition from housing associations, as they have access to relatively cheap
capital due to government backing. In addition, housing associations have
no formal owners and therefore lack a required return on their equity, thus
increasing unfair competition (Conijn, 2011).
Scarcity points were added in 2012 to the point valuation system
(woningwaarderingsstelsel) to make rents better reflect the quality and demand
for dwellings. This system determines the maximum rent the landlord
is allowed to charge for a dwelling based on its characteristics, such as the
type of dwelling, its size and the presence of e.g. a garden. Scarcity points
were based on taxation values and were thus allocated to dwellings located
in popular areas with high average house prices (e.g. the metropolitan area
of Amsterdam). The total number of points of a dwelling corresponds to a
maximum allowed rent. Units with more than 142 points (corresponding to
a rent of €699 in 2014) may—but do not have to—be liberalized if rented
out to a new tenant. If the starting rent was below the liberalization limit it
cannot be liberalized for the duration of the tenancy. Before the introduction
of scarcity points 12 percent of the social housing stock could potentially be
liberalized at moment of turnover, thereafter this increased to 38 percent.
In the Southeast of Amsterdam, for example, based on the new maximum
allowed rents, 49 percent could be liberalized (AFWC, 2013). Despite the large
shares that potentially could be liberalized, on January 1st 2013 only four
5 State-aid continued to be allowed for services of general economic investment (Tasan-Kok et al.,
2013); being the housing of households with an income up to €34,678 (level of 2014). At least 90
percent of social housing had to be allocated to households with an income not higher than this
‘liberalization boundary’ (Priemus & Gruis, 2011).
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percent of housing associations’ dwellings are part of the liberalized housing
stock. This measure led to the decrease of social rented housing, especially of
regulated housing owned by private landlords (Interview housing association,
10-23-2017). The housing associations acknowledged that scarcity points
have provided an opportunity to deliver mid-segment housing for households
that since 2011 do not have access to social housing (AFWC, 2013). Given
the decrease in revenues from the sale of social housing during the crisis,
liberalization became increasingly important for housing associations to
increase the liquidity (Interview housing association, 10-20-2017).
The landlord levy is a tax introduced in 2013 introduced primarily for its
‘budgetary revenue’ by the government (Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal,
2012), building up in a few yearly steps to a total tax of €1.7 billion for social
housing providers: housing associations as well as private landlords renting
out rent-controlled housing6. Next to directly affecting the financial position
of landlords, this measure might incentivize the sale of social housing in
the city center, because the levy is based on the tax assessed value of social
housing:
“The weird thing is that because the value of dwellings increases in
real terms, its tenanted investment value decreases as a result of that
levy. The tenanted investment value is calculated based on incoming
and outgoing cash flows, which are negatively affected by the increase
in value and subsequent higher levy. If the value decreases, the loanto-value also decreases, which is an important norm for the WSW.
7
(…) It gets more attractive to get rid of these dwellings. In that
sense, it’s effects go against the undivided city” (Interview housing
association, 10-9-2017).
According to a respondent the introduction of this levy a few years after the
start of the crisis contributed to a need for housing associations to increase
rents and generate income through the sale of housing (Interview municipality,
10-16-2017).
Changed interpretation
After 2009, the focus in the undivided city discourse shifted somewhat from
providing “a certain spatial mix in the city” (Interview housing association,
10-9-2017) towards making the city “accessible, in principle to all groups”
6 Landlords renting out less than 10 housing units (later changed to 25 housing units) are exempted.
The major share (95 percent in 2017) is paid by housing associations (Aedes, 2017b).
7 The guarantee fund.
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(Interview municipality, 16-10-2017). One respondent stated:
“I think the definition has not changed, but the housing market has.
Or the city has. Consequently, the understanding of the undivided
city has changed. The neighborhood may be mixed, but if you want
to enter you need a lot of money. (…) Then you get to the question
of how people from outside of the city can be provided access to
such neighborhoods. (…) So in that perspective the concept of the
undivided city—if you translate it into who has access and what is
divided or undivided—gets another meaning. That also means that
you start looking more to the city region. That you look where
possibilities are for people to live” (Interview housing association,
10-23-2017).
Our analysis shows that the perception of the ideal of the undivided city did
not necessarily change, but ideas about feasibility, limits and prioritization in
regards to other policy aims did. The City can promote the undivided city by
strategically providing land for the construction of specific housing segments.
The City can provide (implicit) subsidies by charging below market rates for
land used for the construction of social housing. Financial limitations restrict
the extent to which housing associations and the municipality can subsidize
the undivided city policy goals:
“It also has to do with the natural flow of the city, that you follow this
somewhat and not constantly try to go against the current by adding
many single-family dwellings in the city center. But that is simply a
financial consideration” (Interview housing association, 10-9-2017).
The changing interpretation and application of the undivided city—under the
influence of alterations of the economic circumstances, housing demand and
supply, and the policy context—becomes visible in the shifting views on the
undivided city. After a period in which it was accepted that larger households
were moving out of Amsterdam into the suburbs, more single-family owneroccupied housing was built within Amsterdam by developers. Also, actors
involved in the formal housing platform included goals for the construction of
more spacious units suitable for large families (not necessarily single-family
housing). While this is still the aim, adding large amounts of housing has
become more important than adding (larger) single-family housing (Interview
housing association, 10-23-2017). Limits to the spatial undividedness for large
households were already recognized by the municipality in the 2008 Housing
Vision:
“We acknowledge (…) that a highly urban neighborhood like De
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Pijp plays an entirely different role than more peripherally situated
districts such as De Bijlmer. In De Pijp large dwellings are by
definition very expensive. In De Bijlmer, large dwellings can attract
middle-income residents that, so far, have avoided this city district”
(City of Amsterdam, 2009, p. 44).8
In the same document, the ambivalence of prioritizing housing for middleincome families with children, also in popular neighborhoods, while actually
developing smaller and more expensive housing, comes to the fore (City of
Amsterdam, 2009). One respondent summarizes the tension with regard to
providing suitable housing for larger middle-income families in more popular
neighborhoods as follows:
“I will just say it: it’s already expensive enough to preserve social
housing in the city center. Large dwellings for families is especially
unprofitable. Yes, it causes extra tensions” (Interview housing
association, 10-9-2017).
The interviews revealed that while housing actors in Amsterdam repeatedly
debated about the mix and especially a minimum level of social housing that
should be secured in neighborhoods, the more general debate within the
housing governance network regarding the scale at which accessibility for all
groups should be guaranteed shifted from neighborhoods to the districts, the
city and even the city-regional level. This shift is referred to as a necessity:
“I find the undivided city a wonderful aim, but it is not realistic. It is
not realistic to pursue the undivided city at a micro-level. (…) To say
everybody should be able to live everywhere is blatant nonsense. But
you should ensure that in areas, for example at the scale of Amsterdam,
everybody is able to live there” (Interview investor, 11-24-2017).
In this sense, considering the supply of housing at the regional level, in a
context of increasing scarcity is changing the discourse on the undivided city:
“Not the city of Amsterdam, but the region is the pie. For some the
pie only consists of the area within the ring way, but defining the
pie differently is also a way to go” (Interview housing association,
10-9-2017).
Another argument stresses there is also an intrinsic logic behind a regional
perspective as travel distances and times are relatively short:
“Almere, well, what are we talking about? You can reach Amsterdam
within 20 minutes! If you would realize better living environments
there…” (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017).
8 In practice, housing construction for a specific group does not necessarily mean these households
will end up living there.
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An investor stresses that certain preferences (e.g. a house with a garden)
maybe cannot be fulfilled within the narrowly defined Amsterdam (Interview
investor, 11-30-2017). This changing perception, according to a respondent
of the City of Amsterdam, may also result in acceptance of higher levels of
segregation at lower levels of scale. Since “it is very expensive to want to be
undivided in the most expensive areas” (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017),
realizing this policy goal may be directed to other parts of the city.
Simultaneously, increased financial pressures forced actors to weigh different
financial and housing-related goals. The Houthavens brownfield development
project at a former harbor site provides a clear example mentioned by several
respondents. The initial aim for the neighborhood was to connect the new
neighborhood to the adjacent Spaarndammerbuurt-neighborhood which
consisted almost entirely of social housing:
“The [housing-supply in the] Spaandammerbuurt was supposed
to transform to 70-30 percent9 and the Houthavens would get 3070 percent, the other way around so to say” (Interview housing
association, 10-20-2017).
The economic crisis, however, affected expected revenues. The municipality
chose to keep the quality of this new neighborhood high, as from the start it
was an expensive location to build, requiring a certain level of land revenues:
“Because Houthavens immediately became an expensive place to build
at, there had to… we had to assume the land price also had to go up.
Otherwise you cannot break even with the land development, with all
the little bridges. It is just a very expensive plan. And you also do not
want to make a cheap plan in a city like Amsterdam. I should still be
nice in a hundred years” (Interview municipality, 10-30-2017).
In the negotiation process with private developers that stepped into the
vacuum left by the housing associations, this resulted in a significantly lower
share of social housing in the area:
“So you try it, in the beginning, but then there is this crisis and
cutbacks have to be made. Still later, the housing market has changed
again, the city has become even more popular and you just cannot stop
it” (Interview housing association, 10-20-2017).
Housing investment decisions
Our findings reveal that due to the change in economy, demand and policy the
involved actors not only have different operationalizations of the undivided
9 Ratio between social housing and owner-occupied housing.
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city, but also that these change over time. Changing costs, revenues and riskreturn-profiles are decisive factors for investment decisions of all actors that
are financially involved. Different actors, however, have varying priorities and
preconditions depending on their objectives and responsibilities. Consequently,
the nature of these input factors for investment decision-making differs for
the three financially engaged types of actors.
In Amsterdam, most land is owned by the City, and therefore the system of
active land policy applies (Hartmann & Spit, 2015). Revenues of land depend
on the development program projected for the land and the land price is
usually determined based on its residual value (Buitelaar, 2010). Because of
the application of residual land prices revenues depend on the development
program to be realized. In turn, the development program determines the
financial reach for public investments in the development. A deficit, however,
may be covered by revenues from other projects through the City’s urban
development funds (Vereveningsfonds), general municipal means10 or projectbased subsidies from higher governments. Next to the financial return, return
in relation to different policy aims will be considered, of which the undivided
city may be one. A higher share of social housing may be enabled or maximum
rents housing associations may charge can be specified at a lower level (TasanKok et al., 2013). This lowers the revenues on land and may require crosssubsidization (de Kam, Needham, & Buitelaar, 2014), the expansion of the
development program (e.g. higher densities or more expensive housing), or
reduced expenditure on public space.
The acquisition of buildable land is, together with development costs, the
major expense for housing developers. Housing associations, however, are
usually provided land for the construction of social housing at a discount to
(partly) compensate for below-market rents charged for social housing (TasanKok et al., 2013). In addition, housing association have access to (indirectly)
subsidized loans and do not have formal owners leading to relatively cheap
access to capital and low requirements in terms of return on investments
(Conijn, 2011). Cross-subsidization within larger projects or between projects
even enables a negative financial return on specific projects with specific
public housing related returns. Still, however, costs, benefits and financial and
public housing related returns are to be weighed and considered in relation to
alternative investments. Changing circumstances, affecting costs and benefits
10 Even before the economic crisis of 2008 the equalization fund had dried up (City of Amsterdam
& AFWC, 2006).
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of different investments affected portfolio decisions and the interpretation and
meaning ascribed to the undivided city by housing associations. Simultaneously,
different housing associations make somewhat different assessments of what
is needed the most and what their specific objectives and responsibilities are,
resulting in different operationalizations and decisions.
In contrast to housing associations, private investors do have formal owners
demanding a certain return on investment that is sufficient considering
alternative investments and the risk related to the investment. The risk-return
profile, next to direct and indirect expected costs and revenues, depends on
expected demand for the product in the short and longer run. An investment
with a relatively low expected financial return may still be considered a good
investment if it is paired with a low enough perceived risk. The undivided city,
however, seems to have no real intrinsic value for private investors. Private
investors oppose price regulation, though accept stipulations if the conditions
(e.g. including lower land prices) still result in a positive risk-return profile.
Agreements between private investors and the City to develop private
rented housing to be rented at below market rates, a new strategy the City
of Amsterdam recently adopted, lowers revenues but might still be a good
investment if this loss is sufficiently mitigating by lower land prices and a
decrease in risk as reduced rents increases demand for the unit and makes
future decreases in revenues less likely.
Our findings also showed a tension between the quality of housing the City
wants to see developed (including its size) and the quality housing associations
and private investors argue they can develop financially feasible. This results in
negotiations. In the example of Houthavens, the quality standards were kept
high and were traded off against a tenure structure with more market-rate
housing. A different decision could have been made. A lower quality, however,
may worsen the risk-return profile. The economic circumstances are decisive
in what is possible and what the directions of the trade-offs are. High demand
results in more, but also more expensive housing. The latter is at odds with
the aim to develop mixed neighborhoods and to keep the city accessible for all
groups.
3.6
Conclusions: A bounded ideal
The undivided city—whatever the precise interpretation—is pursued to correct
for socio-spatial-distributional outcomes of housing markets that may have
resulted from market forces and former (planning) interventions. Especially
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the supply of different tenures (including its price and quality) in different
parts of the city are influenced by strategic investments of the involved actors
conditioned by the three factors land price, housing development program
and quality. These conditions, however, are continuously paired with other—
often conflicting—aims and considerations, in particularly financial ones.
Preserving or expanding housing opportunities for low and middle income
groups in areas that become increasingly expensive requires financially suboptimal or even unprofitable investments. Even though housing associations
and the municipality (as land owner) can settle for a low or in particular cases
even a negative return on investments or a lower land price, they often do not
do this. Resources are limited and a social investment means those resources
cannot be used for another investment. Private investors require higher rates
of return and will decide whether to invest based on the risk-return profile
and available alternatives. Recently, changing priorities became visible in the
amplified focus on increasing the overall supply of housing contrasting the
aim of securing mixed neighborhoods in the most popular parts of the city.
Despite consensus on the ideal of the undivided city, the investment
decision making of all financially involved actors is conditioned by financial
requirements and considerations about quantity and quality of housing. These
conditions and considerations are subject to change, caused by developments
in economy, demand and policy. Changing circumstances had a significant
effect on how the concept informed (dis)investment-decisions. Consequently,
investment decisions may be at odds with the undivided city ideal, while it
may still be regarded the optimal outcome by involved investment actors. The
‘Worst Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement’ may be no housing at all.
The understanding and interpretation of the undivided city are flexible,
adaptive and thus contextual and relative. The adaptive use of the concept
shows it can only be thoroughly understood in relation to the context and
housing governance networks within which it is applied. This conclusion is
likely to expand to other contexts in which broad public (housing) aims are
pursued within governance networks. Next to the understanding of the concept
influencing strategy and policy, local circumstances also shape a concept’s
meaning and priority in relation to other aims. Consequently, in the case of
the undivided city, the concept cannot be regarded a static standard to which
socio-spatial distributive outcomes can be valued. Actors (partly) responsible
for the implementation of the policy aim may have a different and meandering
idea on what they are thriving for. For policy evaluation these results suggest
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that the specific definition and operationalization need to be made explicit and
positioned in regards to different other (possibly conflicting) definitions and
operationalizations. These may only become clear when discussed in relation
to contextualized decisions. An alternative strategy for evaluation is to apply
an alternative evaluative framework for the assessment of policy, which may
relate to the policy aim but is more rooted in theory. In both ways, however,
the effectiveness of ‘the policy’ cannot be assessed in terms of the initial
surface-level policy aim.
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Chapter 4

The ‘squeezed middle‘ on the
Dutch housing market: how
and where is it to be found?

Abstract | New regulations on the allocation of social housing recently came
into effect in the Netherlands as a result of a state-support complaint filed by
institutional investors to the European Commission. At least 90 percent of
vacant social housing dwellings has to be allocated to households with a yearly
income of less than €34,000 (prize level 2012). This has caused concerns
about the availability of housing among (lower-)middle-income households.
They can no longer access social housing, and due to the prevalence of social
housing and the fiscal favoring of owner-occupied housing, the affordable
private rented sector is almost absent in the Netherlands. Thus, currently
they rely on the owner-occupied housing market with their restricted financial
budgets and might lose out. This study substantiates this assumed ‘squeezed
middle’ problem with empirical data for housing regions in the Netherlands.
The adopted spatial analysis method shows to what extent and where lowermiddle-income households have access to homeownership in the Netherlands,
and how the ‘squeezed middle’ varies among the Dutch regional housing
markets. The spatial analysis indicates that in some regions, there indeed is
a group of middle-income households that is ‘squeezed.’ Yet, the study also
reveals that the problem might be more qualitative than quantitative in nature:
households may not be able or willing to trade-off location for access to more
affordable or more appropriate housing.

Published as | Jonkman, A. & L. Janssen-Jansen (2015). The ‘squeezed
middle‘ on the Dutch housing market: how and where is it to be found? Journal
of housing and the built environment, 30(3), 509-528.
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4.1
Introduction
In 1937 (p. 93), Lewis Mumford wrote that social needs should define the city:
“social facts are primary, and the physical organization of a city, its industries
and its markets, its lines of communication and traffic, must be subservient to
its social needs.” Housing infrastructure constitutes an important element in
the physical organization of the city, which—according to Mumford—should
serve the needs of current and prospective inhabitants. Within this frame, the
quality of the housing stock does not only depend on its physical structure and
appearance, but it also depends on the extent to which inhabitants can access
it. From a citizen’s perspective, housing is adequate if it is both affordable
and appropriate for their household. Housing adequacy, including housing
affordability, and appropriateness are thus relative concepts depending
on households’ means and needs. These concepts may even vary among
households with similar characteristics. The premise that a city should provide
access to housing for all—including lower-middle-income households—is
shared by authors like Lefebvre (1996). Yet, most of the attention in policy and
theoretical debates is oriented to the availability of housing among the lowincome households (Fainstein, 2010; Uitermark, 2009), although increasingly
academics also point to the importance of available and affordable housing for
lower-middle-income households like key workers (Peck, 2005; Raco, 2008).
Within the literature, the availability and accessibility of affordable housing
in metropolitan areas increasingly receives attention (Chakrabarti & Zhang,
2014; Hananel, 2014).
Internationally, the Netherlands is famous for its provision of affordable
housing within cities (Fainstein, 2010; Gilderbloom et al., 2009). In general,
social housing associations provide housing for low-income households within
the regulated rent system. Due to the new regulations, adopted housing
associations need to allocate at least 90 percent of new or vacant social
housing dwellings to households with a yearly income of less than €34,000
(price level 2012) (Priemus & Gruis, 2011). The other 10 percent can be
allocated to households based on other criteria. These houses can, for example,
be allocated to households because of social mixing and cohesion objectives,
to very large households with a moderate income, or to households that are
being displaced because of urban restructuring. Because social housing rents
are regulated and only slightly differentiated based on area average real estate
values, they are to a large extent evened out over the country.
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Despite the large stock of social housing, it must be realized that the access to
social housing often is limited, even for those who qualify for it. Waiting lists
for social housing within the regulated rented market are very long, especially
in high-demand areas like Amsterdam and Utrecht. Consequently, to a certain
extent, low-income households will compete with the lower-middle-income
households on the housing market.
Recent research has shown that the emphasis on the least well-off on the
housing market in the Netherlands forces middle-income households, who are
by definition excluded from social housing, to take more risk and enter owneroccupancy (Schilder & Janssen-Jansen, 2012). Often, they do not qualify for
private rented housing as their income is too low in relation to the expensive—
and small—stock of private rented housing. Despite their moderate income,
they no longer have access to adequate housing (Sol & van der Vos, 2012).
Elsinga and Lind (2013) already stated that the middle classes are the main
losers of the changed regulation in the Netherlands. Households that are
not allowed to access social housing and cannot buy into the owner-occupied
market are ‘squeezed.’ However, given the fact that owner-occupied housing
prices differ greatly across housing market regions (Neuteboom & Brounen,
2011), it is to be expected there will be huge regional differences with respect
to affordable housing accessibility for lower-middle-income households and
the degree of ‘squeezedness.’
In urban and housing studies literature, the concept of socio-spatial justice is
often used in relation to low-income households. Only recently, the position
of lower-middle-income and middle-income households received general
political and societal attention. There are only limited empirical data on
this ‘squeezedness’ problem and the variation and dissimilarities across the
Netherlands and within regions. This hinders the understanding of regional
differences in outcomes of the delivery of national policy goals that often
have a “one-size-fits-all” appearance. The fact that regional differences in
the effects of policy changes could potentially result in policies that have a
positive effect in one housing market area, but no or even a negative effect
in other housing market areas is under exploration and not adequately dealt
with in policy-making. This paper addresses this gap with respect to access to
owner-occupancy with the development of a spatial analysis instrument. The
aim of this paper was to analyze the existence and size of a ‘squeezed middle’
in different parts of the Netherlands to reveal regional differences in access
to affordable owner-occupied housing for lower-middle-income households.
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Moreover, this paper extends this analysis with a more in-depth review
of the spatial sorting of affordable housing supply within three housing
market regions. In the second part of the empirical analysis, the affordable
owner-occupied housing supply down to the neighborhood level will be
analyzed for three housing market areas. This stepped approach can provide
a more nuanced and richer image of the affordable owner-occupied housing
accessibility problem. It enables the opportunity to increase understanding
of what the accessibility numbers reflect and to what kind of housing and
living environments lower-middle-income households still have access. Three
questions are central in this article:
1.
Is there a ‘squeezed middle’ in different regional housing
markets of the Netherlands?
2.
How does the accessibility of affordable owner-occupied
housing for lower-middle-income households vary over the
country?
3.
Where and to what kind of housing do lower-middle-income
households have access in the affordable owner-occupied
housing market?
In the next section, we will provide some background on housing and its
position in the Dutch constitution. Then, we will elaborate on the context
of affordable housing in the Netherlands. Subsequently, the methodology is
described, followed by the analysis and conclusion.
4.2
Context: affordable housing in the Netherlands
Dutch housing policy is—like in many other countries—aimed at improving
low-income households’ access to affordable rented housing and at improving
homeownership in general. The social housing sector grew rapidly in the postWorld War II period. Social housing associations had a central role in fighting
housing shortage in this postwar period. Simultaneously, homeownership has
been promoted by fiscal policy. The mortgage interest deduction partly caused
the increase in owner-occupied housing prices (Tweede Kamer der StatenGeneraal, 2013). It is the interplay of the growing social housing sector—
providing housing to a growing part of the population—and the owneroccupied housing subsidies that made the production and renting of private
rented housing very unattractive for both market investors and households.
Consequently, this sector is almost absent in the Netherlands. In the next
paragraphs, we will provide some background on the social rented housing
sector, the private rented housing sector, and owner-occupied housing sector.
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Social housing sector
The social housing sector in the Netherlands takes up a large 32 percent
(2.4 million housing units) of the total housing stock and is the largest in
Europe (Pittini & Laino, 2011). Social housing associations are private
organizations with a public mandate. These organizations can solely work in
the field of housing, with the exception of activities to improve the livability
of neighborhoods in which they possess housing and they have to let social
housing (housing units with a rent of at most €681 in 2012) with priority
to households that qualify for housing subsidy (see the Management Decree
Social Housing Sector (BBSH) articles 12 and 13—Rijksoverheid, 2010).
The rents of social housing are strongly regulated through a system of housing
valuation (Woningwaarderingsstelsel). The quality of a house is reflected by
a total of points assigned to different qualities of the house, like the size of
different rooms, whether it is an apartment or a single family unit, etc. The
total of points corresponds to a maximum rent. A score of at least 143 points
means the maximum rent exceeds the social housing limit. These housing
units can be (do not have to be) liberalized and leased out at any rate to new
tenants, also to tenants who do not qualify for social housing. The liberalized
housing units (rent of at least 664 in 2012) do no longer count as social
housing. Rent control does not apply to liberalized dwellings and—although
the housing association functions as landlord—these dwellings now belong to
the private rented sector. In 2011, so-called scarcity points (Schaarstepunten)
were incorporated in the housing valuation system, so the social housing rents
would better reflect spatial differences in housing prices. Depending on the
average square meter price, 15 or 25 points are added to housing units in the
more expensive areas. An increase of one point relates to a maximum rent
increase of about €4. This policy resulted in a huge potential to liberalize
social housing units and transfer them to the private sector category. Within
the private rented sector category, however, the former regulated stock often
is the most affordable.
Dutch housing associations are hybrid in nature, as they are private corporations
pursuing public goals in a strongly regulated environment, making use
of collective infrastructure and their special status in Dutch law. Because
of their position as social entrepreneurs and their large amount of assets
(housing stock), they were able to compete in the unitary market in which
there was no clear divide between the social housing market and the private
housing market (Blessing, 2012, 2014; Elsinga & Lind, 2013). The housing
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associations could—given their hybrid position—use loans for investments
that are collectively backed by all social housing associations and subsequently
also government-backed. As a result, they paid a lower interest rate compared
to developers who had no access to these guarantees. Besides the provision
of social rented housing, many social housing associations also developed
housing for the liberalized market (private rented and owner-occupied units).
It was in particular this provision of housing to middle-income households
that conflicted with state-support regulation of the European Union (Bertram
& Helderman, 2008).
Eventually, it was decided that the housing associations could only receive
guaranteed loans for the production of social sector housing and no longer for
their commercial activities. If a social housing association provides less than
90 percent of the social rented units to households within the primary target
group, they are not allowed to receive state subsidies (i.e. the governmentbacked loans and the possibility to acquire land at below market rates).
Moreover, if this is the case, housing associations can be fined. Dwellings
of housing associations in the private rented category do not count as social
housing.
These new regulations coincided with the breakdown of the Dutch real estate
market. The production of new housing units fell by 30 percent between
2009 and 2011 (CBS, 2013). Although social housing associations’ production
of units showed a slight increase in 2011, their development of units in the
private rented sector dropped enormously. The production of private rented
housing by social housing associations is expected to drop from 5,300 units in
2011 to 2,300 units in 2014 (WSW, 2012). The number and share of private
rented housing of social housing associations could, however, still increase
because part of the social housing stock that becomes available for new renters
qualifies for liberalization.
Private rented sector
The private rented sector in the Netherlands is very small. In Amsterdam,
this sector takes up the largest share with 14 percent, while in most areas the
private rented sector does not exceed 5 percent of the total housing stock
(figures from WoON2012 dataset; BZK/CBS, 2012). Because of the large—
and for decades very dominant—social housing sector, the private rented
market remained small and expensive (Priemus & Gruis, 2011; RLI, 2011).
The described state aid regulation that restricts the social housing target
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group at households earning no more than €34,000 a year however aims to
create a more level playing field for the development of more affordable private
rented housing (Eskinasi, de Groot, van Middelkoop, Verwest, & Conijn,
2012). Besides that only a part of the private rented stock will be in financial
reach of lower-middle-income households, private landlords often demand
an income of four or sometimes even five times the rent. With an income
requirement of four times the rent, a household with an income of €34,000
qualifies for houses with a rent up to about €710. With an income of €40,000,
a household would qualify for houses with a rent up to about €833. Social
housing associations sometimes have less stringent income requirements for
their private rented stock. Private rented housing opportunities for lowermiddle-income households are therefore very limited, though in some cities
with tight housing markets like Utrecht and Amsterdam, the investments of
private sectors in affordable private rented housing are growing. Investors,
however, only invest in very specific upcoming neighborhoods with not too
high land prices and not too much risk. Large parts of these cities and other
parts of the country do not attract much private investments in private rented
housing; these areas still need to depend (solely) on social housing associations.
Owner-occupied housing
The share of owner-occupied housing varies from over 70 percent in more
peripheral parts of the Netherlands down to 38.5 percent in Amsterdam
(figures from WoON2012 dataset; BZK/CBS, 2012). Mortgage interest paid
in the Netherlands is fully deductible from a home owner’s taxable income.
This policy, originally created to prevent income taxation of costs made
to realize income, dates back to the beginning of the twentieth century
(Haffner, 2002; Rouwendal, 2007). Gross interest payment can be deducted
from one’s gross income resulting in significant tax savings for homeowners
with a mortgage. Since the early 2000s, the mortgage interest deduction
rules have been sobered (Rouwendal, 2007), but only recently the first more
substantial modifications of the mortgage interest deduction scheme took
place, while academia already advised for more fundamental reforms for years
(Boelhouwer & Priemus, 2012). The Dutch owner-occupied housing sector
has been growing until 2012, even while it has for long been restrained by
the large social housing sector (Haffner & Boumeester, 2010; van der Heijden
& Haffner, 2000). Mortgage interest deductions, next to liberalization of
the financial market, simultaneously fed the housing bubble (Aalbers, 2009).
Households were allowed to have higher mortgages, which spurred the
increase in housing prices even more. Consequently, the housing prices have
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increased by 250 percent since the mid-nineties (Tweede Kamer der StatenGeneraal, 2013). According to Rouwendal (2007, p. 381), “the current Dutch
tax system induces households—in particular elderly households that would
otherwise have repaid the mortgage—to take more financial risk than they
would otherwise do.” Because of large differences in real estate values in
the Netherlands, middle-income households do not have the same degree
of access to owner-occupied housing in all housing market regions. Stricter
mortgage regulations (Staatsblad, 2012)—in response to the housing crisis—
in combination with reticent financial institutions to procure mortgage loans
also limit access to homeownership for many households. These problems are
not necessarily evenly distributed over the Netherlands.
In the next section, we will analyze how access to affordable owner-occupied
housing for lower-middle-income households varies between regional
housing markets in the Netherlands. We will build on research by Kromhout
et al. (2010) in which they already provided a general view of the regional
differences between lower-middle-income households’ access to affordable
owner-occupied housing. They looked at the income needed per region to be
able to afford at least 10 percent of the owner-occupied housing stock and at
the share of the owner-occupied housing and private rented housing accessible
to households with an income of €33,000, the level (in 2011) at which most
households no longer have access to social housing.
4.3
Methodology
The empirical analysis consists of two parts. The first part deals with access
to affordable owner-occupied housing for lower-middle-income households
and thus is about the first two research questions as posed in section 4.1. The
focus is on the regional differences within the Netherlands. Forty so-called
COROP regions (geographical division for statistical use) are compared. The
second part is more exploratory and looks into the spatial distribution and
differences therein of affordable owner-occupied housing supply for lowermiddle-income households within three Dutch housing regions.
Operationalization
Lower-middle-income households are defined as households earning in
between €34,000 and €48,000 a year. Besides for these two boundaries, owneroccupied housing supply is also viewed for two other income levels: €38,000
and €43,000. Affordable owner-occupied housing is operationalized based on
what a household could potentially finance by a mortgage loan. For each of
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Household
income

First income

Second
income

Maximum
mortgage

8% of
maximum loan

Maximum
amount
to spend
(rounded)

34,000

17,000

17,000

137,047

10,964

126,000

34,000

34,000

0

146,498

11,720

135,000

38,000

19,000

19,000

163,733

13,099

151,000

38,000

38,000

0

163,733

13,099

151,000

43,000

21,500

21,500

185,277

14,822

170,000

43,000

43,000

0

188,266

15,061

173,000

48,000

24,000

24,000

206,821

16,546

190,000

48,000

48,000

0

216,829

17,346

199,000

Table 4.1 Maximum mortgage and housing price for different types of households and income
levels (in €) (Source: calculation of maximum mortgage: nhg.nl, june 2012)

the income levels, the maximum amount to spend is calculated for both singleearner and dual-earner households (see table 4.1). For dual-earner households,
the income is split into two equal parts. Single-earner households with the
same income usually have access to slightly higher mortgages. The maximum
mortgage is based on state-backed 30-year mortgages at an interest rate of
6 percent (determined in May 2012). We used the maximum mortgage to
be backed by the Homeownership Guarantee Fund (see www.nhg.nl); these
figures do not depend on the type of mortgage. Because the differences are
relatively small, we will only look at the access of owner-occupied housing
for dual-earner households. The availability for single-earner households
will be comparable, but may be a bit higher. The maximum amount to spend
is set at 92 percent of the maximum mortgage, to also cover transaction
costs. This mortgage data are solely based on the income and therefore is
only an approximation of a household’s housing budget. In reality, whether a
household is able to obtain a mortgage loan and the amount of the mortgage
loan depends on several other factors like contract status and household equity.
Interest rates also vary. Six percent is high compared to current interest
rates, but it provides a more robust calculation for this study compared to
lower interest rates. The maximum amount to spent as shown in table 4.1
does not necessarily fit reality, but it provides an estimation usable for spatial
comparison, rather than precise determination of a household’s choice.
The potential supply for each of these categories is determined by gathering
data on houses available for sale. These data are collected from the website
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funda.nl, a market leader when it comes to housing advertisement in the
Netherlands. Aggregated regional owner-occupied housing data are collected
for each of the 40 COROP regions of the Netherlands. The analysis will
be limited to owner-occupied housing, as that is by far the most important
alternative for lower-middle-income households. The share of owneroccupied housing per COROP area varies in between 38.5 percent in Greater
Amsterdam (COROP Groot-Amsterdam) and 73.5 percent in ZeeuwschVlaanderen. Other alternatives for social housing are private rented housing
and liberalized rented dwellings rented by housing associations (basically,
a sub-category of private rented housing). Private rented housing varies
from 1.1 percent in the Delfzijl Region to 14.1 in Greater Amsterdam. More
than half of the COROP regions have less than 5 percent private rented
housing. Although the share of private rented housing—with 14 percent—
is significant in Greater Amsterdam, the private rented sector will not be
part of this analysis. Most of the private rented housing is expected to be
too expensive for lower-middle-income households, as described in section
4.3. Another reason is that private rented housing data are not as centrally
available as is owner-occupied housing data. There is no website like funda.nl
for private rented housing, and private rented housing is also often allocated
to a new tenant without the dwelling first being advertised. Liberalized rented
housing, rented out by social housing associations, is housing units that fall
outside rent control boundaries. This category is marginal in size and does
not exceed 2.2 percent of a COROP region’s total housing stock and will
also be left out of the analysis in this article (these figures are based on the
WoON2009 database: BZK/CBS, 2009). This share is currently growing. As
a result of the worsened financial position of social housing associations—on
its turn a consequence of the financial crisis and policy measures like an extra
tax for social housing landlords—an increasing number of social housing is
liberalized each year. Given the fact that these then private sector housing
units have relative low rents, they offer potential options for lower-middleincome households.
Embedded case study
In the second part, three regions will be analyzed more in depth using
GIS software. The three housing market regions will be compared for the
opportunities lower-middle-income households have on the regional owneroccupied housing market. Kromhout et al. (2010) looked at the households
with an income of over €33,000 that can afford less than 10 percent of the
available houses for sale. They found a remarkable distribution of the problem
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across the Netherlands, with unexpected similarities. For example, the share
of households with an income of over €33,000 for whom less than 10 percent
of the available for sale housing is affordable in the Zwolle Region (COROP
Noord-Overijssel) and the Alkmaar Region (COROP Alkmaar en omgeving)
is about the same as the share in Greater Amsterdam. This is remarkable
given the differences in for example real estate prices in these regions. To
explore this phenomenon, the COROP regions of Greater Amsterdam,
Alkmaar Region, and Zwolle Region will be compared as an embedded case
study. The supply of affordable housing in relation to the size of the group
of lower-middle-income households will be looked at before zooming in at
the actual location of the owner-occupied affordable supply. Where in the
housing market areas do households with an annual income at the lower
end of lower-middle-income households (€34,000) have access to housing?
By collecting information on the addresses, combined with the size and the
number of rooms of affordable units, the dataset is suitable for geocoding.
The houses are mapped and then analyzed in relation to each other and in
relation to the neighborhood. This will provide data to give an answer to the
question to what kind of housing and living environments these households
have access. The three areas are expected to differ much more than the general
supply figure that was the result from the study from Kromhout et al. (2010)
suggests. Given the fact that owner-occupied housing prices vary greatly
across but also within different housing market regions, it is expected that
the access for middle-income households to owner-occupancy is the lowest in
Greater Amsterdam and the best in the Zwolle Region (proposition 1).
Besides differences between regions in general numbers of housing supply, the
regions are expected to differ in the quality and diversity of housing supply
and in the geographical distribution of supply within the housing market
areas. A more differentiated affordable owner-occupied housing supply is
expected for the housing market areas of the Alkmaar Region and the Zwolle
Region compared to Greater Amsterdam. We expected that the middle-income
households will have the least access to the most popular neighborhoods within
their region (with the highest livability scores) in all regions (proposition 2),
but that in Greater Amsterdam, this access is even more limited than in the
Alkmaar Region and the Zwolle Region (proposition 3).
Triangulation
A process of triangulation is used to verify results. Part of this study is to
further explore lower-middle-income households’ access to affordable owner83
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occupied housing and to test the outcome of the report of Kromhout et al.
(2010). Next to the spatial analysis described above, existing literature and
relevant policy documents that stem from the three COROP regions have
been analyzed. Furthermore, in-depth interviews have been conducted in
the embedded case studies to further verify the position of lower-middleincome households on the regional housing market. This concerned three
professionals from housing associations in the three regions and two municipal
housing professionals in the COROP regions Greater Amsterdam and the
Zwolle Region. In the next section, we will analyze how access to affordable
owner-occupied housing for lower-middle-income households varies between
regional housing markets in the Netherlands. We will already focus a large
part of our attention to the three housing regions that will be analyzed more
in depth later in this article.
4.4

Regional differences in access to affordable owner-occupied
housing across the Netherlands
The analyses proved there are indeed large differences between Dutch regional
housing markets. These differences are reflected in the different degrees to
which lower-middle-income households have access to affordable housing. The
available owner-occupied housing in financial reach of lower-middle-income
households will be mapped for the 40 housing market areas. This section will
end by confronting the owner-occupied housing supply data with the number
of lower-middle-income households in the areas, thereby looking into the
comparative availability of affordable housing.
Figure 4.1 shows the number of houses for sale within the range of households
with an income of €34,000. The total supply of houses within reach of lowermiddle-income households is divided by the total number of houses for sale
in the region. The available houses are taken into account for one- or twoperson households if they have at least 30 m2 of floor space and for threeor more-person households if they have at least 60 m2 of floor space. In a
substantial number of COROP regions, less than 3 percent of houses for sale
are potentially affordable for one- to two-person dual-income households with
a yearly income of €34,000. There are even less houses for sale that are at least
60 m2 and therefore potentially appropriate for households with at least three
members.
For households with a household income of €38,000 (see figure 4.2) instead of
€34,000, the availability of affordable owner-occupied housing increases. For
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Figure 4.1 Percentage of potential affordable owner-occupied housing at an income of €34,000 for
one- or two-person households (left) and three- or more-person households (right) (Source: Funda.
nl; source base maps: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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Figure 4.2 Percentage of potentially affordable owner-occupied housing at an income of €38,000
for one- or two-person households (left) and three- or more-person households (right) (Source:
Funda.nl; source base maps: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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one- or two-person households, about 6 percent of houses for sale in each area
is accessible. In most of the Northern COROP regions, at least 14 percent
of the owner-occupied housing for sale is in reach of household with an
income of €38,000. There is also a clear distinction between the southern and
northern parts of the Randstad, with the exception of Delft and Westland at
the coast in between The Hague and Rotterdam. Additionally, the A2 highway
corridor is visible, which crosses the country from the northwest to southeast
and is seen as the important economic backbone of the Netherlands. In this
corridor, lower-middle-income households with a yearly income of €38,000
can afford a relatively low share of the houses for sale.
The mapping of the opportunities for dual-earner households of more than
three persons that earn €43,000 shows a larger area with more than 15
percent of supply in reach (see figure 4.3). There are, however, areas that
show a greater increase in potentially accessible owner-occupied housing than
other areas. While there is between 6 and 10 percent affordable in Greater
Amsterdam, in the Zwolle Region more than 15 percent is available for the
same budget. The Alkmaar Region has a percentage of potentially affordable
supply in between these two regions. This point toward the conclusion that the
groups of households with limited availability of affordable housing stretches
further in Greater Amsterdam than in the Alkmaar Region and especially the
Zwolle Region and some other areas. Again, the A2 corridor is clearly visible
as a low supply area.
The average weighted availability for households of all sizes earning
between €34,000 and €38,000 is depicted in figure 4.4. The average share
of owner-occupied housing in reach differs from less than three to over 35
percent. Remarkable are some neighboring areas showing large differences,
for example, The Hague that has much lower rates than neighboring areas,
and Zaanstad and Flevoland that have several adjacent areas with much lower
accessibility rates.
The share of owner-occupied housing as percentage of total housing for sale
in reach of a specific group of households does not necessarily rightly reflect
the housing market. It also matters how many people are competing for these
houses. Figure 4.5 shows the number of houses in reach of households earning
in between €34,000 and €38,000, divided by the number of households in the
same category. The number of households already living in the area is used
as a proxy of potential demand. The pattern visible in figure 4.5 is not much
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Figure 4.3 Percentage of potentially affordable owner-occupied housing at an income of €43,000
for one- or two-person households (left) and three- or more-person households (right) (Source:
Funda.nl; source base maps: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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Figure 4.4 Average percentage of potentially affordable owner-occupied housing for households
with an income of in between €34,000 and €38,000 (left) and in between €38,000 and €43,000
(right) (Source: Funda.nl; source base maps: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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different from that in figure 4.4, but Greater Amsterdam is an example of an
area in which the supply per household in the category is more limited than
in other regions. This could also be explained by the smaller share of owneroccupied housing of the total housing stock in Greater Amsterdam. In this
area, there are comparatively larger social and private rented housing sectors.
Our first proposition, in which we expected to find that access among middleincome households to owner-occupancy housing is the lowest in Greater
Amsterdam and highest in the Zwolle Region (proposition 1), turned out to
be correct.
This last set of maps (see figure 4.5) shows it is likely that there is a significant
difference between the three COROP regions—which will be further analyzed
in the next section—when it comes to access to affordable owner-occupied
housing among lower-middle-income housing within a region. Regardless,
the number of houses for sale in financial reach of lower-middle-income
households with a yearly income of in between €34,000 and €43,000 is limited.
In many areas, the number of houses per household in the income region of
€38,000 and €43,000—potentially affordable at an income level of €43,000—
does not exceed 0.1.
4.5
Where do households have access to affordable housing?
The extent to which a household has something to choose does also depend on
what houses are within financial reach of lower-middle-income households. In
this section, the focus is on the three regions, Greater Amsterdam, Alkmaar
Region, and Zwolle Region. These three areas are very similar in terms
of the share of total owner-occupied housing supply that is within reach
of households with an income of €34,000 (see figure 4.1). The three areas
diverge to some extent when looking at the share of owner-occupied housing
that is in reach at higher-income levels (see figures 4.2, 4.3 and table 4.2). In
this section, supply in these three areas is analyzed on its specific location
and its attributes. This has been operationalized based on housing size and
neighborhood characteristics. For the latter, we used the livability index of
the Ministry of General Affairs (2010) that is available on neighborhood
level. We expected to find that lower-middle-income households will have the
least access to the most popular neighborhoods within their region (with the
highest livability scores) in all regions (proposition 2), but that in Greater
Amsterdam, this access is even more limited than in the Alkmaar Region and
the Zwolle Region (proposition 3).
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Figure 4.5 Average number of potentially affordable owner-occupied housing units available per
household with an income of in between €34,000 and €38,000 (left) and in between €38,000 and
€43,000 (right) (Source: WoON2012, Funda.nl; source base maps: CBS, 2009; made by authors)

The extent of the lack of accessibility is not only verified by an exploration
of local policy documents but also based on a small number of interviews. In
this exploratory part, the address and housing information of houses within
financial reach of dual-earner households with a yearly income of €34,000
is collected. The housing units are at least 60 m2 in size, responding to the
minimum required floor space for three- or more-person households (see the
last row in table 4.2).
Spatial distribution of affordable owner-occupied housing
Greater Amsterdam
The average number of affordable houses for sale per household (see figure
4.5) indicates the tightness of the regional housing market for lower-middleincome households in the area of Greater Amsterdam. At an income level
of €34,000 for a dual-earner family, the maximum amount to spend on the
purchase of a house is calculated to be €126,000. For this amount, in Greater
Amsterdam, there are 95 units for sale of at least 60 m2. These units are
geocoded and mapped with a buffer of 500 m in figure 4.6. The houses for sale
at these restrictions are clustered in a few locations. Most clear are clusters in
Purmerend (10 units) in the center north, and clusters in Amsterdam South
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Total number of households

Greater
Amsterdam

Alkmaar
Region

Zwolle
Region

The
Netherlands

645,000

102,500

148,500

7,516,000

Median income (€)

44,500

48,000

42,500

44,500

Share households 34–38k

5.9

5.5

5.5

5.9

Share households 38–43k

5.1

7.2

6.9

6.5

Total number of houses for sale

14,932

3,282

5,226

232,000

Average share in reach 34–38k

3.8

4.7

6.2

11.7

Average share in reach 38–43k

9.2

11.3

13.3

19.3

Average reach per 1,000 households 34–38k

28.8

50.8

64.1

92.6

Average reach per 1,000 households 38–43k

57.7

78.1

90.9

116.4

Minimum number of units in reach

95

25

99

12,402

Table 4.2 Summary table affordable owner-occupied housing supply (Source: WoON2012, BZK/
CBS, 2012, Funda.nl)

East (Zuidoost; 54 units) and some units in Amsterdam New West (NieuwWest). For the rest, there are a few scattered locations with affordable owneroccupied housing supply. In 10 out of 16 municipalities in the region, there is
no supply at all, just as in most of Amsterdam. The average number of rooms
of these units is 2.6 and the average floor space is 70 m2. Figure 4.6 also
reveals the relationship between the livabilities—based on the livability index
of the Ministry of General Affairs (2010)—that supply is predominantly
located in areas with poor livability scores. This relationship is especially clear
in Amsterdam in the center of the map.
Alkmaar Region
For the same category in the smaller Alkmaar Region, there is a supply of
25 units. 22 out of the 25 units are situated in the city of Alkmaar. 10 units
are concentrated in the postwar apartment buildings of Honthorstlaan in
the neighborhood De Hoef (in figure 4.7, the northeastern of the two larger
concentrations). The other larger polygon in figure 4.7 consists of four units.
These 25 owner-occupied units have 2.8 rooms in average and an average
floor space of 69 m2. Both are similar to that in Greater Amsterdam. Also,
in Alkmaar, the highest supply is to be found in the neighborhoods with low
livability scores.
Zwolle Region
In the Zwolle Region, owner-occupied supply of at least 60 m2 for the category
of dual-earner households with an income of €34,000 is the largest of the
three areas with 99 units. These units are clearly more scattered over the area,
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resulting in more choice (see figure 4.8). The most pronounced clusters are
located in Steenwijk in the north and Kampen and Zwolle in the southwest of
the region. Also, in this region, there is a relationship between the livability
scores and the presence of affordable owner-occupied housing. Yet, the
livability scores in this region do not get below moderately positive and are
overall better than in both other regions. There are owner-occupied units
available in more rural areas and in more urban areas. The average number of
rooms is larger than in the other two regions, with 78 m2. Also, the average
number of rooms is remarkably larger with 3.4 rooms in average. There are
also five units of more than 100 m2. Forty percent of the houses have four
rooms. The larger size of the available dwellings in the Zwolle Region with
mean larger households will have more opportunities to find a suitable house
on the owner-occupied market.
Problem differentiation
Our second proposition stated that the access among lower-middle-income
households to owner-occupancy was expected to be predominantly located
in neighborhoods with the lowest livability scores. The data confirm this
proposition. Furthermore, the third proposition that access would be most
difficult in Greater Amsterdam was verified. Though the problem of a lack of
affordable owner-occupied units for lower-middle-income households seemed
to be of a similar scope in the three analyzed COROP regions, the spatial
exploration of section 4.5 reveals some differences. In Greater Amsterdam,
supply is more concentrated in neighborhoods with moderate or negative
livability scores. The Zwolle Region distinguishes itself from the other two
regions by more and larger houses and more scattered units of supply, resulting
in more spatial choice for households. And although the livability scores in the
supply in the Zwolle Region are higher than those in Greater Amsterdam and
the Alkmaar Region, they are still low compared to the neighborhoods where
more expensive houses are for sale.
A scan of policy documents in the three areas and the qualitative material
from the interviews suggest also a divide in problem perception between
Greater Amsterdam and the other two areas. For Amsterdam, the housing
market is characterized by a sharp divide between the area inside and the
area outside of the beltway A10. There is very high pressure on centrally
located neighborhoods, while some of the neighborhoods at the borders
of Amsterdam are very unpopular. This view fits the analysis of a policy
program manager of social housing association De Key in Amsterdam, but
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Figure 4.6 Livability scores per neighborhood and affordable owner-occupied housing supply for
single-earner lower-middle-income households with an income of €34,000 in Greater Amsterdam
(Sources: Livability index data: Ministry of General Affairs; Housing data: Funda.nl; Background
layers: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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Figure 4.7 Livability scores per neighborhood and affordable owner-occupied housing supply for
single-earner lower-middle-income households with an income of €34,000 in the Alkmaar Region
(Sources: Livability index data: Ministry of General Affairs; Housing data: Funda.nl; Background
layers: CBS, 2009; made by authors)
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Figure 4.8 Livability scores per neighborhood and affordable owner-occupied housing supply for
single-earner lower-middle-income households with an income of €34,000 in the Zwolle Region
(Sources: Livability index data: Ministry of General Affairs; Housing data: Funda.nl; Background
layers: CBS, 2009; made by authors)

the interviewee also points at causes and possible answers: “It is remarkable
the difference in demand to housing within and outside of the ring is not
reflected in prices, because we are stuck with the housing valuation system.
There is a little change since the scarcity points, but for Amsterdam this effect
is flattened. Because dwellings outside of the ring are larger, more expensive
apartments are located outside of the ring” (Interview De Key). The Donner
points (named after Minister of the Interior and Kingdom Relations Piet Hein
Donner) refer to the earlier mentioned scarcity points, which mean that for
allocated tight housing markets with high real estate square meter values, 15
or 25 points can be added for a house. Each point in practice means a potential
higher rent of about €4. A dwelling with over 142 points can be liberalized,
meaning the price level is not regulated anymore. An increase of 15 or 25
points in tight housing markets, therefore, also means more social housing
units can be liberalized.
In the region of Greater Amsterdam, strategies that may be part of improving
the position of lower-middle-income households on the housing market are the
sale of affordable social housing association dwellings and the liberalization
of social housing, transferring these units to the range of monthly rents of
€650 to about €900. Though the sale of social housing is being encouraged,
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during the first years of the financial crisis, it is hard to achieve. The sale of
former social housing in Amsterdam is for example increasing again since
2010 to 1828 in 2012 (Woon Amsterdam, 2013). In general, most of these
houses are in financial reach of lower-middle-income households (see also
Wittebrood & Permentier, 2011). Neighborhoods with high shares of social
housing do not coincide with neighborhoods with affordable owner-occupied
supply visible in figure 4.7.
4.6
Conclusion
This study focused on access among lower-middle-income households to the
owner-occupied housing market. Spatial analysis shows there is a group of
middle-income households that have very limited access to owner-occupied
housing. There are households in some COROP regions for whom less than
three percent of the houses for sale are affordable and appropriate. These
households also lack access to social housing.
The analysis shows that for households with the lowest income of €34,000 in
Amsterdam, about 90 units for sale are potentially in reach. Compared to the
number of households, however, there is more supply in the Alkmaar Region
and especially in the Zwolle Region, confirming the first proposition that given
the differences in housing prices across the Netherlands, it was expected that
the access for middle-income households to owner-occupancy is the lowest
in Greater Amsterdam and the best in the Zwolle Region (proposition 1).
Stretching up the income level shows the share of housing for sale that is
affordable is increasing much faster in the Alkmaar Region and the Zwolle
Region than in Greater Amsterdam. This means the group of middle-income
households for whom there is little affordable housing available is larger in
Greater Amsterdam.
Further, our findings revealed that in Greater Amsterdam, affordable housing
units are mainly clustered in some of the least popular neighborhoods.
Consequently, the second proposition, formulating the expectation supply that
would have the least access to popular neighborhoods, can be confirmed. In
the Alkmaar Region and the Zwolle Region, there is also almost no supply
in the neighborhoods with very high livability scores, but also due to the fact
there are less negative and moderate scoring neighborhoods on the livability
index, there is in these areas more supply in neighborhoods with relatively
high livability scores, which also confirms proposition 3.
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With respect to the degree of ‘squeezedness’ in Greater Amsterdam, lowermiddle-income households seem to be more ‘squeezed’ than in the Zwolle
Region and the Alkmaar Region. However, evidence also suggests that
even in Greater Amsterdam, these lower-middle-income households are not
completely squeezed out. The suggestion that there is no owner-occupied
unit available—as often appears in the media—is false. The availability of
some affordable housing may suggest that a part of the problem of a lack
of affordable housing stems from a qualitative mismatch between supply and
households’ preferences. As their options are limited to the neighborhoods
with the lowest livability score, they may choose not to buy there and move to
another region or prefer a different housing solution waiting for an opportunity
that suits their preferences better. The interviewees also assumed that such a
preferences approach is important. Consequently, a more refined view on the
“appropriateness” of affordable housing units in further research is necessary
to reveal the more qualitative issues at stake and to further understand the
regional variation in affordable and appropriate housing supply. Costs of
travel and energy can also be included in a measure of affordable housing,
as these are related to the location and quality of the housing unit and also
strongly affect a household’s budget.
The findings seem to fit the conclusion of Elsinga and Lind (2013) that in
the short run, the middle classes in the Netherlands are the losers of the new
regulation. Yet, in the longer run, this may change. It is to be expected that the
liberalization of social housing, sale of social housing association dwellings,
and new construction of housing for (lower-)middle-income households will
all contribute to the improvement of opportunities for these households. But
will it be enough? And how much will liberalization and sale of social housing
affect the situation of lower-income households? More research is needed to
investigate these issues.
Another important aim of our project was to determine the extent to which
the size and the problems of this ‘squeezed middle’ group differ among regions
in the Netherlands. There is a vast regional variation in housing markets that
will influence the efficiency of proposed solutions. For the delivery of national
policy aims with respect to affordable housing, it will be important to take into
account the possible different regional outcomes of new regulations, policies,
and proposed solutions. Until now, these variations that indeed do exist are
often ignored by national policy-makers, but also in European regulation,
that try to draft “one-size-fits-all” policies. However, based on our findings,
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we would suggest that it may not even be possible to solve regional housing
market problems with general national policies and that it would be more
important to take regional differences into account in housing policy, also
while discussing the continuance of the European regulations or the changing
roles of housing associations. More differentiation in housing policy—at least
temporary—might help to address some problems in the short run. Moreover,
currently, many local authorities try to address the ‘squeezed middle’ problem
on the housing market, which—in the eyes of some policy-makers—seemed
to have appeared from one day to another as a result of the concurrent change
in regulations, reform of the mortgage market, and less building activities.
Finding ways to facilitate these local initiatives would help to ‘unsqueeze’ the
lower-middle-income households.
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Chapter 5

Rent increase strategies
and distributive justice: the
socio-spatial effects of rent
control policy in Amsterdam

Abstract | Rent controls and rent setting regulation in different contexts
incorporate and balance different aims, in particular when securing affordability
and the effective distribution of scarce housing by incorporating market
mechanisms. As rent policy is frequently discussed in terms of affordability or
market functioning in broad terms, small-scale distributive socio-spatial effects
are often not regarded. In this paper, three strategies under the new rent sum
policy are compared against the former policy and practice for Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, to observe the effects of distributive justice. The new rent policy
partly decentralizes rent increase decisions from the national level to local
authorities and housing associations. Using microdata on all social housing
units and their tenants’ distributive justice, outcomes under the former policy
and practice are observed for a six-year period (2008–2014) and the effects
of three different rent increase strategies under the new rent sum policy are
forecasted for the same period, combining an ex-ante and an ex-post evaluation.
The possibilities for housing associations to vary rent increases for different
groups of tenants in order to improve distributive justice outcomes are
explored. Results show that all three possible strategies decrease the observed
affordability gap between new and long-term tenants. Valuing the distributions
of these strategies by applying two different standards for distributive justice
shows the rent sum policy may only result in modest improvements.

Published as | Jonkman, A., L. Janssen-Jansen & F. Schilder (2018). Rent
increase strategies and distributive justice: the socio-spatial effects of rent
control policy in Amsterdam. Journal of housing and the built environment,
33(4), 653-673.
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5.1
Introduction
Housing affordability has become a central issue on urban agendas around
the world due to sky-rocketing house prices and rents, providing profits and
opportunities for few while imposing losses and threats to others. Various
local and national governments have developed policy measures to secure
housing affordability for low- and middle-income households. Policies can
focus on the aspects of the supply of affordable housing (e.g. US tax credits
incentivizing developers to include affordable housing in new developments;
Schwartz, 2010), the demand for affordable housing (e.g. different forms of
housing allowance or housing vouchers; Priemus, Kemp, & Varady, 2005), or
improve the efficient use of available means (e.g., UK policy referred to as the
‘bedroom tax’ which seeks a more efficient use of the current scarce public
housing stock; Gibb, 2015). All these policies aim to change ‘who gets what’ of
scarce resources and thus shapes the distributive justice. ‘Distributive justice
involves a moral judgement of an allotment of receipts among recipient units’
(Cohen, 1987, p. 24). Receipts can have different forms, like goods, services,
opportunities, or even duties. The moral judgement can be based on different
standards (e.g., equality, merit, benevolence, priority), which also depend on
the nature of the good distributed (Frankena, 1966). With respect to social
housing, different qualities of housing are distributed among different
households. Another example consists of rent policies that have an impact on
both the supply of affordable housing and the efficient use of available means.
The supply is affected by limiting rents and rent increases, while the efficient
use of available means is adjusted by aligning rents and household needs.
Various policies have been introduced in the Netherlands, especially since the
start of the economic crisis in 2008, to primarily improve the effective use
of the existing social housing stock. Recently introduced policies include,
for example, altering the extent to which maximum allowed social housing
rents are connected to local real estate values and changing the target group
definition of households eligible for social housing. The recently (in 2017)
introduced policy rent sum policy decentralizes national rent setting and
assigns the responsibility to local governments and housing associations.
Consequently, local governments and housing associations gain explicit
freedom to determine how to distribute rent increases across their tenants
as long as the sum of all increases does not exceed last year’s inflation + 1
percent. Furthermore, housing associations and municipalities are allowed to
jointly install additional criteria for rent increases and are granted significant
opportunities to strategize on future rent increases. This provides—at least in
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theory—the potential to adjust the strategy based on socio-spatial specificities
in a city and needs of households. Vulnerable household groups or deprived
neighborhoods could receive a lower rent increase for a comparable unit
than those better off, eventually changing the distribution of affordability
and thus the distributive justice. Local governments could develop several
implementation strategies with potentially different results.
The aim of this paper is to compare—for the city of Amsterdam, the
Netherlands—three strategies under the new rent sum policy in terms of the
distribution of affordability and evaluate this in terms of distributive justice
outcomes. By forecasting the effects for the 2008–2014 period, the distributive
outcomes of three different rent increase strategies of implementing the rent
sum policy will be compared to the development under the former policy and
practice over the same period. Subsequently, it will be assessed whether housing
associations are able to improve the distributive justice outcomes by adopting
a specific rent increase strategy. The approach is innovative as it combines
ex-ante and ex-post evaluations to assess the different policy implementation
options. Furthermore, the analysis shows potential socio-spatial effects of
each strategy at a detailed level. The research calculations use non-public
household microdata from Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and housing unit
microdata from the Federation of Amsterdam Social Housing Associations
(AFWC) and Platform Woningcorporaties Noordvleugel Randstad (PWNR).
The results not only shed light on the socio-spatial effects of the policies
and strategies, but also provide relevant input for housing associations and
municipalities in regard to policy implementation.
This paper continues with a discussion on rent control and price setting in
section 5.2. Section 5.3 addresses Dutch rent policy and rent setting practices.
Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively, are about the relation between rental policy
and distributive justice and the applied methods and data. In the last two
sections, results are presented and conclusions are drawn.
5.2
Rent control and price setting
Rents of housing rented out by for-profit landlords aiming to maximize
earnings will follow current market rates. Social housing rents are usually
determined differently. Kemeny (1981) described how rents can be lowered in
comparison with market rates if a housing portfolio of a non-profit housing
provider matures over time. Through rent pooling of older debt-free and
newly financed units, rents can be averaged at below market rates. The total
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rent received should cover financial obligations, maintenance and management.
New investments can be enabled through the maturation process in which
mortgages are paid off over time improving the organizations balance. As a
portfolio matures, the gap between pooled cost-rent and market rent increases.
Making use of different types of rent regulation, rents in both the private
rented and social rented sector are influenced. This paper focuses on social
rented housing and how social rents are shaped by both rent controls and
other rent setting regulation.
Rent control
Rent controls have been introduced in many countries in times of housing
shortage, especially in the wake of both world wars. Tight rent control, or
even rent freezes, have been very popular, and strict controls have been in
place in several countries like Spain, the UK, The Netherlands, Sweden and
France (Deschermeier, Haas, Hude, & Voigtländer, 2016). A distinction can
be made between early first-generation rent controls, that would freeze rents,
and softer second-generation rent controls that aim to stabilize rents and
limit yearly rent increases for current tenants (Arnott, 1995; Dienstfrey, 1981;
Lind, 2001). Both types of rent control exist in various forms, and all aim to
improve housing affordability.
Though rent control is primarily related to government policy to secure
affordability on the private rented sector (e.g. Haffner, Elsinga, & Hoekstra,
2008), rent control is applied to both private and social housing sectors.
Most studies on the effects of rent control have, however, focused on the
impact of rent controls on the earning potential of private landlords and on
their decisions on maintenance (Arnott & Shevyakhova, 2014; Lind, 2015),
investments and the sale of rental housing (Andrews, Caldera Sánchez, &
Johansson, 2011; Autor, Palmer, & Pathak, 2012; Block & Olsen, 1981). Enström
Öst, Söderberg, & Wilhelmsson (2014) additionally show how rent control
affects the socio-spatial distribution of housing. They discovered that implicit
subsidies resulting from locational higher discounts on market rents in central
areas of Stockholm are not effectively allocated to those with the highest need.
Similar to what is found in Amsterdam (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2018),
the flat distribution of rents can be regarded an inefficient implicit subsidy
(Schilder & Conijn, 2015) for those living in the most attractive parts of the
city. Such implicit subsidies—consisting of the sum of the differences between
current rents and market rents if rents would not have been regulated—may
be part of both rent-controlled social and private rented sectors.
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Rent setting
Rent distributions—that would be very flat in case of rent pooling in a social
housing sector—are affected by different policies and practices. Especially
by relating rents to the household income, the housing cost, the housing
quality or the housing market value, the way rents are set has been adjusted.
Differentiation of rents based on these characteristics would hardly be
reflected in a flat rent distribution: ‘comparatively flat rent structures that
emerge under rent pooling give tenants little incentive to optimize their
housing consumption’ (Walker & Marsh, 2003, p. 2024). Besides, flat rent
distributions may lead to exacerbated geographical differences in demand as
housing decisions are not influenced through pricing (Walker & Marsh, 2003).
More popular areas may become even more wanted because of the greater
implicit subsidy, especially resulting in longer waiting lists.
In the ideal–typical social rented sector, as described by Kemeny (1981), rents
are evened out through rent pooling and related to the total cost of housing
for the landlord (including construction, maintenance and management).
Social housing is sometimes also referred to as cost renting (e.g. Kemeny,
1981; Murie & Williams, 2015). While some degree of rent pooling is allowed
in many countries, Denmark is a rare example of a country in which social
housing is required to be rented at cost rent of the individual dwelling.
Consequently, older units that are often also more attractive have much lower
rents than newer units (Vestergaard & Scanlon, 2014).
Cost rent housing with a certain degree of rent pooling is often combined
with setting rents based on the household income, the housing quality and/
or the housing market value. In Hong Kong, for example, affordability was
implemented as leading principle for rent setting in the public sector since the
1980s, making use of different rent-to-income ratios. Rent setting was based
on the average affordability for tenants. The median household was supposed
to have a rent-to-income ratio of at most 15 percent (Yip & Lau, 2002). In
Belgium and Ireland, rents are directly related to individual household incomes
(Haffner et al., 2008). Incomes are also checked in these countries. In Belgium,
also a base rent applies and the rent is partly determined by the value of the
unit and the size of the family.
In the Swedish model, rents of new lettings are mostly similar to market
rates, while inflation-following rent increases have resulted in increasing
gaps between current rents and market rents for older dwellings (Svensson,
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1998). Recent reform, triggered by a state-aid complaint at the European
Commission, forces municipal housing companies to act like market actors.
Rent restructuring remains based on negotiations between tenant unions and
housing providers, but now the private sector is included in the process. The
first negotiations, however, did not show signs of major shifts toward rents
of current tenants that better reflect demand (Elsinga & Lind, 2013; Haffner
et al., 2008).
In England, different rent setting policy reforms since the 1970s have aimed
to further centralize rent setting (Marsh & Walker, 2006). The 2000 Green
Paper introduced a single formula for rent setting in which different aims
are integrated. Four explicit objectives of the Green Paper were to make
rents fairer and less confusing, reduce unjustifiable differences between
local authority and housing association dwellings, improve the quality of
management and make rents better reflect relevant qualities (Marsh & Walker,
2006; Walker & Marsh, 2003). Rent differences thus had to especially better
reflect differences in quality and demand.
These examples show rent setting regulation can have different aims related
to securing affordability and improving market functioning. While Swedish
rent setting moves to market rents and Danish rent regulation is cost based,
rent setting in Hong Kong (Yip & Lau, 2002), Belgium and Ireland is primarily
aimed at securing affordability (Haffner et al., 2008). The case of England
shows a search toward centralization of rent setting, by applying—similar
to Belgium—a single formula for rent setting (Tang, 2008). In countries
where rent setting is not primarily focused on securing affordability, this
may increasingly depend on additional housing allowance schemes. In the
Netherlands, the new rent sum policy sets rent setting and rent increase
boundaries at the national level, but also explicitly provides more space to
differentiate rent increase strategies. The boundaries for initial rent setting are
based on the quality and market value of the dwelling, while the boundaries
for rent increases also depend on the household income and the rent charged
in comparison with the maximum allowed rent for the unit.
5.3
Rent setting in Amsterdam
In this section, rent controls and rent setting practices in Amsterdam that
were in effect in the 2008–2014 period are discussed, before describing the
new rent sum policy that came into effect in 2017 in more detail. Along the
way, important characteristics of social housing in the Netherlands and
Amsterdam are described.
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Rent control and rent setting from 2008 until 2014
The social housing sector has become a dominant tenure in the twentieth
century, especially in the first post-Second World War decades. While in many
other contexts—including other Dutch cities—the social housing sector
came in decline already in the 1980s, in Amsterdam the sector continued to
grow until its peak in 1995. Currently, social housing in Amsterdam consists
of about 45 percent of the total housing stock. While also a large part of
privately owned rented housing is rent controlled,1 in this paper we focus
on these housing association-owned regulated (i.e., rent controlled) housing
units. After the government paid off all future subsidies owed to housing
associations in 1995, the housing associations in the Netherlands became
largely financially independent. Supply-side ‘brick-and-mortar’ subsidies were
abolished and a revolving fund model to finance housing associations was
introduced (Elsinga & Lind, 2013). This revolving fund model allows for rent
pooling and stipulates that financial obligations and investments (e.g. upkeep,
new construction and investments in community development) are financed
with revenues out of the organization’s housing stock and by acquiring capital
on financial markets. While housing associations are no longer subsidized
directly, they still have access to government-backed (i.e. cheaper) loans
(Veenstra & van Ommeren, 2015). Furthermore, housing associations do not
have economic owners and therefore the demanded rate-of-return on equity is
low. In specific cases, a negative rate-of-return can even be accepted in order
to achieve certain social goals (Conijn, 2011). The total cost of capital for
housing associations is therefore significantly lower than for private investors.
In regards to rent control in the Netherlands, a distinction can be made
between maximum allowed rent levels and maximum allowed rent increases.
The maximum allowed rents for regulated housing are determined by an
administrative valuation system based on points reflecting the quality of the
unit. Units with a point-total of up to 142, corresponding to a maximum
allowed rent (i.e. the liberalization level) of €699 in 2014, are rent controlled.
Units with a higher point-total may—but do not have to—be rented out
without the restriction of rent regulation policy. If the initial rent at the start
of the tenancy is lower than the liberalization limit, the unit remains regulated
for the whole tenancy. Since 2012, the point valuation system includes scarcity
points. Additional points are allocated to dwellings that are located in popular
1 Both housing associations and private landlords rent out regulated and unregulated dwellings.
Private owners make up 26 percent of the total rental stock in the Netherlands, while 88 percent of
the rental stock is rent controlled. A large share of institutional and privately owned rental housing
is rent controlled.
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areas with high average house prices.2
The regulation of yearly rent increases—the second part of the rent control—
is for each year being determined by the government and was usually set at
or around the rate of last year’s inflation. From 2013 onwards, however, rent
increases for social housing have been made temporarily income dependent,
using three different maximum rent increase levels for different income groups.
In 2013, the maximum rent increase level for households with an income up to
€33,614 was also set higher at inflation + 1.5 percent (see table 5.1).
Housing associations, on average, have asked around 80 percent of the price
they are legally allowed to charge for new tenants, while current tenants on
average pay 72 percent of the maximum allowed rent (Aedes, 2016a). Table 5.1
shows that the average social housing tenant in Amsterdam paid 78 percent
of what was maximum allowed in 2008. After 2011, the share of maximum
allowed rent that was on average charged dropped from 80 to 67 percent. This
was the result of the introduction of scarcity points increasing maximum
allowed rents for all social housing units in Amsterdam. On a national scale,
scarcity points over time can result in a less flat rent distribution. Within
the Amsterdam municipality, however, this effect is expected to be minimal,
because all social housing units are allocated scarcity points. The gap between
new and current tenants is the result of the inflation-following rent increases
and rent harmonization—i.e. the rent hike if a unit is rented out to a new
tenant.
The 2008 financial crisis and the subsequent policy changes have increased
financial pressure on housing associations. Gruis and Van der Kuij (2012, p. 52)
refer to the housing associations’ double crisis. The financial crisis resulted in
stagnating sales, losses on new housing development projects due to revenue
shortfalls and—for some housing associations—write-downs on interest
swaps. The second crisis, that of policy changes, includes an extra levy imposed
by the government on housing associations. This levy was introduced in 2013
and builds up in a few steps to an annual €1.7 billion in total. Furthermore,
for-profit activities of housing associations have been restricted in 2011 and
the social housing target group was redefined by introducing a maximum
income level of €34,678 (level of 2014), also in 2011. The strong financial
2 As a result of recent amendments to the valuation system for newly rented-out units, as of 2017 a
larger share of the maximum allowed rent is now determined by the vacant possession value of the
dwelling. Some other components—e.g., scarcity points, dwelling type, nuisance causing situations
around the house—are now left out of the calculation (Ministry of the Interior, 2015).
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Year

Inflation
previous
year (in %)

Max.
allowed
rent
increase
(in %)

Average
rent (in €)

Share of max. allowed rent

Average

<60%

60-80%

>90%

2008

1.6

1.6

364

78

5

77

17

2009

2.5

2.6

377

78

6

75

19

2010

1.2

1.2

392

79

7

72

21

2011

1.3

1.3

401

80

6

70

25

2012

2.3

2.3

419

67a

28

68

4

2013

2.5

4

439

68

27

65

7

b

In 2011 scarcity points were introduced. Units located in areas with high housing values were
allocated addition points resulting in a higher maximum allowed rent for units in Amsterdam.
b
Rents of households with an annual income in excess of €33,614 could be increased with up to
4.5 percent and rents of households with an annual income in excess of €43,000 could be increased
with up to 6 percent, after introduction of income dependent rent increases.
a

Table 5.1 Maximum allowed rent increases and percentage of maximum allowed rents in Amsterdam
(Source: AFWC, 2008-2014, CBS, 2017; calculations by authors)

position has enabled housing associations to contribute to affordability. The
increased financial pressure, however, also influences housing association rent
setting and rent increase decisions as well as decisions on the sale of social
housing units (Elsinga & Wassenberg, 2014).
The new rent sum policy
As of January 2017, the rent sum policy replaced the income-dependent rent
increase policy. With this new policy, the yearly total sum of rent increases
is maximized for each individual housing association. The total rent sum per
housing association is bound to an increase of inflation + 1 percent. Rents of
individual units may be increased with inflation + 2.5 percent. In an earlier
draft of the new policy, distinction was made between units of which rent
exceeds 80 percent of the maximum allowed rent and units with rents below
this boundary. Rent increases of the former were bound by inflation, while rent
increases of the latter were maximized at inflation + 2.5 percent (Ministry of
the Interior, 2015). Although in the end this distinction was excluded from the
policy, this boundary is still applied in this paper (see table 5.2). Municipalities
and housing associations can also still locally introduce such distinctions. The
rent sum policy, additionally, allows rents of households with an income of
€39,874 or more may to be increased with inflation + 4 percent.3 The incomedependent rent increases for households with an income higher than €39,874
3 In the final version of the policy, households existing of members above the retirement age and
households consisting of four or more persons.
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will not be added to the rent sum, as long as the extra rental incomes are
used for projects that are specified in performance agreements between the
municipality and the housing association (Aedes, 2016b). The maximum rent
increase level of inflation + 2.5 percent also applies to regulated housing
rented out by private landlords. Private landlords, however, do not have to
comply to the maximum rent sum of inflation + 1 percent.
On the one hand, the rent sum policy restricts the total rent increase housing
associations can implement yearly. On the other hand, the new policy provides
more space to differentiate rent increases for different (groups of) households.
The policy further decentralizes rent restructuring as municipalities and
housing association have more room to maneuver and differentiate rent setting.
Rent harmonization, however, will limit the space housing associations have to
increase rents of sitting tenants as it is also counts for the rent sum. Even if
a housing association maximizes the rent sum, they need to decide what rents
to increase at what rate.
In the 2008–2014 period, rents could be increased with rates following the
inflation until 2013. In the final year of the period observed, rents could be
increased with a higher rate of inflation + 1.5 percent and additional rent
increases could be charged for higher earning households. Compared to the
period until 2013, the rent sum policy thus allows for a larger yearly rent
increase of inflation + 1 percent. In the 2008–2014 period, however, there
were no restrictions regarding rent harmonization. Under the rent sum policy
such rent hikes are included in the rent sum. The rent sum policy thus connects
the space for harmonizing rents to other rent increases. At the same time,
the policy provides more space for rent restructuring through yearly rent
increases for sitting tenants. The strategy applied by the housing association
will determine the extent to which rents of sitting tenants can be increased
and to what extent rents can be harmonized at moments of tenant turnover.
The strategy chosen, therefore, is expected to especially influence the gap
between new and long-term tenants.
5.4
Forecasting distributive justice outcomes: data and methods
To assess the potential distributive effects of the rent sum policy, the developing
affordability for different households is forecasted and valued based on two
standards of distributive justice for the 2008–2014 period. In this section, the
forecasting method applied will be described, before discussing the concept of
affordability used and operationalizing two distinct standards of distributive
justice in regards of the distribution of housing affordability.
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Housng stock section

Income (in €)

Share of max. allowed
rent

Max. allowed rent
increase

Rent increase

< 39,874

>80%a

Inflation

Rent increase

< 39,874

<80%

Inflation + 2.5%

Rent increase

≥ 39,874b

Any

Inflation + 4%

Harmonization

≤100%

Up to 100% of max.
allowed rent

Liberalization

N/A

Total

<100%

Inflation + 1%

This threshold can be adjusted by local government in cooperation with the local housing
associations.
b
Pensioners and families of four or more persons are exempted from the extra income dependent
rent increase. The income dependent rent increase is not included in the total rent sum if the extra
revenue is reinvested based on a strategic agreement with the municipality.
a

Table 5.2 Maximum allowed rent increases of social housing (Source: authors)

Forecasting
Forecasting will be used for the exploration of short- to medium-term
developments of the rent sum policy. The three strategies are forecasted
within an institutional setting that is considered as given (van Asselt, Faas, &
van der Molen, 2010). This form of research can provide feedback on different
possible strategies for the future and thus may help to prevent the use of
suboptimal strategies (Dammers, 2010). It differs from scenario-analysis in
the sense that uncertainties are placed less central in the different possible
futures that are explored (Peterson, Cumming, & Carpenter, 2003). The use
of multiple forecasts can help to understand the system and the processes
of change (Hopkins & Zapata, 2007). Although we consider the institutional
settings as given, they are, of course, not fixed. By forecasting the effects for
the years 2008–2014 that are behind us, the outcomes can be compared with
the observed outcomes under the old rent increase policy and practice.
The development of affordability over three two-year periods will be calculated
for the new rent sum policy and the former observed situation. For the rent
sum policy, three different possible rent increase strategies are forecasted.
The rent adjustments and affordability will be forecasted for the 2008–2010,
2010–2012 and 2012–2014 periods. The 2008–2010 period, for example, refers
to the period starting on January 1st in 2008 until January 1st in 2010. This
includes two moments of rent increase: one in 2008 and one in 2009.
In the forecasts, the income-dependent rent increases are carried out first, since
these rent increases are excluded from the rent sum. As mentioned, housing
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associations can exclude these rent increases from the total rent sum if the
benefits are reinvested as agreed with the municipality. The household income
limit for income-dependent rent increase of €39,874 has been retroactively
indexed using inflation for the previous years. Then, the rent sum is established
based on the maximum allowed total rent increase of inflation + 1 percent (see
table 5.2). After that, rents in each strategy are increased up to the maximum
allowed total rent sum. The increase or decrease in housing allowance for each
eligible household is estimated based on the parameters set by the government
(Belastingdienst, 2015).
A limitation of the applied forecasting method is that potential behavioral
responses to the rent increase strategies are not included. Rent increases may
impact the relative affordability of a dwelling compared to other housing
options (e.g. owner-occupied housing) and consecutive rent increases could
result in some households deciding to move out. The impact of changing
behavior over time to our results will be limited since we study a relatively
short period of time. Moreover, the period 2008–2014 is analyzed in three
two-year sections, within which changing behavior is even more unlikely. We
do not further analyze the potentially changing relative price of renting to
owning as comparing owning and renting property is notoriously difficult
(Conijn et al., 2016). A limitation of cutting up the analysis in 2-year periods
is that the cumulative effects of rent increases over a longer period of time
become a bit less clear. We will reflect on expected cumulative outcomes of
different rent increase strategies.
Housing unit microdata for all social housing units in Amsterdam, including
the actual monthly rent charged, is supplied by the Federation of Amsterdam
Social Housing Associations (AFWC) and Platform Woningcorporaties
Noordvleugel Randstad (PWNR) and is connected to household microdata
from Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and the Centre for Policy Related Statistics
(CvB), creating a unique dataset. This dataset includes biyearly data for the
period 2008–2014, and observations are made at the 1st of January of all
even years. Households are included that have an annual income above €8,000
(for 2012), a monthly rent of at least €100 (for 2012) and are living in private
independent units. This way, outliers, dorms and most students without or
with a very low income are filtered out. Students are filtered out as they often
do not have to state their income for taxes and as a result would have a very
low affordability score, distorting the analysis.
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Affordability
Affordability of housing can be measured in several ways, but the different
measures always describe the relation between a household’s income and
housing-related expenses (Hulchanski, 1995; Stone, 2006). A measure of relative
residual income determines a household’s spare income after paying housingrelated and other necessary expenses. Such a measure takes into account the
size and composition of households. In case the measure unveils a lack of
affordability, this does not necessarily have to be caused by disproportionate
housing expenses (C. de Groot et al., 2016). It could also, for example, be the
result of a very low income or high energy costs. “Operationalizing a residual
income standard involves using a conservative, socially defined minimum
standard of adequacy for non-housing items” (Stone, 1993, p. xx). For such a
minimum standard of adequacy for non-housing expenses, minimum budgets
for different types of households of the Dutch budget research institute
Nibud are used (Nibud, 2012). Based on the household size, the building
period and size of the dwelling also gas, electricity and water expenses are
estimated. Other necessary household expenses are taken from the minimum
household budgets of the Dutch budget research institute Nibud, taking into
account household size and composition. Using this information, the relative
residual income for each household is calculated before analyzing differences
in affordability over time and space.
(1) residue = disposable household income - (housing expenses + other
necessary expenses)
(2) residual income (%) = (residue/disposable household income) * 100
Distributive justice standards
Social housing in the Netherlands is aimed to provide adequate housing for
households that ‘because of their income or because of other circumstances
have difficulty finding appropriate housing’ (Housing Act, art. 46.1). Housing
can be perceived as a ‘primary (spatial) good’ (Basta, 2016a), a ‘satisfier’ of
the universal goal of avoiding serious harm (Doyal & Gough, 1991), or the
protector of a negative freedom (Merrett, 2004). Affordability is one of the key
dimensions of housing (Yung & Lee, 2012), since adequate housing that is not
affordable would mean the households cannot fulfill other necessary expenses.
Rent setting policy and strategies, in particular, shape the distribution of
rents and affordability of different households. To analyze the impact of rent
policy and strategies on households, a distributive justice approach—usually
concerning ‘who gets what’—can be applied. To value a certain distribution
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in terms of distributive justice requires the use of a standard (Cohen, 1987).
Such a standard can, for example, be maximizing total utility, equal provision
for all, or the provision based on the greatest need. Regarding the distribution
of affordable housing in Amsterdam, two different standards are used to value
distributions of affordability: sufficiency and priority.
Several limitations regarding distributive approaches to justice are noted and
voiced by various scholars. These include (see Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2018
for a more elaborate discussion), for example, distributive justice’s neglect to
underlying class-structures (MacPherson, 1978; Simpson, 1980), its tendency
to overlook structural deficits of the receipts (Fraser, 1995), and its disregard
for other important dimensions such as the procedural side of justice, including
democratic values (Fainstein, 2010), diversity (Fainstein, 2010; Young, 1990)
and recognition (Fraser, 1995). Besides, the focus on affordability provides a
narrow view on only one of several dimensions of housing. Excluded are, for
example, the size of the unit, the accessibility of services, jobs and people, and
the quality of the house and its environment. Despite these limitations, the
approach is expected to provide a detailed evaluation of the impact of a policy
and different possibilities for policy implementation on a central dimension of
a basic good for households. Furthermore, the use of two different standards
to be discussed provides additional information on the impact of applying
different normative standards for policy evaluation.
Frankfurt (1987) argued that the normative concern is not whether people
have the same (i.e. equality), but whether people have enough. This author
claimed the concern should be the lifting of as many as possible over the
threshold of ‘enough,’ instead of aiming for equal provision for all. Of lesser
concern in this regard is for those worst off to benefit and see their position
improved. Providing to households better off may result in more households
reaching a level of sufficiency than by only targeting those worst off. Following
this line of argumentation, a distribution should be assessed on whether the
individuals or households that are supplied with the good are provided an
adequate amount of that good. In terms of housing, adequacy could just be
a roof over one’s head in order to protect individuals from physical harm.
In this paper, however, the adequacy of a dwelling is assessed in terms of
affordability to see whether households are living affordably and what effects
distributions of rent increases have on the outcome.
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In the case of housing, alternatively, improving conditions of the worst off
may well be favored despite lifting a smaller number of households over a
threshold. Unlike as in Frankfurt’s (1987) example on the distribution of
enough medicine to treat five out of ten patients, not meeting the threshold of
affordability may not result in such acute and insurmountable consequences
because there is no single natural threshold. The priority standard implies—
similar to what has been proposed by Crisp (2003)—that for all households
below the threshold priority is given to improve the situation of those
worst off (i.e. living least affordably). Next to assessing the affordability for
various groups of households, their access to different parts of the city will
be observed. Following Frankfurt’s line of thought, one may argue that an
adequate dwelling, no matter where in the city, can be considered sufficient.
But, as put forward by Casal (2007), the chance to reach a certain level of a
good may also be considered. Different parts of the city relate to different
levels of locational (dis)advantage and accessibility (Fincher & Iveson, 2008)
and therefore provide different levels of opportunity for people.
A relative residual income score of zero is used as the threshold for the
occurrence of sufficiency. A positive score on this measure means the monthly
disposable income of a household is high enough to pay housing-related costs
and other necessary costs according to minimum budgets. Since in terms of
the sufficiency standard it does not really matter which of the households
are lifted passed the threshold—as long as the occurrence of sufficiency is
maximized—the occurrence of sufficiency is only regarded for the whole
group of tenants. In regard to the second standard applied, priority should be
given to households with a significant need. Within this group, the position
of those worst off should be prioritized. Those worst off are the groups with
the lowest average affordability scores. Consideration will be given to different
household types, neighborhoods and groups based on length of residence.
5.5
Socio-spatial distribution of affordability
The outcomes of the rent increase policy and practice in effect in the 2008–
2014 period is being compared with the outcomes of the rent sum policy
forecasted for the same period. Also, the impact of different ways of policy
implementation is explored by forecasting distinct strategies that housing
associations could apply. Based on the earlier distinguished sufficiency and
priority standards of distributive justice, the effects of both policies and the
three different forecasted strategies will be explored. Before discussing results,
the three strategies are briefly described.
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Rent catagory

Rent increase strategy
S1 - Balanced

S2 - Harmonization

S3 - Current tenants

>80% of max. allowed

(1) Inflation

(3) Up to inflation

(2) Inflation

<80% of max. allowed

(2) Balanced with
harmonization

(2) Up to inflation + 2.5%

(1) Inflation + 2.5%

Harmonization

2) Balanced with <80%
of max. allowed

(1) Max. possible

(3) Max. allowed

Totalb

Inflation + 1%

Inflation + 1%

Inflation + 1%

a

Number in brackets refers to the priority. Rent increase for (1) is firstly established.
In all strategies rents for households with an income over €39,874 are increased by inflation + 4
percent and are excluded from the total rent sum.
a

b

Table 5.3 Three housing association rent increase strategies (Source: authors)

Three strategies
The rent sum policy, in comparison with the rent increase policy and practice
in the 2008–2014 period that was largely inflation-following, provides more
space to apply different rent increase strategies. To compare the two rent
increase policy that was in place between 2008 and 2014 and the new rent
sum policy, the outcomes of three distinct rent increase strategies housing
association could apply given the regulatory boundaries and the limited
knowledge they have about their renters (see table 5.3). In the Balanced
strategy (S1), rents of households with a rent above 80 percent of maximum
allowed rent will be increased by inflation. Thereafter, the remaining rent sum
will be divided over the other households. The Harmonization strategy (S2)
will start with harmonizing rent up to maximum allowed for new tenants after
tenant turnover within the two-year period. Then, the rents of households
with a relatively low rent compared to the maximum allowed rent will be
increased, ending with increasing rents of households with relatively high
rents. The Current Tenants strategy (S3) also prioritizes existing tenants over
harmonization, but does not distinguish based on the length of tenancy. These
three distinct strategies are selected to show and explore the potential of the
rental sum policy.
Occurrence of sufficiency
The share of households meeting the threshold decreased from about 67.5
percent at the end of the 2008–2010 period to just over 62 percent at the
end of the 2012–2014 period. Different strategies perform slightly better in
different observed periods (see table 5.4), but there is not one strategy that
clearly results in better results of lifting households passed the affordability
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Period

a

S1

S2

S3

Obs.a

2012-2014

62.4

62.3

62.2

61.0

2010-2012

63.1

63.3

63.1

63.4

2008-2010

67.6

67.4

67.6

67.3

Obs. stands for observed values at the end of the two-year period.

Table 5.4 Share of households with a positive relative residual income for three forecasted
strategies (S1, S2 and S3) and actual observations (Obs.) (Source data: AFWC, 2008–2014 & CvB/
CBS, 2008–2014, calculation by authors)

threshold. The greatest difference between strategies in one period is only
0.2 percentage points. Therefore, it cannot be concluded whether a specific
strategy would provide better results when it comes to maximizing the
occurrence of sufficiency.
In comparison with the observed outcomes under the old policy, the different
forecasted outcomes of the rent sum policy all depict lower shares of
households with a negative relative residual income than the observed scores
for the 2008–2010 and 2012–2014 periods (see table 5.4), but slightly higher
shares for the period in between. The occurrence of sufficiency thus improves
in two out of three periods and the policy primarily seems to restrict average
rent increases and has an especially positive effect on the average affordability
in the 2012–2014 period in which the average rent increase was also higher
than inflation.
Occurrence of priority
To see whether specific types of households may be served well with the
proposed rent increase strategies, we regard the average relative residual
income for ten different types of households (see table 5.5). The two household
types over the three time-periods with the lowest relative residual income
scores are 7. Couple with kids, youngest 12– and 9. Single parent, youngest 12+.
When it comes to the situation of these two household groups, S2 results
in the lowest average scores for both household types over all three timeperiods (compared to the other strategies). The other two strategies resulted
in similar average scores, but the average affordability is slightly higher
applying S1 than S3. While S1 and S3 result in higher average scores for the
two household types that are worst off in terms of average affordability, these
strategies show a more positive outcome for the single parents group (9) than
for couples with kids group (7).
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In comparison with the average relative residual income observed, also S1 and
S3 do not in all cases lead to a better result. These two strategies result in a
better affordability score in the 2012–2014 period, but show mixed results for
the other two periods.
Figure 5.1a depicts the average affordability scores in Amsterdam
neighborhoods. Areas with multiple neighborhoods with relatively low
affordability scores are located in the Southeast, West and East. The area in
the East consists of a new large-scale landfill project with units that were
recently rented. In the Southeast, tenant turnover is relatively high, resulting
in relatively high average rents, since rents can be harmonized if rented out
to new tenants. In between 2012 and 2014, S3 (see figure 5.1d) provides the
highest increases in affordability in these neighborhoods with the lowest
average residual incomes in 2012 (figure 5.1a). In S3, all neighborhoods
a) 2012

b) S1

c) S2

d) S3

Figure 5.1 Residual income per neighborhood observed in 2012 (a) and per neighborhood
difference between observed residual income and residual income based on three forecasted
strategies (b, c, d) (AFWC, 2012–2014; CBS/CvB, 2012–2014; sources layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS,
2009; Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management; made by authors)
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Household type

S1

S2

S3

Obs.a
18.6

2012-2014
1. 1 person, 30–

22.0

20.3

22.2

2. 1 person, 30 to 65

8.3

8.0

8.2

7.3

3. 1 person, 65+

9.2

9.2

9.0

8.3
12.4

4. 2+ persons (no kids), all 30–

14.7

13.0

14.7

5. 2+ persons (no kids), not all 30– or 65+

13.6

13.1

13.4

13.4

6. 2+ persons (no kids), all 65+

7.0

6.9

6.9

6.8

7. Couple with kids, youngest 12–

3.6

2.8

3.4

3.4

8. Couple with kids, youngest 12+

13.3

13.1

13.2

13.4

9. Single parent, youngest 12–

3.2

1.6

3.0

1.9

10. Single parent, youngest 12+

8.6

8.0

8.4

7.9

Total

9.3

8.9

9.1

8.6

20.8

19.8

21.0

19.7

2. 1 person, 30 to 65

10.1

10.3

10.1

10.5

3. 1 person, 65+

9.8

10.5

9.7

10.2

4. 2+ persons (no kids), all 30–

16.2

15.5

16.3

15.8

5. 2+ persons (no kids), not all 30– or 65+

13.8

13.8

13.8

14.5

2010-2012
1. 1 person, 30–

6. 2+ persons (no kids), all 65+

7.8

8.2

7.7

8.3

7. Couple with kids, youngest 12–

1.5

1.4

1.5

2.0

8. Couple with kids, youngest 12+

11.2

11.3

11.2

12.0

9. Single parent, youngest 12–

2.8

2.6

2.9

2.8

10. Single parent, youngest 12+

10.2

10.4

10.2

10.7

Total

9.7

9.8

9.7

10.2

1. 1 person, 30–

22.5

22.0

22.6

21.1

2. 1 person, 30 to 65

13.3

13.2

13.3

13.2

3. 1 person, 65+

11.8

11.6

11.7

11.7

2010-2012

4. 2+ persons (no kids), all 30–

18.6

18.2

18.7

18.0

5. 2+ persons (no kids), not all 30– or 65+

17.8

17.7

17.8

18.4

6. 2+ persons (no kids), all 65+

9.9

9.7

9.8

10.0

7. Couple with kids, youngest 12–

7.6

7.3

7.7

7.9

8. Couple with kids, youngest 12+

18.6

18.5

18.6

19.3

9. Single parent, youngest 12–

6.5

5.9

6.6

6.2

10. Single parent, youngest 12+

13.0

13.0

12.9

13.3

Total

13.3

13.1

13.3

13.4

Table 5.5 Average relative residual income for different household types in three forecasted
strategies (S1, S2 and S3) and actual observations (Obs.) (Source data: AFWC, 2008–2014 & CvB/
CBS, 2008–2014, calculation by authors)
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Years of residence

S1

S2

S3

Obs.a
0.4

2012-2014
< 1 year

5.7

1.6

5.4

1–2 years

6.7

4.3

6.5

2.7

2–8 years

5.2

4.4

5.1

4.8

≥ 8 years

12.2

12.5

12.0

12.1

Total

9.3

8.9

9.1

8.6

6.7

7.2

4.1

2010-2012
< 1 year

7.2

1–2 years

6.4

6.1

6.5

4.0

2–8 years

5.3

4.8

5.5

6.1

≥ 8 years

12.3

12.8

12.2

13.1

Total

9.7

9.8

9.7

10.2

8.3

8.7

6.1

2010-2012
< 1 year

8.7

1–2 years

10.6

10.4

10.7

8.7

2–8 years

11.1

10.2

11.2

11.4

≥ 8 years

15.7

15.8

15.6

16.2

Total

13.3

13.1

13.3

13.4

Table 5.6 Average relative residual income for different lengths of tenancy in three forecasted
strategies (S1, S2 and S3) and actual observations (Obs.) (Source data: AFWC, 2008–2014 & CvB/
CBS, 2008–2014, calculation by authors)

that correspond to the dark-colored neighborhoods provide on average
an affordability improvement between 0.25 and 1. For S1 and S2, some of
those neighborhoods improve less, though the residual income for one darkcolored neighborhood in Southeast improves by over 1 percentage point in
S1. In between 2012 and 2014, S3 seems to provide the best results for the
neighborhoods with the lowest average residual incomes. Nonetheless, the
results confirm the earlier results that affordability, and thereby distributive
justice, is not easily improved by housing associations using generic rent
strategies.
Earlier research (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2018) has also shown a great
divide between new and old tenants. Rent increases for sitting tenants have
been outpaced by rents for new tenants, resulting in an increasing gap between
new and sitting tenants and a premium for not moving. One of the aims of the
new rent sum policy is to make rents better reflect the quality of dwellings.
Table 5.6 depicts the average residual incomes for different durations of
residence. Especially during the first two periods, the average affordability for
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longer-term tenants slightly decreases, while those of short-term tenants (<1
and 1–2 years) increase. This trend is more pronounced for S1 and S3 than it
is for S2, as expected, since S2 is based on maximizing harmonization of rents
(increasing rents of existing stock to new tenants).
For all periods and all three strategies, the gap between short- (1–2 years)
and longer-term households decreases. The increases of affordability for new
tenants are significant, and it seems the large gap between new and long-term
tenants could be closed for a significant part. In this regards, the new rent sum
policy may be expected to have the most significant effect.
5.6
Discussion and conclusion
Next to comparing the new policy with the former policy and practice, three
strategies of implementing the rent sum policy have been assessed and
compared for their distributive justice effects for different households and
neighborhoods in Amsterdam for the 2008–2014 period by combining an
ex-ante and an ex-post evaluation. The new rent sum policy differs from the
former policy as it further decentralizes decisions on rent increases. Within
boundaries, housing associations can apply distinct strategies to distribute rent
increases in different ways. The effects of distributive justice are assessed by
the application of two different standards to value the observed and forecasted
distributions.
The results show the new policy can only have modest positive effects on both
the occurrence of sufficiency and the improvement of affordability for the
least well-off (i.e. occurrence of ‘priority’). Comparing the different strategies
housing associations could implement, differences are also small. The Balanced
(S1) and Current Tenants (S3) strategies lead to slightly better results in light
of the priority standard. These strategies lead to a higher average affordability
score for the worst off household groups of single parents with young children
and couples with young children. S3 provides the best results looking at the
neighborhoods with the lowest average affordability scores. S1 and S3 also
provide the best results in terms of decreasing the affordability gap between
new and longer-term tenants. This was expected, since the Harmonization
(S2) strategy prioritizes rent increases for new tenants.
The results confirm earlier findings by de Groot et al. (2016) that rent prices in
this context are too crude an instrument to successfully improve the financial
situation of renters in the social sector. Moreover, one should look into the more
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fundamental issue whether the problematic financial situation of households
is the result of high rents or low household incomes. In the case of insufficient
income, redistributive rent measures will not suffice. The forecasts do show,
however, that the observed gap in terms of average affordability between
short- and longer-term tenants can be reduced within the rent sum policy,
thus contributing to the decline of a well-documented inequity in the Dutch
rental sector. This may also have a spatial impact, reducing the gap between
high-demand areas with low turnover and low-demand areas with high
turnover and therefore also relatively high rents. The fact that the distinction
between rents above and below 80 percent of the maximum allowed rent has
been left out of the final draft of the rent sum policy means there is a little
more space for housing associations to maneuver. However, movement may
also occur in directions other than those anticipated by policy makers. Most
significant in this regard is that rents of households living highly affordably
but who are charged more than 80 percent of the maximum allowed rent can
be further increased by up to inflation + 2.5 percent annually. This might over
time incentivize some of these households to move into owner-occupation.
Combining the ex-post assessment of the distributive effects of rent increases
for the 2008–2014 period and the ex-ante assessment of such effects of
the new rent sum policy by forecasting rent increases for the same period
provided a method to compare the old and the new policy landscape under
similar conditions. The analysis, however, only accounted for a short period of
time. The middle- and long-term effects will strongly depend on how tenants
respond to a changing distribution of rents, but also on how social housing
rents relate to private rental and owner-occupied housing. A likely outcome is,
as reported by for example (CPB/PBL, 2016), an increase in tenant turnover
if the policy leads to a smaller divide between rents of new and long-term
tenants (lowering the bonus for not moving) and if rents in the social sector
would overall better reflect the quality of the units (smaller gaps between
market rates and social housing rents in parts of the city).
The strategies applied for the forecasting exercise have been based on the limited
information housing associations have, which restricts their implementation
options. For example, they know the income level, and household size and
composition at point of entry, but do not if and when those factors change.
To be able to enact the income-dependent rent increase, landlords are only
provided with an indication by the Dutch tax services of the income category
a household belongs to. Under the new policy, landlords will only know
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whether a household earns more or less than €39,874, which does not enable
further stratification. The size and composition of the household—though
crucial when it comes to affordability—is not included in any way. Thus, the
question can be raised whether the distribution of affordability through rent
increases could be more just if more information would be provided as input.
The effects, however, should be weighed against the consequences it would
have on household privacy and tenant security.
While the results show modest potential effects of the rent sum policy on
the distributive justice, in practice it has already been further complicated by
the introduction of another policy. The new policy on appropriate allocation
(passend toewijzen) prescribes housing associations to allocate 95 percent of
lettings each year to households entitled to receive housing allowance (i.e.
single-person households with an income below €22,100 and multi-person
households with an income below €30,000) to a dwelling with a rent level below
the housing allowance rent limit (€587 for one- and two-person households
and €629 for larger households in 2016) which is lower than the social housing
limit of €710. This strongly restricts possibilities for harmonization. At the
same time, harmonization will be housing associations primary concern.
Determining how much of the total rent sum increase will be left for regular
rent increases may also be more difficult to determine. Despite these additional
limitations, it will still be possible to make decisions on how to distribute rents
among current tenants, taking into account the impact on affordability of
different households.
Incorporated in the forecasting exercise is the partial compensation many
tenants receive for increasing rents by corresponding changes in the housing
allowance received. Because rent increases are only partially compensated,
lower-income households are still affected by increasing rents.4 More marketoriented rents, without changing the housing allowance scheme, would
therefore also negatively affect already worst off households. While the rent
sum policy aims to make rents better reflect housing quality, the increased
freedom to set rent increases also provides more space to choose alternative
paths. Similar to England and Belgium rent setting incorporates different
aims. Unlike the Dutch case, rents are determined centrally in England and
Belgium. The decentralization of rent increase decisions in the Netherlands is
4 A multi-person household with an annual income of €16.000 and a rent of €500, for example,
would in the year 2014 see €5.25 of a €15.00 (equal to 3 percent) rent increase compensated
through housing allowance. This would result in a 0.73 percentage point decrease of the relative
residual income.
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not expected to lead to major distributive justice improvements, but it enables
the ability to reckon with local needs. The results furthermore show the policy
change may also result in a less ‘flat’ rent distribution in which the housing
quality plays a slightly larger role in rent setting. Not knowing the need of
households in terms of affordability in combination with the partial housing
allowance compensation, however, greatly limits opportunities to make
rents better and more consistently reflect the quality and value of housing
and complicates the search for positive effects on the justice of affordability
distributions.
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Chapter 6

Identifying distributive injustice through housing (mis)
match analysis: The case of
social housing in Amsterdam

Abstract | In this paper, an analytical model for measuring match and
mismatch between social housing units and their tenants is presented and
applied to the social rented housing sector of Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Through the use of a large set of unique micro-data combining housing unit
and household characteristics, mismatches on two key dimensions of physical
adequacy and affordability and for different household types and parts of the
city can be revealed. Empirically assessing the (mis)match of social housing
units at a small scale—where socio and spatial (mis)matches manifest—
creates opportunities for innovation in the analysis of effects of market
mechanisms and local housing allocation policies. An improved understanding
of these mismatches based on a strong empirical base can be related to and
evaluated against different principles of distributive justice. The findings
for the case of Amsterdam show that the famous large social housing stock
incorporates significant mismatches. Households in the least popular parts of
the city comparatively do not live affordably and large inequities exist between
households based on length of residence. These findings offer a basis for
further exploration of the complex of housing allocation, changing housing
distributions and the resulting outcomes in terms of distributive justice.

Published as | Jonkman, A., L. Janssen-Jansen (2018). Identifying distributive
injustice through housing (mis)match analysis: The case of social housing in
Amsterdam. Housing, Theory and Society, 35(3), 353-377.
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6.1
Introduction
The provision of an adequate supply of affordable and suitable housing is
considered to be a major challenge faced by growing cities, in particular in
combination with planning policies designed to restrict sprawl and deliver
more compact cities (Addison, Zhang, & Coomes, 2013; Whitehead, 2007). The
availability, affordability and accessibility of housing is important to citizens
(Bratt et al., 2013), but also impact the quality, sustainability and economic
vitality of cities, by influencing whether and where people can secure housing.
Over the past years, cities across the world are perceived to have become less
equitable (Marcuse et al., 2009). The decline of affordable housing as a result
of rapid inflation of housing prices, in particular, is seen as a threat to working
households receiving low and moderate incomes. Increasing inequities in job
security and pay (Raco, 2008) further worsens the housing market position for
many.
The importance of having access to decent and affordable housing is
stressed by numerous governments and is being addressed, for example, by
the declaration of housing as a social right (Bengtsson, 2001; Un-Habitat,
2011). These social rights are largely unenforceable by court, but mean the
advancement of adequate housing through policies is (or ought to be) an object
of government concern (Turner & Elsinga, 2005). Marcuse (1978), however,
argued that formulated policy goals, like “a decent home in a suitable living
environment” in the United States’ 1949 Housing Act, have not necessarily
resulted in the implementation of logical and focused policies to reach such
goals. Next to repairing market failures and influencing housing opportunities
of citizens, housing policies may also pursue other, sometimes conflicting
ends. Policies may aim for broad economic efficiency goals, the advancement
of labor mobility (Andrews et al., 2011), and the promotion of owneroccupied housing (Andrews et al., 2011; Harloe, 1995; Yung, 2007). Pursuits
of broad homeownership through fiscal policies (e.g. mortgage interest tax
deduction), for example, stimulate house price inflation and negatively impact
overall affordability. Rent controls can also lead to a decrease in housing
supply and negatively impact the availability of affordable housing. While
housing is regarded a basic necessity for households, it remains a commodity
that is exchanged through markets (Bengtsson, 2001) and is almost nowhere
provided for free.
Specific characteristics of the good of housing—e.g. its spatially fixedness,
heterogeneity, high costs, limited number of transactions, and long production
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time—lead to market failure and a lack of adequate affordable housing for
parts of the population. Central in the efforts of administrations to correct
for market failures are policies to advance and enable the construction and
management of social housing. In the post-war period, social rented sectors in
many countries expanded quickly as social housing was seen as the answer to
an overall shortage of housing. After this “golden age” of social housing, the
sector has been under threat of processes of liberalization and privatization
since the late 1970s (Harloe, 1995; Scanlon et al., 2015) and focus has been
directed in particular to the promotion of owner-occupied housing. Within
the social rented sector, the role of social housing providers has changed,
while increasingly “state-support is (…) used to leverage private investment
into socially oriented projects” (Blessing, 2015, p. 200).
In this paper, an analytical model is developed to assess the distribution of social
housing across households and neighborhoods. Two key dimensions related
to the basic individual need to housing, affordability and adequacy (Yung &
Lee, 2012), are included in the model. These two dimensions are intertwined
because the access to adequate yet unaffordable housing would mean that in
order to secure the one basic human need (i.e. adequate housing) another basic
human need (e.g. clothing, food, transport, etc.) could not be satisfied (Yung &
Lee, 2012). Therefore, instead of focusing on either affordability or physical
adequacy, both dimensions are jointly analyzed. The distribution of the scarce
good of social housing is assessed to ascertain “who gets what” (Cohen,
1987). By implementing the analytical model with the use of a unique set
of micro-data on household and housing unit characteristics that have never
before been combined, we aim to gain insight in whether mismatches occur
between households and housing units for different groups of households and
in different parts of cities. We expect an improved understanding of these
mismatches established using a strong empirical base can be related to and
evaluated against different principles of distributive justice. Distributive
justice is about the comparative allotment of goods, duties, opportunities, etc.;
about the material principle for the allotment of the good (Frankena, 1966).
The housing (mis)matches to be observed provide insights into “who gets
what”; it shows the relative shares different households receive of the scarce
good of housing. Consequently, different standards of justice may be applied
to judge the distribution. Which standard to use may also depend on the type
of good that is distributed (Frankena, 1966). The approach conducted in this
paper will be evaluated against how it identifies mismatch and to what extent
the approach enables the interpretation of the match between the housing
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stock and its tenants in terms of distributive justice.
Amsterdam’s large and tightly rent controlled social housing stock (about
45 percent of the total housing stock) attracts vast attention from the
(international) research community (e.g. Fainstein, 2008, 2010; Gilderbloom
et al., 2009). Despite the quantity of social housing, rent increase restrictions,
and a heightened focus on selecting the appropriate households through
filtering, concerns about access to affordable housing and processes of gradual
privatization and residualization persist (e.g. Fainstein, 2010; Kadi & Musterd,
2014; Klomp & Kromhout, 2013). Other concerns regard the efficiency of the
use and management of available means (Boelhouwer & Priemus, 2014; Conijn
& Schilder, 2011; Hakfoort, van Leuvensteijn, & Renes, 2002; Nieboer & Gruis,
2014; Priemus, 2003). Amsterdam is a typical growing city with high demand
for housing, but is also an extreme case in regards to the very large social
rented sector (even compared to other Dutch cities) and tight rent control. In
the Netherlands there has been considerable debate surrounding the mismatch
of social housing as far back as the 1990s (Dieleman & van Kempen, 1994).
A recent wave of this debate has increasingly been focused on inexpensive
mismatch and differences in the degree and type of mismatch between
regions (Ministry of the Interior, 2011). As the large social rented sector is
to some extent considered prototypical in light of the provision of affordable
housing, this case study can provide insights in the allocative and distributive
mechanisms of social housing to achieve certain outcomes and optimize social
returns. In the next section, the analytical model applied for the empirical
assessment of the occurrence of match and mismatch between households
and dwellings in the social rented sector will be presented. Thereafter, context
on social housing in Amsterdam is provided, followed by a discussion on the
methods and data. The empirical analysis of adequate housing provision and
distribution in Amsterdam is subsequently presented, after which the pros and
cons of the applied approach for the assessment of social housing distribution
in relation to the match and mismatch of housing will be discussed.
6.2
Assessing Mismatch
Matching Households and Houses
An assessment of the match between households and housing units in the
existing social housing stock will be conducted by combining two measures,
covering the financial and physical match between households and dwellings.
A relative residual income measure and a room stress measure are applied,
both separately and in combination. The relative residual income measure,
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based on the normative minimum budgets determined by the Dutch budget
research institute (Nibud, 2012), determines the degree to which a household’s
monthly income is sufficient for housing-related costs and other necessary
expenses (Heylen & Haffner, 2012, 2013) relative to the composition of the
household. Relative affordability is determined by dividing the residual income
by the disposable household income, after determining the residue based on
the disposable income minus the housing and other necessary expenses of
a household.1 This results in a percentage of the household income that is a
surplus (positive) or a shortage (negative). For example, a score of -10 implies
that the concerning household has a gap of 10 percent between income and
expenditure. The disposable household income includes housing subsidies
received by low-income households.
The degree of room stress is calculated by dividing the actual numbers of
rooms by the required number of rooms, minus one2 (see also Clark, 1992;
Clark et al., 2000; Huang, 2003). The required number of rooms is determined
based on the household size and composition. Two rooms are allotted to a
single adult or a couple (two adults).3 One room is added to the initial tworoom requirement for each additional adult or couple. Children younger than
10 years old are factored as being able to share a room, as are children aged 10
to 18 of the same-sex. A change has been made in comparison to the original
definition as developed by the Panel Studies of Income Dynamics for the U.S.
(see Huang, 2003) in order to be more applicable to the Amsterdam context. In
line with the standard applied by Soaita (2014), a one-room apartment (studio)
is also regarded appropriate for a single-person household. A score of zero
refers to a household that lives in a suitable house with as many rooms as
needed. A negative score refers to room stress and a positive score indicates a
household being more spaciously housed.
The measures of relative residual income and room stress are combined in a
housing match matrix (see figure 6.1). The two measures have an incorporated
norm score of 0. A negative residual income refers to a situation in which
the household’s income is not enough to cover housing and other necessary
costs, and a negative room stress refers to a situation of overcrowding
1 (1) residue = disposable household income – (housing expenses + other necessary expenses); (2)
residual income (%) = (residue/disposable household income) * 100.
2 Room stress = (number of rooms / required number of rooms) – 1.

3 For analytical purposes two adults living in one unit (male/male; male/female; female/female) are
seen as a couple. We assume that if they are not a couple, the lay-out of the housing unit will be
suitable for living as “friends”.
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(i.e. less rooms than required for the household). While the levels of the
other necessary costs are debatable, the measure, which makes use of a
continuous scale, leaves space to assess the outcome for different thresholds
(e.g. a residual income score of -10 instead of 0). The measures, including
incorporated norms, have been discussed in several meetings with researchers,
policy analysts and representatives of housing associations. However,
the measures and accompanying norms, such as what is deemed necessary
non-housing expenses, remain both socially constructed and contested and
differ greatly over time and space. Furthermore, the measures do not take
into account individual differentiation of housing needs or preferences, for
example resulting from psychological and socio-cultural differences (Ytrehus,
2000). The matrix does, however, enable comparison of different groups of
households and geographical areas.
Every household or aggregate of households can be placed within the matrix.
Comparing different neighborhoods, housing estates or groups of households
enables us to analyze the relative position of those aggregates of households.
The corners of the matrix resemble combinations of the extremes of both
the relative residual income and room stress. These scores give an indication
of injustice in the housing market. The center of the matrix reflects adequate
and relative effective scores on both axes. Ideally, the majority of households
would be located in the center of the matrix, reflecting an adequate match
between income and housing costs and other necessary expenses, and between
the size of the unit and the size and composition of the household. Given
the volatility of household income and composition, needs change over time
while characteristics of housing units remain stable in most cases. Though
the existence of great volatility and “friction mismatch” make the valuation
of the housing distribution more difficult, the matrix provides a method to
assess socio-spatial inequities and compare different geographical areas and
household groups.
Data and Methods
While the analysis in this paper is limited to the city of Amsterdam, households
may consider a larger geographic area during their decision-making processes.
This is encouraged by the social housing waiting list, which combines the
city of Amsterdam and neighboring municipalities, including Zaandam and
Amstelveen. Enlarging the geographical scale of the empirical analysis of
this study would also increase the differences in accessibility within the study
area, while the bundle of spatial (dis)advantages like access to schools and
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Figure 6.1 Housing match matrix (Source: authors)

(perceived) safety in a neighborhood, may already vary greatly within a city. In
this paper the spatial scale is limited to that of the municipality of Amsterdam,
enabling a more in-depth analysis. The whole municipality is considered
an adequate area to reside. Still, within the boundaries of the municipality,
location does matter due to the apparent differences in the quality between
different living environments.
The data-set contains data from 2012 on all social housing units in Amsterdam
and its tenants. While part of the social housing stock is reserved for students,
they can also apply for regular social housing. The housing allowance for
younger households, however, is limited and in practice the long waiting lists
provide the average student none or very few non-student social housing
options. The housing unit data are provided by the Federation of Amsterdam
Social Housing Associations (AFWC) and the Platform Woningcorporaties
Noordvleugel Randstad (PWNR) and includes variables on the housing units
themselves (i.e. floor space, number of rooms) and pricing (i.e. rent, service
costs). The non-public household microdata stem from the Centre for PolicyRelated Statistics (CvB), which is part of Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and
includes variables on household composition (number of household members,
their sex and age) and disposable household income. Student housing is also
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regulated and for a major part provided by housing associations. Students
live in a very specific and temporary situation in which their income often
primarily exists of a student allowance, support from parents and part-time
student jobs. Many students are not required to declare their income for taxes
and therefore their inclusion in this study would distort the results. Excluding
students provides more clarity for the remaining sample. Therefore, only
data on housing that are not shared and units that are rented out by housing
associations in Amsterdam are used. Furthermore, cases of households with
a yearly taxable household income lower than €6,000 and a gross household
income lower than €8,000 have been excluded. The demarcated income levels
are lower than income levels of those receiving welfare as not to exclude
welfare recipients or low wage earning households. Filtering out student
based on registration data could have resulted in excluding households with
part-time students.
The total population, under the aforementioned constraints, consists of
149,107 cases of connected households and housing units. Housing units
uninhabited on January 1, 2012 and cases of which household data and housing
unit data could not be linked are excluded. The data-set includes 3 percent
liberalized housing units. These units are let out by housing associations,
but are not social housing because the rent is higher than €665 per month.
In accompaniment to the quantitative analysis, several discussion meetings,
presentations and a workshop have been used to validate methodological
decisions and to receive feedback on the interpretation of results from fellow
researchers, policy analysts and housing associations representatives.
6.3
Context: Social Housing in Amsterdam
During the Second World War, housing construction in Amsterdam halted
and housing was damaged and destroyed. Social housing, constructed by
municipal corporations and housing associations, was seen key to tackling
the housing shortage and to providing inexpensive housing to limit demands
for higher wages, which had been kept low in order to improve international
competitiveness. High birth-rates and immigration after de-colonization in the
post-war period (i.e. Indonesia in the late 1940s and Suriname in the mid-1970s)
led to years of rapidly increasing housing demand (Harloe, 1995). After these
decades of rapid population growth, suburbanization resulted in a population
decline in Amsterdam. In the mid-1980s, however, the number of inhabitants
started to grow again which added to an increased demand resulting from a
decrease in average household size. Since 2008, the population growth has
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accelerated, showing the largest influx of inhabitants in the city’s history (OIS
Gemeente Amsterdam, n.d.). In the same period, the average household size
increased slightly for the first time in decades. For the duration of the entire
post-war period, the social rented sector has retained its dominant position in
Amsterdam. The relative share of social housing, however, has been in decline
in recent years, while the owner-occupied housing sector in particular has
increased.
The increased demand for housing in Amsterdam over recent decades was
accompanied by processes of gentrification in the central parts of the city (Area
1 in figure 6.2). Area 2 in figure 6.2 primarily consists of nineteenth century
neighborhoods in which real estate values have also been increasing recently.
The most-eastern parts of Area 2, the IJburg neighborhood, are comprised of
newly added land and mixed neighborhoods with, for Amsterdam standards,
a relatively large quantity of single-family housing. These types of units in
IJburg provide an alternative for middle-class families to move into singlefamily housing within city borders instead of moving to more distant suburbs
(Boterman, Karsten, & Musterd, 2010). Major parts of the area outside of
the A10 ringway and north of the river IJ have not experienced significant
property value increases, which may lead to a growing divide and increasing
polarization (Savini et al., 2016). Parts of this outer ringway area have been
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Figure 6.2 Housing market areas for policy agreements (Source: AFWC, 2013; made by authors)
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subject to different place-based policies and large scale restructuring programs
from the 1990s onwards (Aalbers, 2011; Musterd & Ostendorf, 2008). The
restructuring included the demolition of social housing, to be replaced by
mixed housing (i.e. mixed-tenure and mixed-income). For example, parts of
the city districts New-West, North, South-east and East have been addressed
by a national policy targeting the country’s 40 neighborhoods with the largest
concentrations of social problems (e.g. criminality, unemployment, high school
dropout rates, etc.).
Affordable and Adequately Sized Housing
Access to affordable housing in the Netherlands is primarily ensured through
the broad provision of social housing (32 percent of the total stock) by
housing associations and, to a lesser extent, private landlords. Since 1995,
housing associations no longer receive direct subsidies for the construction of
social housing, as part of a broader shift of decentralization and deregulation
in the Dutch housing system (Hoekstra, 2003). The large housing stock
provides a cash flow that can be used for investments in new constructions and
maintenance, while the sale of units also provides capital for re-investment
(Elsinga & Lind, 2013). Housing associations, however, still have access to
government-backed loans for social investments, resulting in lower interestrates (Priemus & Gruis, 2011).
The rent of most rental housing, including many privately owned units, is
controlled. The maximum allowed rent is determined through a housing
valuation system and annual rent increases are bound to a maximum. Yearly
maximum allowed rent increases are also limited to the previous year’s
inflation + 1.5 percent. These rent controls aim to secure affordability and
protect households from sharp rent increases. Yearly rent increases are usually
outpaced by overall rent developments and real estate values, resulting in a
gap between new and long-term tenants. In 2013, income-dependent rent
increases were introduced in the Netherlands, aiming to nudge higher
income households to move out of the sector over time. Two years earlier,
after negotiations with the European Commission, the target group for social
housing was determined at households who earn a maximum income of
€33,000, to be indexed annually. At least 90 percent of all social housing units
rented each year by housing associations have to be allocated to households
from this target group. Some households receive priority, for example, because
of pregnancy, and some housing units are reserved for specific groups, such as
students, the elderly or people with disabilities.
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Considerably less steering has taken place concerning unit suitability in terms
of number of rooms or floor space. National regulation for physical suitability
does not exist. On the municipal level, norms may apply in order to match
larger dwellings to larger households. To simplify housing allocation rules
and increase household choice, such norms were abolished in Amsterdam in
2012 (AFWC, 2013). The norms were replaced by a single negotiated target
number for large households (five or more persons) to be suitably housed.
To illustrate the difference between municipalities, in Utrecht, norms on the
suitable allocation based on the number of rooms in relation to household size
were installed in 2013 (Kromhout & Zeelenberg, 2014). The “Van groot naar
beter” program attempted to encourage small households to move to smaller
dwellings. The policy especially targeted older households and provided
a premium for moving, sometimes complemented by search and moving
assistance (City of Amsterdam, AFWC, Huurdersvereniging Amsterdam, &
Amsterdam City Districts, 2011). The program has been largely unsuccessful,
mainly due to older households often paying very low rent, which meant
moving to a smaller unit could result in a rent increase. In an updated version
of the policy household meeting the conditions will keep the same rent (City
of Amsterdam, AFWC, Tenants’ Union Amsterdam, & Amsterdam City
Districts, 2015).
The allocation model in the Netherlands has changed since the 1990s from
a distribution based on need to a choice-based model of allocation existing
within a needbased framework (R. van Kempen & Idamir, 2003). Eligible
households can choose which dwellings to enroll to inhabit. In total 273,032
households were on the waiting list for social housing in 2012, of whom
141,118 already lived in Amsterdam. On average, an available unit is offered
to 9.2 households before it is accepted (AFWC, 2013). Households may prefer
to wait for a better opportunity, as they will lose their position on the waiting
list once they accept a dwelling. Accessibility to the social rented sector is
further limited as a result of a decrease in number of new constructions. Total
housing construction in Amsterdam was at a low of approximately 2500 units
in 2012, compared to 2007 and 2008 when over 5500 housing association units
were completed. In total, 1828 units were sold in 2012 versus 20,000 units (9
percent of the total stock) sold between 1998 and 2012 (AFWC, 2013).
Another issue related to the accessibility of social housing is that households
that are not eligible may also lack opportunities on the private rental and
owner-occupied housing markets (Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015d).
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Another characteristic of the Dutch social housing system is that once a
household has entered the sector, the contract has no fixed end and there are
no mechanisms in place to force households to vacate if their income rises
above a certain level. In 2011, however, income dependent rent increases were
installed. Additional annual rent increases of + 2 percent and + 4 percent
were allowed for households with a yearly income exceeding €34,678 and
€43,000, respectively (2014 price levels), a measure taken to nudge higher
income households out of social housing.
6.4
Social Housing Distribution in Amsterdam
In this section, the match between households and dwellings of the social
rented sector in Amsterdam is assessed on their physical and financial adequacy
for different groups of households and different divisions of the city (i.e. city
districts, neighborhoods and housing estates).
Types of Households
The analysis of the almost 150,000 units reveals that 77 percent of all the
households live in a house that well fits their required number of rooms, and
more households live under-occupied (16 percent) than over-occupied (6.5
percent). The share of households with room stress seems relatively small. The
impact of the room stress on these households, however, may be substantial.
This is reflected by concerns of the municipality and housing associations on
the lack of large dwellings suitable for large households (van Veen, 2008).
Figure 6.3 further shows that a large share of 38 percent of the households
have a relative residual income below zero; these households earn less than
their costs of housing plus estimated other necessary expenses. This large and
alarming percentage raises different questions, for example, about the share
of poverty that is induced by housing, the budgeting decisions (trade-offs)
between different necessary goods these households need to make, and what
other sources of income or assistance they have. Almost 34 percent of the
renters live relatively inexpensively (residual income of at least 25 percent).
The remaining 28 percent of the households live affordably and are housed
with financial efficiency. Combining the two measures reveals that almost 22
percent of the households are housed, from a financial and spatial perspective,
both appropriately and efficiently, meaning they are situated in the center four
cells of the matrix. About 6 percent of the households are living relatively
inexpensively and spaciously, while roughly 3 percent of the households live
over their means and are over-occupied. Scores in the two other corners are
also expected to reflect trade-offs between affordability and size. Households
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Figure 6.3 Housing match matrix for social housing in Amsterdam (in %) (Source: AFWC, 2012, CBS/
CvB, 2012, calculation by authors)

may (temporarily) accept to pay more for a relatively spacious dwelling (6
percent) or live affordably in more restrictive spaces (2 percent). However,
as a result of the difference between old and new rents, moving to a smaller
dwelling does not necessarily result in a decrease in rent.
The highest number of households living outside their means is found among
single-person households under 65 and single parents with young children
(see table 6.1). While the highest number of households living best within
their means is found among couples with children. Categories in which many
households are expected to be dual-earners more frequently live with greater
affordability. A larger share of older households are financially, adequately and
efficiently housed.
Room stress rarely occurs among multi-person households without children
(see table 6.2). In studio apartments, there is no room stress among households
as studios are considered to be appropriate for single-person households. In
general, older households and households without children live more spaciously
than households with children. Households with older children live with more
space than those with younger children. By far the highest rate of under137
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occupancy occurs for the household type Two or more person household (no
children), all 65 or older. This group of households has already been the aim
of an aforementioned municipal and housing association initiative, “Van groot
naar beter”, to tempt small households to move to smaller dwellings, making
suitable dwellings available for larger families (City of Amsterdam, 2013).
Older households more often have an appropriate affordability score, but tend to
live spaciously in comparison to other types of households. Household wealthdata show these older households have the highest average savings, although
a third (multi-person households) to half (single-person households) of the
elderly do not have savings at all or only a buffer of no more than €5,000. The
lower percentage of elderly households with an income in excess of at least
a quarter of the household income is the result of low pensions. The average
rent for these households is low for elderly single-person households (€398).
For elderly multi-person households (€444) it is comparable to the average for
all households (€441). These findings show the importance of household lifestages. Moving may not be an effective way to align housing consumption to
changing needs for certain households, especially if the mismatch is expected
to be temporary.
Dividing the population by years of residence (see table 6.3) shows that half
of the tenants resided without moving for over 10 years. Longer-term tenants
have more often acquired capital exceeding a small buffer of up to €5,000 and
a residual income of at least 25 percent. Also a lower percentage of these
households have to deal with a negative residual income. Room stress, however,
is most common for households with 2–10 years of residence. The share of
households with room stress decreases again for longer-term tenants. There
is a sharp increase of households with under-occupancy in the category of 10
years and over. The variances amongst different lengths of residence likely
results from different life-stages of households and a rent control system
that creates a divide between rent levels for new and long-term tenants. A
significant number of new tenants have a negative relative residual income.
These households may benefit from subsidized housing paying below market
rents, but still do not live affordably.
Neighborhoods and Housing Estates
The map of the average relative residual income per neighborhood (see
figure 6.4) depicts five neighborhoods in which, on average, households
do not live affordably. These are Bijlmer-East (–2.16) and Bijlmer-Centre
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Household type
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18
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2
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30
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5
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41
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30
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3
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47
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6

Single parent, youngest child 12+

30

46
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2

Total

38
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Table 6.1 Average relative residual income for different types of households in the SHA housing
stock of Amsterdam in 2012 (in %) (Source: AFWC, 2012, CBS/CvB, 2012, calculation by authors)
Household type
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x
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0
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1

3

Single parent
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0

8

Total

7
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Table 6.2 Average room stress for different types of households in the SHA housing stock of
Amsterdam in 2012 (in %) (Source: AFWC, 2012, CBS/CvB, 2012, calculation by authors)
Years of
residence

Household capital (* €1,000)

Residual income (%)

Room stress

<5

<0

<0
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0≥
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0-0.8

Share
≥ 0.8
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6

6

48

26

26

5
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9
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7

6

44
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30

8
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6
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9

7

41
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8
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≥ 10
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30

38

5
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25
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Total

61
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9
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28

34

6
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16
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Table 6.3 Average household capital, relative residual income and room stress for different lengths
of residence in the social housing stock of Amsterdam in 2012 (in %) (Source: AFWC, 2012, CBS/
CvB, 2012, calculation by authors)
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(–1.02) in South-east, Kolenkit (–0.64) in West, De Omval (–7.34) in East
and Buiksloterham (–5.63) in North. De Omval and Buiksloterham are two
neighborhoods with larger concentrations of student housing. With the
study’s set minimum income limit of €8,000, more of the households living in
student studio apartments were expected to be filtered out. A significant part
of the households living in independent student housing have a higher income
than the set minimum income.
The other three neighborhoods are post-Second World War housing estates.
The Bijlmer (Amsterdam South-east) is an early seventies grand CIAMinspired city district, with relatively large apartments in a green, park-like
environment and separated traffic flows. Since the 1990s, this district has
been redeveloped. Most of the large flats have been demolished and replaced
by a mixture of housing and tenure types. Restructuring also took place in
Kolenkit, a post-war neighborhood built at the end of the 1940s. Both BijlmerEast and Kolenkit were part of the Krachtwijken national policy focused
on the 40 neighborhoods considered most problematic, due to a complex
of social problems such as high rates of school drop-outs, unemployment,
crime, etc. (Ministry of Housing Spatial Planning and the Environment,
2007). Neighborhoods in which households on average live very affordably
are located in centre, south and major parts of east and the borders of west.
These areas in the center and south are considered very popular, while some
neighborhoods at the border of Amsterdam have higher stocks of desired
single-family housing. Part of the city center has a relatively low average
occupancy score (see figure 6.5), while households at the borders of the city
in north and west are living most spaciously. This again may result from the
large quantity of single-family units.
Making differentiations between housing estates instead of neighborhoods
somewhat changes the patterns of affordability. Housing estates are clusters
of units grouped by housing associations, ranging from a single building to
a couple of streets. Boundaries are mostly drawn based on spatial proximity,
building period, and type of housing. Only larger housing estates are included
in the analysis to secure the privacy of tenants. Figure 6.6 shows that an
average neighborhood score (see figure 6.5) can reveal more extreme scores
of different estates within that neighborhood. In all parts of the city there are
estates with negative relative residual income scores, though South-east again
stands out. In most housing estates within the ringway south of the IJ and
in parts of North and New-West, households on average live very affordably
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Figure 6.4 Average relative residual income per neighbourhood in Amsterdam (year 2012) (Source:
AFWC, 2012; CBS/CvB, 2012, Sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009; Ministerie van Verkeer
en Waterstaat, 2011; Kadaster, 2013; calculations and mapping by authors)

Figure 6.5 Average room stress per neighbourhood in Amsterdam (year 2012) (Source: AFWC,
2012; CBS/CvB, 2012, Sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009; Ministerie van Verkeer en
Waterstaat, 2011; Kadaster, 2013; calculations and mapping by authors)
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with a residue of 10 percent to 25 percent of their income. An average residue
of more than 25 percent of a household income only occurs in two smaller
housing estates in the Stadionbuurt in south.
Assessing different city districts—out of a total of eight districts focus is
given to Centre, New-West and South-east—reveals variances for different
household groups (see table 6.4). There are markedly more single-person
households in Centre, and more 65+ households in New-West. In Centre, the
highest share lives relatively affordably, while in South-east the highest share
of households has a negative relative residual income. For different household
groups there are large differences between the city districts. Strikingly, there
is a considerable difference between 65+ households living unaffordable in
New-West (28 percent) and South-east (47 percent). Couples with children
live much more often very affordably in Centre (51 percent over 32 and 29
percent). Single-person households live relatively expensively in all districts.
The findings show a greater housing mismatch within the A10 ring way south
of the IJ compared to the other parts of the city. Households in Amsterdam
South-east suffer from the highest affordability problems and are less effectively
matched than other segments of housing market area 3 in figure 6.2. Next to a
low average household income, the rents are comparatively high in south-east.
High rents are the result of relatively large apartments, recent large-scale
restructuring in these neighborhoods resulting in further rent-increases and
moderately high tenant turnover. Every time a house is rented to a new tenant,
rents can be raised up to the maximum allowed amount, which depends on
the characteristics of the unit. This increase is often significantly more than
what is possible through annual rent increases. Years of restructuring may
have upgraded Amsterdam South-east, but affordability problems related to
low household incomes and relatively high rents (Aalbers, 2011) seem to have
persisted. Though part of the relatively high rent is explained by the size
of the dwellings, the implicit subsidy of the gap between rents charged and
market rents for similar dwellings is lower in south-east than in more central
parts of the city. Average taxation values per square meter are over three times
higher in those areas,4 while social rents have a relatively flat distribution with
similar rents for similar units in different locations.

4 See the spatial distribution of housing taxation values per square meter at https://maps.amsterdam.nl/woningwaarde/, showing the lowest values in south-east and parts of north and a clear
divide between centre and the rest of the city.
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Figure 6.6 Average relative residual income per social housing estate in Amsterdam (year 2012)
(Source: AFWC, 2012; CBS/CvB, 2012, Sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009; Ministerie van
Verkeer en Waterstaat, 2011; Kadaster, 2013; calculations and mapping by authors)w
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Table 6.4 Average relative residual income for different types of households in three city districts in
the SHA housing stock of Amsterdam in 2012 (%) (Source: AFWC, 2012, CBS/CvB, 2012, calculation
by authors)
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6.5
Evaluating Match and Mismatch Against Distributive Justice
Our aim was to gain insight in whether mismatches occur between households
and housing units for different groups of households and in different parts of
the city. We argue that an improved understanding of these mismatches based
on a strong empirical base can be related to and evaluated against different
principles of distributive justice. We applied an analytical model in which the
match between household and dwelling has been assessed on two primary
dimensions of housing: affordability and adequacy. To explore the merits of
this model, it has been applied to the case of social rented housing stock of
Amsterdam in the year 2012. In this section, we reflect on the merits of the
applied analytical model in regards of: (1) how the analytical model relates
to distributive justice literature and how results can inform such theories;
(2) the way match and mismatch in social housing distribution are observed;
(3) the way different standards can be applied in order to value the observed
distribution in terms of justice.
Distributive Justice Literature
Distributive justice is usually centered around the question “who gets what?”.
It is primarily concerned with the relative improvements in a localized context
in which quantifiable and scarce resources are allotted. Distributive justice is
primarily about the outcome and thus relates more closely to approaches of
substantive justice (e.g. Boyne & Powell, 1991; Fainstein, 2005; Sen, 2009)
than about approaches focused on communicative processes referred to as
procedural justice (e.g. Healey, 2003; Hillier, 1998; Pearsall & Pierce, 2010).
It is also more closely related to contextualized approaches (e.g. Sen, 2009)
that include behavior and agency (Sen, 2009) than to deontological approaches
seeking universal principles of justice and just basic institutions (e.g. Rawls,
1971). Still, distributive justice may include (or require) elements of just
procedures as well (Rawls, 1971; Sen, 2009). Just outcomes resulting from
a procedurally unjust design will be hard to reach and maintain (Fainstein,
2009).
Different scholars have criticized distributive approaches to justice. Young
(1990), for example, has argued that the logic of distribution does not fit
non-quantifiable, relational and social “goods”. For example, the allocation of
rights does not fit the distributive logic since rights are relationships about
doing rather than about receiving or owning. Rights could also be allocated
to all without concerns of scarcity. A focus on distributions of quantifiable
goods could in turn result in disregarding several other dimension of social
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justice. The Just City literature, next to equity, distinguishes diversity and
democracy as key dimensions for the assessment of the social justice of a
city (Fainstein, 2010). Diversity is situated even more at the core of Young’s
(1990) contribution, while Fraser (1995) has emphasized the importance of
recognition as the leading principle. Another critique voiced is that the focus on
outcomes has limited attention for more structural socio-economic injustices
that are the result of political-economic structures. A just distribution could
hide a structural deficit of the total amount of a good (Fraser, 1995). Because
of the highly individualist approach of distributive justice, underlying (unjust)
class structures could also be overlooked (MacPherson, 1978; Simpson, 1980).
“[T]he call for distributive justice is a necessary but not sufficient aspect of
such a normative pitch. It fails to address the causes of injustice, which are
structural and lie in the role of power” (Marcuse, 2009, p. 91). Sen (2009)
argues for a broad conception of outcome, for example, by incorporating
processes of choice.
Housing is a quantifiable scarce good to which households have both a need
and individual desires and preferences (King, 1998). It is both a market
commodity and a public good. While housing is primarily distributed through
markets, many states intervene in housing as a public good (Bengtsson, 2001).
The importance of housing is stressed by regarding adequate housing as a
right (Bengtsson, 2001; Bratt et al., 2013; Hartman, 1998). A right is defined
by Waldron (2007; see also King, 2000; Yung & Lee, 2012) as a legitimate
claim individuals have against others. This legitimate claim depends on the
basic need of the individual. Different scholars have related basic needs to
different (often related or overlapping) fundamental ends like human dignity
(Waldron, 1991), freedom and opportunities for good living (Nussbaum, 2011;
Sen, 1980, 2009; Stone, 1993), human flourishing (Friedmann, 2011; King,
2003), and physical health and autonomy (Doyal & Gough, 1991). Housing,
for example functions as a means for the furtherance of at least three out of
the ten key capabilities identified by Nussbaum (2000): “bodily health”, “bodily
integrity”, and “control over one’s environment” (see also Basta, 2016b; King,
2000). Central to the capabilities approach is the understanding that different
individuals have different abilities to transfer goods into fundamental ends
of good living (Sen, 2009). The aim would thus be “enhancing the intrinsic
capabilities of the individuals for which the extrinsic nature of the good is
meant for” (Basta, 2016b, p. 14).
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As in many other countries (Bengtsson, 2001), housing in the Netherlands
is regarded a social right. The Dutch constitution states: “Advancement of
sufficient housing is object of concern of the government” (Grondwet, art.
22.2). The Housing Act sets the rights and duties of housing associations
as primary providers of housing to those “who because of their income or
because of other circumstances have difficulty finding appropriate housing”
(Woningwet, Art. 46.1). The aim is the provision of housing to households
with a certain need, primarily related to their income as the primary source for
acquiring housing in the owner-occupied or private rental housing markets.
Match/Mismatch: Who Gets What?
Cohen (1987, pp. 20–21) distinguishes four dimensions of distributive justice:
“There are (i) things allotted—(…) receipts—to (ii) persons—or recipient
units—whose relative shares can be described (iii) by some functional rule
and judged (iv) by some standard.” The first three out of four dimensions of
distributive justice as identified by Cohen, together describing who gets what,
have been included in the model for assessing match and mismatch in this
paper. The match observed for different (aggregates of) households describes
the relative distribution of receipts (i.e. housing) over recipient units (i.e.
households).
The social housing stock in Amsterdam, which is the pool of receipts distributed
in the analysis of this paper, consists of varying units which can be regarded
shares of the total pool which are allotted to households in different amounts.
In contrast to many other goods, however, the options for the allocation of
shares are restricted by characteristics of the housing stock. Units are largely
indivisible, spatially fixed and heterogeneous (Bengtsson, 2001). The pool
of receipts of social housing is furthermore determined by boundaries set
through policy. Whether a dwelling may be liberalized (i.e. converted into
private rental housing), for example, depends on the total number of points
assigned to a dwelling based on certain characteristics. Housing associations
determine whether to liberalize or sell units if a tenant has moved out. For
this paper, the pool is further narrowed based on ownership (only housing
association owned units are included) and social living condition in housing
units (dorms are excluded). Collecting data from the housing stock at a single
moment in time does not capture changes occurring within the pool of
receipts. The housing match matrix applied in this paper is focused on two key
dimensions of the receipts that relate to the basic individual need to housing:
affordability and adequacy (Yung & Lee, 2012). By applying relative measures
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of affordability and physical adequacy, the relative allotment of the scarce
good to different households with different needs can be compared. The use of
micro-data provides the opportunity to look into the socio-spatial distribution
of social housing on a small scale.
The recipient units considered are households registered in municipal records
as residents of social housing units that are part of the pool of receipts. Also,
boundaries apply for recipient units. The primary entry requirement for social
housing consists of a maximum yearly household income of €34,678 (price
level 2014). Ninety percent of new renters have to fall within this boundary.
For current tenants, additional income boundaries determine the level of
(income dependent) rent increases but not eligibility. The model for assessing
match and mismatch by limiting the analysis to the current social housing
stock provides insight in the current use of the social housing stock, but nonsocial housing tenants who may also have a significant need for housing are
excluded. Opportunities for further research are to extend the analysis with
data recorded from additional years in order to include changes in the housing
supply, demand and match. Other tenures could be included in the analysis
to achieve a better understanding of how different tenures provide adequate
housing to different parts of the population.
The functional rule, describing the relation between recipients and recipient
units, is one of need. This broad rule is operationalized through the income
boundary for new tenants. Additional criteria may apply for the eligibility of
specific units; units may, for example, be reserved for students or the elderly.
General guidelines also prescribe housing associations to appropriately match
households to dwellings based on their income, in order to minimize housing
allowance expenditure. The allocation system, however, to a great extent
remains based on household choice with few restrictions besides the income
boundary and allocation based on waiting time. In the model for assessing
match and mismatch, the relation between recipients and recipient units is
described through the relative measures for affordability and adequacy. While
the allocation system is aimed at adequately matching housing units and
households in order to efficiently utilize scarce recourses, significant mismatch
is observed. Mismatch can occur in regards to both affordability (Dieleman &
van Kempen, 1994; R. van Kempen & Priemus, 2002) and physical adequacy
(Arnott & Igarashi, 2000; Batten, 1999; Soaita, 2014). It can arise from (a)
an imperfect allocation, (b) changes in the household characteristics or (c)
changing housing costs.
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By observing differences in mismatch based on lengths of residence, to
some extent distinction can be made between mismatch resulting from (a) an
imperfect allocation and mismatch with other causes (b and c). The analysis
showed a significant gap between short and long-term tenants because new
rents are rising more quickly than rents for current tenants. Differences for
different types of households reflect different life-stages. Adding a temporal
dimension and analyzing changes over time would further enable the ability
to distinguish the development of different types of mismatch and observe
whether the relative positions of different groups of households are changing.
A large part of the dynamism that determines household opportunities is not
displayed. Supply and regulatory changes only become apparent slowly over
time, while in reality these shifts can have an immediate significant impact on
individual households. For example, the change in the social housing target
group boundary of 2011 will only have a small impact on the match and
mismatch within the total housing stock in the first years, while it immediately
excludes middle-income households from entering the social rented sector.
Standards of Distributive Justice
Whether inequities, like those identified in the empirical exploration in this
paper, are cases of distributive injustice depends on the understanding of
justice and the standard applied. A case of perfect procedural justice (e.g. a
lottery) per definition results in a just outcome (Rawls, 1971). In the case
of distributive justice, however, a standard is required: “Distributive justice
involves a moral judgement of an allotment of receipts among recipient
units” (Cohen, 1987, p. 24). Next to standards of justice there are other types
of standards to which a distribution could be judged, like beneficence (Hume,
1776) and efficiency (Cohen, 1987; Storper, 2011). Standards of distributive
justice include equality standards, merit standards (Frankena, 1966), priority
standards (Crisp, 2003), among which is Fainstein’s (2010) principle of
prioritizing those least well off, and sufficiency standards seeking to provide
individuals with enough (e.g. Frankfurt, 1987).
As described above, the social right to housing is concerned with the
advancement of sufficient housing and the ability to serve households “who
because of their income or because of other circumstances have difficulty
finding appropriate housing” (Art. 46.1). While there are other standards that
could be applied, we briefly discuss two standards of justice that relate to these
aims of social housing provision and distribution: sufficiency and priority. A
sufficiency standard is concerned with providing households with enough:
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enough to be able to “live a life which is sufficiently good” (Crisp, 2003, p. 762).
Sufficiency standards prioritize providing enough over concerns for equality
(Frankfurt, 2015). A priority standard could be applied by looking at the
extent to which households meet certain standards of sufficiency in regards to
social housing. Positive scores on the relative residual income and room stress
measures could serve as levels of sufficiency, but other levels could be chosen
as well. A sufficiency standard resonates with the objective to allocate housing
to households that have difficulty finding appropriate housing because of their
income (also considering other necessary expenses).
In contrast to sufficiency standards, prioritarian standards value favoring
the least well off (Casal, 2007), in line with Rawls (1971) difference principle
and Fainstein’s (2010) principle of favoring those least well off. Similar to
the sufficiency principle, moral concern is restricted to providing people with
enough to live a sufficiently good life. Below this threshold, however, priority
should be given to those least well off. A priority standard could be applied
by, (a) looking at the extent to which households are served with a significant
need and (b) assessing the extent to which the position of the least well off
is prioritized. Need could—similar to what is stated in the Housing Act—be
defined in terms of income. Inequality between Amsterdam South-east and
other city districts may not be a specific point of concern in relation to the
sufficiency principle. The occurrence of sufficiency could be increased without
decreasing spatial inequality. Concern in regards of the priority standards,
however, could be aimed at improving the position of the households in
Amsterdam Southeast. The added value of a longitudinal approach is
further affirmed as that would provide the possibility to follow the relative
position of different groups and neighborhoods (including those least well
off) over time. Despite the earlier discussed critiques to distributive justice
and the obvious limitations of a focus on material distributions, the approach
provides opportunities for a detailed account of distributive outcomes on a
small scale. Especially, adding a longitudinal perspective would enable for a
better understanding of the development of match and mismatch over time.
Applying different standards to justice provides flexibility to morally assess
a given distribution from different legitimate perspectives that should also be
open for debate.
6.6
Conclusion
In this paper, a model for assessing match and mismatch of housing distribution
is presented and applied to the case of social housing in Amsterdam in the year
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2012. The distribution of social housing at one moment in time is assessed
for the dimensions of affordability and physical adequacy, exposing different
mismatches and inequalities. Inadequacy and ineffectiveness exist on both
dimensions, and expensive and inexpensive mismatch exist in markedly great
numbers.
The model for assessing match and mismatch shows to have potential in
regards of assessing housing distributions and identify mismatch and
potentially also distributive injustice on a small scale. While the analysis may
provide input for the improvement of the match between households and the
housing stock, an additional standard is required for the normative valuation
of the distribution in terms of distributive justice. Different standards can
be applied to distributions of (social) housing, which may provide different
valuations. The application of the two standards introduced in the previous
section will, for example, lead to different conclusions on observed inequalities.
The limitations of the model, looking at one moment in time, also become
clear. A longitudinal approach would shed further light on the emergence
and development of mismatch and how the position of different groups—
including those worse off—changes over time. A better understanding of
the emergence and development of mismatch is needed to be able to further
distinguish between “friction mismatch” and mismatch with other causes
that could be avoided by different measures. A longitudinal view furthermore
opens up the possibility to assess the impact different policies have on the
distributive outcome. For instance, scrutinizing the development of mismatch
in conjunction with policy changes and changes in the housing stock could
add valuable insight in regards to evaluating policy in a very dynamic and
complex environment.
Critiques on distributive approaches to justice focus on their limited scopes.
Several dimensions that also determine the justice of a city are not regarded
and the focus on affordability and physical appropriateness in turn is a confined
view of what housing is. The model, however, can be used to assess the
distribution of a basic good for individuals and households. While the model
in itself does not provide a judgement in terms of distributive justice, it does
identify inequalities and the flexibility to explicitly apply different standards
for such moral judgement. It can be used to further explore the complex of
housing allocation, changing housing distributions and the resulting outcomes
in terms of distributive justice.
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Chapter 7

Patterns of distributive
justice: Social housing
and the search for market
dynamism in Amsterdam

Abstract | Despite a large social housing sector in Amsterdam, concerns on
affordability and accessibility persist. Several national policy changes have
come into effect over the last decade in line with OECD and IMF policy advice
to improve market functioning and increase its dynamism by downsizing the
social housing sector. The impact on households is rarely acknowledged in the
advisory reports. This paper, making use of microdata, applies an evaluative
model to assess the effects of (social) housing policy on distributive justice.
Developments in the distribution of physical adequacy and affordability over
social housing tenants in Amsterdam between 2004 and 2014 are evaluated
against two standards for distributive justice: sufficiency and priority.
Through these standards, the distributive justice of the housing distribution
is valued. The analysis shows housing policies have amplified the impacts of
the global financial crisis on households, especially in regards of a worsening
affordability. The occurrence of sufficiency (i.e. degree of households having
access to a sufficient level of housing) increased until 2008 and decreased
thereafter. The occurrence of priority (i.e. prioritizing those worse off, while
aiming to provide households with a sufficient level of housing) follows the
trend of the sufficiency standard, but also showed some minor improvements
in the period after 2008.

Submitted as | Jonkman, A. Patterns of distributive justice: Social housing
and the search for market dynamism in Amsterdam. Under review.
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7.1
Introduction
In Amsterdam housing opportunities for lower middle-income groups
1
are very limited (Janssen-Jansen & Schilder, 2015; Jonkman & JanssenJansen, 2015d; Kadi & Musterd, 2014) and, despite the social housing stock
amounting to 45 percent of the total housing stock, accessibility to social
housing is in decline (Uitermark & Bosker, 2014). A lack of affordable housing
options may push households to under-consume, impede the adjustment of
housing consumption if household needs change (i.e. overcrowding or living
in substandard conditions; (Clark et al., 2000; Soaita, 2014)), cut-back on
necessary non-housing expenses (Clark et al., 2000), or move outwards to less
expensive areas (Hochstenbach & Musterd, 2017).
In response to a lack of affordable and adequate housing, city governments
aim to adjust the supply of housing and improve its distribution for the
benefit of certain groups (e.g. key workers, large families or middle-income
households). These policies impact the distributive outcomes of ‘who gets
what’ of a scarce resource and thus shape the distributive justice of housing.
The overall functioning and responsiveness of markets are addressed by
institutions like, for example, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
(e.g. Caldera Sánchez & Johansson, 2013; IMF, 2011). These organizations’
policy recommendations propose further liberalization and residualization of
the social housing sector, without (fully) acknowledging possible distributive
effects of proposed reforms. How different policies affect the distributive
justice outcomes will depend on what is understood by distributive justice and
the standard by which the comparative allotment of receipts (in this regards
housing in different quantities and qualities) among persons or households
(Cohen, 1987; Frankena, 1966) is morally judged. What is understood by a
(more) just outcome, however, often remains undefined and/or implicit, both
in policy and research (Buitelaar et al., 2017). Which standard to apply may
depend on the nature of the receipts distributed (Frankena, 1966), but even for
one and the same receipt there may be plausible arguments for the application
of different standards.
The aim of this paper is to explore the effects of changing (national) policy
and more general economic circumstances on the distributive justice outcomes
1 The lower middle-income group extends from the boundary for access to social housing of
€36,798 in 2018 to around €43,000. For this group access to social housing is highly restricted and
the number of units in the private rented and owner-occupied housing sectors that are in financial
reach is limited.
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of social housing over time in Amsterdam. The associated research question
is: To what extent do changes in economy and social housing policy influence the
distributive justice of housing? Amsterdam’s social housing sector over the
2004 to 2014 period has been assessed, applying two distinct standards of
distributive justice (i.e. sufficiency and priority) to assess the development of
physical adequacy and affordability for households. The observed case and
period provide a—in economic and policy terms—very dynamic period, which
expectedly have resulted in significant changes in distributive outcomes.
In the next section, two perspectives of distributive justice will be discussed
in relation to social housing. Thereafter methods and data are described.
Subsequently, social housing policy in Amsterdam is presented and the
housing policy recommendation from the OECD and the IMF are presented
and compared to recent social housing policy change in the Netherlands.
Finally, the empirical analysis will be presented for Amsterdam, before ending
with conclusions.
7.2
Distributive justice: sufficiency and priority
A distributive justice approach is concerned with the question ‘who gets what’
(Cohen, 1987) and the subsequent normative valuation of the distribution over
(aggregates of) individuals. In several critiques, the boundaries of distributive
approaches to justice have been drawn (self-identifying reference). Distributive
approaches are argued to be prone to greater disregard of structural flaws
(Young, 1990) and deeper class disparities (MacPherson, 1978). Young (1990)
argues that the distributive logic is being applied to—relational—rights
and duties that can actually be assigned to all without concerns of scarcity.
Furthermore, distributive justice may be necessary but is not sufficient, as
there are several other important dimensions to socio-spatial justice and
the Just City—like concerns for democracy, diversity (Fainstein, 2010) and
recognition (Fraser, 1995).
‘Who gets what’ can be addressed by describing a certain distribution.
Considering the distributive justice, however, also requires a standard to which
the distribution can be valued. Different types of such standards exist. In this
paper, the standards of sufficiency and priority will be discussed in relation to
social housing provision in the Dutch context, before applying both standards
to the changing socio-spatial distribution of social housing in Amsterdam
over a ten-year period.
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Sufficiency and Priority
Normative concern, according to Frankfurt (1987), should focus on the question
whether people have enough of a certain good. He argues that there are no
moral grounds to strive for equal distributions and that most arguments for
equality actually stem from concerns about some people not having enough. In
specific contexts, equality may prove an efficient way to achieve sufficiency, but
this is not necessarily the case. Frankfurt (1987) provides an example in which
there is only enough medicine to cure five out of ten patients. Distributing the
available medicine evenly to the ten patients would not cure a single one of
them. By maximizing sufficiency, only five patients would be provided medicine
and would receive enough medicine to be cured. Horizontal equity, treating
equals equally (McDaniel & Repetti, 1993), does in itself not have to result
in households having enough, because the equal treatment of equals may still
not be enough. Whether vertical equity, ‘requiring an “appropriate” pattern of
differentiation among unequals’ (McDaniel & Repetti, 1993, p. 607), results in
households having enough depends on what is deemed appropriate and what
related objective is set. Both, striving for an equal outcome for households or
striving for the maximization of the occurrence of sufficiency, can be regarded
legitimate approaches of vertical equity.
The sufficiency standard is defined by Crisp (2003, p. 762) as follows:
‘compassion for any being B is appropriate up to the point at which B has a
level of welfare such that B can live a life which is sufficiently good.’ The basis
of this approach lies in the compassion people feel for persons whom do not
have enough. Once a certain threshold is met and persons can live a sufficiently
good life, there is no moral ground for giving priority to those worst off,
though one may still wish someone further increases in welfare (Crisp, 2003).
What is sufficiently good can be related to an absolute level of deprivation,
for example if substandard housing conditions have a clear negative effect on
people’s health or if budgetary constraints deprive people of other primary
needs. While in theory sufficiently good may be identified behind a ‘veil of
ignorance’ (Rawls, 1971) or by an ‘impartial spectator’ (Crisp, 2003), it can
be relative and contextual as levels of what is deemed sufficiently good by
individuals may differ. According to Casal (2007, p. 307) Frankfurt ‘fails to
establish that when not everyone can have enough, egalitarian considerations
have no relevance.’ Even in the case of having not enough medicine so all
patients may survive, an egalitarian perspective could, according to Casal
(2007), aim for a fair and equal chance of survival for everyone. Frankfurt
(2015) responds to this critique by stating that providing equal chances and
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preventing discrimination to occur is a matter of respect, not refuting the
basic argument about the normative basis of equality. This corresponds to
the distinction between horizontal equity of treating equals equally and
vertical equity of treating unequals unequally (McDaniel & Repetti, 1993;
Yung, 2007). Providing equal opportunities to be treated with medicine can be
seen as horizontal equity, even though this does not mean everyone receives
the same. This, however, does not exclude unequals being treated unequally
based on needs, rights or merit. But to what extent would discrimination be
accepted if this leads to a greater level of sufficiency maximization?2 Next to
the possible tensions between needs, rights, deserts (Yung & Lee, 2012), merits
(Walker & Marsh, 2003), preferences and desires (King, 1998), there may exist
trade-offs between horizontal and vertical equity. Within this paper, assessing
the distributive justice of social housing, the sufficiency standard holds the
maximization (in number of households and persons) of the occurrence of
sufficiency—meaning being adequately housed. This level of sufficiency
will be unequal for different households or persons and is predominantly
determined based on needs. Equality of the result is of no direct concern.
What is regarded adequate will be discussed later.
Prioritarian standards differ from sufficiency standards as they assume favoring
the least well off has more valuable advantages or otherwise less harmful
disadvantages than not doing so (Casal, 2007). Crisp’s (2003) approach gives
more attention to favoring those worse off than focusing on getting as many
persons as possible beyond the threshold:
“absolute priority is to be given to benefits to those below the threshold
at which compassion enters. Below the threshold, benefiting people
matters more the worse off those people are, the more of those people
there are, and the greater the size of the benefit in question” (Crisp,
2003, p. 758).
In Frankfurt’s medicine example there was a clear natural threshold; either
being cured or remaining ill. In many other cases, improvements for people
who have the least may be more significant even if the improvement does
not lift them past the threshold. In this paper, the prioritarian standard will
consist of two elements. First, social housing should be targeting those
households with a certain need over those already better off. The need may, for
example, be defined based on a household’s income or chances on the private
2 For example, if the amount of the medicine needed would be lower for one subgroup, this could
result in a higher level of the occurrence of sufficiency if only individuals belonging to that group
would be targeted.
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housing markets. Second, among those with a certain need, improvement of
the position of those worse off should be given priority. Such an approach
would lead towards more equality even though this is not the primary goal.
The sufficiency standard, on the other hand, could lead to increased inequality
since moving persons past the threshold is prioritized over improving the
situation of those worse off. In a later section a certain need and those worse off
will be operationalized.
To mark the distinction between the two standards, figure 7.1 shows a
theoretical distribution over four recipients (A to D) and two options for
distributing additional resources. Option 1 favors the least well off, by
allocating the additional resources to recipients A and C. In option 2 all
additional resources are allocated to recipient B, lifting recipient B over the
threshold, thus maximizing the occurrence of sufficiency. In this example,
equality would improve in option 1 and not in option 2. Option 1 would be the
preferred option in terms of meeting the sufficiency standard, while option
2 would be the preferred option meeting the prioritarian standard which
attributes greater value to improving the situation of those worse off (i.e.
the greater the gap towards the threshold) without necessarily aiming for
equality. A possible third option—not visualized in the graph—would be to
redistribute means from D to the other recipients. Equality could be optimized
this way by providing all recipient units 4.5 receipts, but no recipient unit
would meet the threshold. Redistribution could also take place if no additional
receipts become available. In such a zero-sum situation someone inevitably has
to become worse off in order for others to receive more.
The two standards introduced above will be used to evaluate the changing
distribution of social housing in Amsterdam over time and place. In the
following subsection the distributive justice perspective will be introduced to
the specific distribution case of social housing in Amsterdam.
Standards and Social Housing
The Dutch constitution (Grondwet, art. 22.2) describes the responsibility of
the government to housing in primarily quantitative terms: ‘Advancement
of sufficient housing is object of concern of the government’. The Dutch
government also states that it ‘wants households to be able to live in affordable,
safe, healthy and energy efficient housing’ (Rijksoverheid, n.d.). While these
goals can also be reached through private rental and owner-occupied housing
markets, the Housing Act (revised in 2015) further explicates rights and
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D
Figure 7.1 Hypothetical change in distribution of means (Source: author)

duties of social housing providers along those lines. Housing associations
should ‘give priority to housing (…) persons who because of their income or
other circumstances have difficulty finding appropriate housing’ (Woningwet,
art. 46.1). The Housing Act includes additional rules concerning rent levels
and the share of units that should be rented out to households that qualify
for housing allowance, in order to restrict housing allowance expenses and
to increase effectiveness. Housing associations are furthermore expected to
comply with municipal housing policy goals, to the extent of what can be
‘reasonably expected’. In general, housing policy and housing associations’
activities should aim to provide adequate housing for households with a
certain need. What is adequate can be interpreted in different ways, but
affordability is central. A household’s purchasing power greatly determines
its competitiveness on the market, and thus its ability to independently find
appropriate housing.
Given the central policy aim of providing adequate and affordable housing for
households with a certain need, there is concern for attaining a certain level of
sufficiency (‘adequate housing’) and effectiveness (addressing households with
‘a certain need’). More efficient use of means will result in cheaper provision
of the goods or in providing adequate housing (i.e. sufficiency) for more
households and/or persons (i.e. increased effectiveness). Housing is a good
with many sides and related qualities. It may, for example, provide protection
from weather, provision of privacy and a place to study (Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister, 2004), a place from which jobs and services (physically and
digitally) can be accessed (Cai & Lu, 2015; Fincher & Iveson, 2008), etc., for
which sufficiency or priority could be assessed. Some qualities relate to the
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housing structure itself (e.g. quality and size), while others relate to the
conditions under which the structure may be used (e.g. rent) or the location of
the dwelling (e.g. relative to jobs, services and other people).
In this paper, the focus is on the physical adequacy and affordability of
social housing. Adequacy and affordability of housing are identified by
Yung and Lee (2012) as two central dimensions of the right of housing.
Different households are endowed with different capabilities that enable
them to transfer housing related means into ends that constitute ‘a good life’
(Nussbaum, 2000) or provide physical health and autonomy (Doyal & Gough,
1991). Therefore, adequate and affordable housing is a means and not an
end in itself. By incorporating household size and composition in measures
of physical adequacy and affordability, it is more likely that housing that is
assessed to be adequate will indeed provide the means to be transferred into
ends that contribute to ‘a good life’. Still, there are several other capabilities
that determine the transferability of housing means into such ends that are
not taken into account in this paper. For example, a physical disability could
make it impossible for someone to make full use of the means provided by
the house itself or the amenities the surrounding area has to offer (e.g. parks,
shopping center), if no necessary adjustments are made to the dwelling or
additional support to the tenant is provided (see Basta, 2015).
The match between households and housing units in terms of physical adequacy
and affordability is initially set at the moment social housing is allocated to
the household (see figure 7.2). The initial match depends on demand, supply
and the allocation rules and mechanisms in place. Household characteristics,
however, can change rapidly (e.g. income changes or changing household size
and compositions), while housing consumption may not be easily adjusted due
to practical, supply or regulatory restrictions. The extent to which changing
household characteristics directly result in mismatches depends on regulation
(e.g. means testing, need-based eligibility). As rents are not connected to the
household income in the Netherlands, expensive and inexpensive mismatch
can develop over time. This, however, is mitigated partly by the provision of
a housing allowance, which also depends on the household’s income, and by
the income dependent rent increases introduced in 2013 for households with a
yearly income above €36,798 (price level 2018). In case of under occupancy and
inexpensive mismatch, from a household perspective there is no need to adjust
housing consumption at all. The overall match between the social housing
stock and its tenants thus depends on the quality of the initial match, arising
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Figure 7.2 Conceptual model for the distribution of housing (Source: author)

mismatches, and to what extent household subsequently aim and manage
to change their housing consumption. Dwellings that become available can
again be matched to households through the allocation system. In addition,
housing can become available after forced relocation of households due to
major renovations or as a result of new constructions or acquisitions.
7.3
Methods and data
Amsterdam was selected for this exploratory study as it provides an extreme
case (Gerring, 2007) in regards of the uniquely large social housing sector.
The number of social housing units exceeds the number of Amsterdam
households who are, based on their income, formally eligible for social
housing (Janssen-Jansen & Schilder, 2015). However, the social housing stock
is decreasing and the long waiting list also includes eligible households not
currently living in Amsterdam. Therefore, the city is being confronted with
concerns of households’ access to adequate (in terms of floor space, number
of rooms or dwelling type rather than in terms of condition) and affordable
housing and a decreasing (relative and absolute) supply of social housing.
Next to a decrease in total social housing stock, the number of units that
become available to new tenants each year has strongly decreased. Demand for
housing of all tenures exceeds supply in Amsterdam, resulting in a demand
for increasing the construction of housing and restricting the use of privately
owned dwellings as (Airbnb) holiday rentals. In part, considering the use of
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the large social housing stock, however, the concern is about the effective
allocation and distribution of social housing and not only about the size of
the affordable housing stock.
The period of time studied (i.e. 2004 until 2014) stretches from before the
global financial crisis until after economic recovery began. During this time
period several policy changes were implemented. Both economic influences
and policy changes are expected to have had a significant impact on the
development of distributive outcomes. While from a household-perspective
municipalities surrounding the city of Amsterdam may also provide suitable
housing options, the analysis in this paper is focused on Amsterdam and its
different neighborhoods as it concerns how the current housing stock is used.
The development of housing adequacy and affordability will be assessed by
looking at the change between different observations through the use of a
longitudinal dataset of bi-yearly microdata from 2004 until 2014. This
extensive dataset provides the opportunity for a longitudinal and low level of
scale assessment. The microdata encompass variables on housing units and
tenants of all housing associations rented units in Amsterdam. The housing
unit data stem from Amsterdam’s housing associations3 and contains variables
on location, rent, number of rooms and type of housing unit. The household
data includes variables on the household composition (i.e. sex and age of the
residents), the yearly gross and disposable household income4. The housing
and household data are merged at the micro level and anonymized. Nonprivate households (e.g. retirement homes and nursing homes) are excluded,
together with households with a disposable income below €8,000 (in 2012,
corrected for other years) to exclude students and units with rent under €100
(in 2012, also corrected for other years), because these often entail anti-squat
units (only a service fee may be charged and many regular tenant rights do
not apply, see Huisman, 2016) that distort the measured affordability. The
results from this analysis have been checked and discussed with a focus group
of Amsterdam housing professionals from two municipal departments, five
housing associations and the Federation of Amsterdam Housing Associations
(AFWC) in a workshop and presentations at the AFWC.
3 The database Databank Federation of Amsterdam Housing Associations/Platform Woningcorporaties Noordvleugel Randstad (AFWC/PWNR) is used for housing data for the years 2004, 2006,
2008, 2010, 2012 and 2014.

4 For these household microdata the non-public Sociaal Statistisch Bestand is used from the Centre
for Policy Related Statistics/Statistics Netherlands (CvB/CBS) for the years 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010,
2012 and 2014.
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Measuring Affordability and Adequacy
The distribution of housing to households will be assessed by focusing on
two key dimensions of housing: affordability and physical adequacy (Yung &
Lee, 2012). The first dimension is the affordability assessed through a relative
residual income measure5. The relative residual income is commonly used
(see Haffner & Heylen, 2011; Heylen & Haffner, 2013) and—as opposed to
rent-to-income ratios—takes into account the household size and composition
and what this means in relation to other necessary household expenses. This
measure looks at the remaining share of income a household has or comes short
at the end of the month after paying housing and other necessary expenses.
For the housing expenses, real data is used. The other necessary expenses are
estimated utilizing minimum budget norms from the Dutch budget research
institute Nibud (Nibud, 2012)6. The second measure, that of room stress7 (see
Clark et al., 2000; Huang, 2003), describes the size of the dwelling in relation
to the size and composition of the household, reflecting the physical adequacy
of the dwelling for its tenants.
Both the relative residual income measure and the room stress measure applied
contain norms that are subjective and debatable. For the income measure this
concerns the minimum budgets used to determine what are the necessary
non-housing expenses for different households. In regards of the room stress
measure, such norms consist of the number of rooms deemed adequate
for different household sizes and compositions. The applied measures and
incorporated norms have been discussed with local housing professionals at
housing association presentations and the AFWC and a workshops with local
housing actors from housing associations and the municipality of Amsterdam.
The housing budget norms are rooted in and developed for the Dutch context.
The applied norms remain subjective and disputable and their transferability
to other contexts is restricted. Nevertheless, the measures—including
incorporated norms—and the output scores provide an especially useful
5 1) Relative residual income = (residue / disposable household income) * 100; 2) Residue = disposable household income – (housing expenses + other necessary expenses).

6 Minimum budgets for other years are computed by correcting the 2012 minimum budgets for
inflation for the different product groups. This way, changes in the norms will not impact the comparability of the outcomes.

7 1) Room stress = (number of rooms / required number of rooms) – 1; 2) For the required number
of rooms, two rooms are allotted to a single adult or two adults, after which one room is added for
each additional adult or couple. Children under the age of ten are supposed to be able to share
a room, while older children are supposed to be able to share a room if they are of the same sex.
Other than in the original measure, a studio-apartment is also regarded suitable for a single-person
household, thus for single-person households the required number of rooms is one or two.
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operationalization for the comparison of the development of affordability and
physical adequacy of housing over space, time and among different groups.
The two measures are used separately and in combination in the housing match
matrix (see figure 7.4), in which every household or aggregate of households
can be situated. In the measures of room stress and relative residual income,
a norm for sufficiency is incorporated. A score of 0 on the room stress
measure reflects a household has just as many rooms as required according
to the measure. A score of 0 on the relative residual income measure reflects
the income of the household is exactly the same as what is required after
adding housing costs and other necessary expenses. Households located in
the housing match matrix with positive scores on both measures are housed
adequately and efficiently. Ideas on the number of required rooms and what is
considered other necessary expenses may vary. As an example, a room stress
score of -0.5 or +0.5 or a relative residual income score of –10 or +10 could
also be argued to be an appropriate norm for sufficiency.
To establish the occurrence of sufficiency, in this paper the shares of households
meeting a threshold of 0 on both measures will be assessed. A positive relative
residual income-score reflects meeting the affordability norm set by the Dutch
budget research institute Nibud (Nibud, 2012) and thus having sufficient
means to meet both housing and non-housing necessary expenses. A positive
room stress score means the number of rooms is sufficient for the household
size and composition. To assess the extent to which the prioritarian standard
is met, first the share of households of all social housing tenants identified
with a significant need is determined. As threshold for this need, a room
stress-score of 0.8 and a relative residual income-score of 25 percent will be
used. In cases of higher positive scores the same dwelling could more easily
be provided to a household with a greater need. Second, the position of those
worse off is perceived by comparing the average scores for different groups
of households. Increases in the average score for the groups with the lowest
scores are considered preferential in regards to the priority standard.
7.4
Social Housing Supply and Policy
In this section the broad trend of social housing supply and policy in the
Netherlands and Amsterdam is outlined.
Social Housing in the Netherlands and Amsterdam
In Amsterdam, the number and share of social housing increased until well
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in the 1990s up to a share of 57 percent of the total housing stock (see figure
2.2). The large majority of the social housing stock in Amsterdam is owned
and managed by eight large social housing associations that emerged from
series of mergers (Nieboer & Gruis, 2014). Since the mid-1990s, when object
subsidies were abolished and future subsidies were paid off by the national
government, housing associations were to finance new constructions and
upkeep with revenues generated from their housing stock (Elsinga & Lind,
2013). To increase the housing associations’ earning potential, maximum
allowed rents became more market oriented and the (conditioned) sale of
social housing was allowed (Elsinga & Wassenberg, 2014; Koffijberg, 2005)
and became more attractive as housing units were no longer tied to objectsubsidies (Parliamentary Committee of Inquiry into Housing Associations,
2014).
As mortgage loans became accessible to growing segments of the
population, homeownership increased since the 1970s. For Amsterdam, at
first, this primarily resulted in the outflow of middle income households as
suburbanization increased. Later, the share of owner-occupied housing within
Amsterdam increased to the current share of around 28 percent. Private
rented housing meanwhile decreased from about half of the total Amsterdam
housing stock in the 1980s to about 27 percent in 2015 (OIS Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015).
In little over a decade, from 2001 to 2013, the Amsterdam social housing stock
decreased from 206,000 to 183,000 units. This was the result of municipal
policy to change the tenure structure by promoting the conditioned sale of
social housing and the construction of higher shares of owner-occupied
housing. The owner-occupied housing sector increased steadily from 72,000
to 125,000 units over the same time period. In relative terms, the share of
social rental housing decreased from 55.5 percent to 46.1 percent (Dignum,
2013). Next to a decrease in the total stock of social housing, the yearly
supply of units that become available for new tenants has seen an even more
pronounced decline, due to limited tenant turnover, a net loss in social housing
stock and more units being reserved for targeted groups including refugees
who obtained a status (AFWC, 2016). In 1999, approximately 16,000 units
became available, while from 2013 to 2016 this figure was as low as about
6,000 units yearly. This decrease is reflected—though less pronounced than
may be expected—in the average time spent on the waiting list by new tenants
increasing from around seven to little over eight years between 2003 and 2013
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(not including households moving within the social housing sector; AFWC,
2005-2016).
Housing policy in the Netherlands
Mostly, out of all eligible households that applied for a specific advertised
social housing unit in the Netherlands, the unit is allocated to the household
that has spent the longest time on the waiting list8. Additional criteria for
certain housing units may apply in order to achieve a better fit in regards of the
dwellings size (physical adequacy) and/or rent (affordability), or secure access
to suitable housing for specific groups—including the elderly, students, or
physically disabled persons. General rules are set by the national government,
while additional matching criteria may be set in agreements between local
housing associations and municipalities (Kromhout & Zeelenberg, 2014). Over
time, focus has shifted back-and-forth between increasing efficiency through
more precise filtering and providing more freedom of choice to households
(Kromhout & Zeelenberg, 2014). Recently, the passend toewijzen policy
(‘improved match in allocation policy’) was introduced, prescribing further
filtering to more strictly match household income and rent (Rijksoverheid,
n.d.-b). Key argument for increased filtering was to provide social housing
units with lower rents to the households with the lowest incomes to secure
affordability (Rijksoverheid, n.d.-b) and to control government expenditure on
housing allowance by better aligning rents and incomes (Rijksoverheid, 2016).
The Dutch rental housing sector is characterized by its tight rent regulation.
Maximum allowed rents of rental housing are determined through a point
valuation system. The quality of a dwelling is reflected by a point-total, which
corresponds to a maximum allowed rent irrespective of the type of owner (i.e.
housing association or for-profit). Housing units with a point-total of more
than 142 (i.e. corresponding to a maximum allowed rent of €710.68, price level
2017) may be liberalized and rented out for any sum at the moment of tenant
turnover. The basis on which points are allocated was changed significantly in
2011 by increasing the weight of the taxation value of the unit. Especially in
high-demand housing markets, in particular that of Amsterdam, this results
in a significant increase in housing units that can be liberalized. Housing
associations often charge rents below the maximum allowed and keep units
that could be liberalized or sold within the social housing stock. In 2016, social
housing tenants paid 72 percent of the maximum allowed rent on average
8 In case of, for example, forced relocation due to urban renewal, a household can skip the waiting
list for specifically selected dwellings.
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Figure 7.3 Indexed rent and income development in Amsterdam and the Netherlands, 2000-2013,
2005 = 100 (Sources data: Statistics Netherlands Statline, 2015; OIS City of Amsterdam, made by
author)

(Aedes, 2016a). All tenants of both regulated and liberalized rental units are
moreover protected against evictions for financial reasons. Only in specific
cases (e.g. large rent arrears and disturbance) and after a court ruling may
households be evicted. Evictions may furthermore take place because of drastic
renovations or urban renewal projects. These households have to be offered
alternative housing and compensation for moving costs. Another important
characteristic of Dutch rental housing is that there is no general income
test to re-evaluate eligibility for social housing tenants after they moved in.
Income dependent rent increases were introduced in 2013 and allowances
are dependent on a household’s income and rent amount, thus adjusting to
changes in rent and income and mitigating effects on affordability.
Rent increases of all units initially rented out at rents below the liberalization
limit are restricted. Maximum allowed yearly rent increases in the Dutch
social housing sector are primarily related to the previous year’s inflation.
The average rent increase has for most years been similar to the inflation
of the year before. In 2013, however, the introduction of income dependent
rent increases has resulted in a significantly higher average rent increase
of 4 per cent (AFWC, 2014) compared to the 2012 inflation of 2.5 percent.
After a period in which the income growth has outpaced inflation, average
income levels have recently decreased relative to the rent levels (figure 7.3).
General affordability in the social housing sector is expected to align with
the developments of incomes and rents as depicted in the graph for the
Netherlands and Amsterdam. Income changes in social housing since 2013
were on average lower than inflation, as a result of a more limited income
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development of lower incomes and stricter allocation of social rental housing.
Housing allowance is a subject subsidy that is awarded to a household based
on a set of requirements and according to need defined through a formula.
Both tenants of social rental and private rental housing can receive housing
allowance. Eligibility depends on the rent level and the amount of allowance
received depends on the household income, the rent and some household
characteristics9. While housing allowance is need-based, it does not guarantee
affordability (or sufficiency). Besides, households with a significant need, may
not be eligible, for example because the rent exceeds the boundary €710.68.
In 2015, in total, 109,429 households in Amsterdam (24.7 percent of all
households) received on average a €2,192 housing allowance a year (City of
Amsterdam, 2017, data stemming from OIS Amsterdam and Ministry of the
Interior and Kingdom Relations/WB).
Policy reform and expected distributive effects
The Netherlands is advised by the OECD and the IMF to significantly change
its housing policies in order to increase the responsiveness of its housing
markets. Even though there exist several other (domestic) advisory reports
on housing policy reform, with more attention to distributive effects (e.g.
Boelhouwer et al., 2014; SER/CSED, 2010), here the focus is on the OECD
and IMF advice to illustrate this internationally recurrent line of argument
and how this aligns with recent reform of Dutch housing policy (see table 7.1
for an overview).
OECD & IMF Advice
The Netherlands is singled out by the OECD as a country with a very
irresponsive housing market in which increases in prices hardly affect the
supply of housing (Caldera & Johansson, 2013; OECD, 2010). This lack
of market responsiveness is being related to the country’s high population
density, expensive owner-occupied house prices, and the way rent regulation
discriminates between new and long-term renters (OECD, 2010). The OECD
urged the Dutch government to extensively reform its housing policies.
Recommended changes on the one hand concerned slowing down mortgage
9 Housing allowance is only available for tenants of rent controlled housing renting a unit with a
regulated monthly rent of at most €710.68, or €414.02 for persons under 23 years of age. Multi-person households with an income up to €30,175 and single-person households an income up to
€22,200 may, depending on the rent, receive housing allowance. For a base-rent of around €220 no
reimbursement will take place. For the remainder of the rent, different shares of the rent in different
rent brackets are refunded. Consequently, a rent increase will never be fully compensated by an
increase in housing allowance (Netherlands Tax and Customs Administration, 2016).
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No.

Policy measurea

Related OECD
recommendationb

Related IMF recommendationb

1

Greater influence market value
in calculation max. allowed rents
(2011; 2015)

Make rents better reflect cost of
housing;
Liberalize rents for new
contracts.

Actual costs need to play a
larger role; Direct subsidies to
lower income groups; Lift price
controls.

2

Broadening legal framework
(2013)

Incentives to sell social housing.

3

Landlord levy (2013)

Incentives to sell social housing;
Transfer housing association’s
capital to the government;
Provide social housing through
housing allowance.

Sale of social housing for
the increase of private rental
housing sector;
Continue to raise taxes on
housing associations.

4

Income dependent rent increase
(2013)

Focus on low-income
households;
Extend means testing of
tenants.

Periodic income testing to focus
on low income households.

5

Access to government-backed
loans for non-Services of
General Economic Interest
(SGEI) abolished (2011)

Focus on low-income
households.

Scale back public support
through guarantees.

6

Target group redefined (2011)

Focus on low-income
households.

Freeze threshold rent between
regulated and unregulated
sector;
Improve targeting of social
housing.

7

Introduction corporate income
tax for housing associations
(2008)

Transfer housing associations’
capital to the government.

Continue to raise taxes on
housing associations.

8

Rent sum policy (2016-2017)

Make rents better reflect cost of
housing.

9

Appropriate allocation policy
(2017)

Focus on low-income
households.

10

‘Krachtwijken’ levy (2008)

11

Urban renewal policies (Big
Cities Policy II, III, III+, and
‘Krachtwijken’ policy) (19982012)

Table 7.1 Social housing policy measures in the Netherlands and related OECD and IMF
recommendations (IMF, 2011, 2014; OECD, 2014, made by author)

lending, by for example lowering the maximum loan-to-income (LTI) and
loan-to-value (LTV), and on the other hand restricted space for social housing
providers to maneuver in order to enable the private rental housing market to
develop. The IMF confirms OECD’s overall assessment and states: “Broader
regulatory reform to lessen distortions in the private rental market and in
social housing is important (…). In addition, social housing is not targeted
efficiently to low income groups” (IMF, 2011, p. 18).
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In regards to social housing, both the OECD and the IMF argue measures
should be taken to shrink the social housing sector in order to provide space
for the private rented housing sector to develop, and increase its efficiency.
“The size of the [social housing sector] should be scaled back to focus on
its social mandate and allow the development of the private rental market”
(IMF, 2014, p. 22). Measures proposed by the OECD include the transfer
of capital from housing associations to the government, liberalization of
rents of newly constructed units, making rents better reflect market rates,
extending means testing of renters, focusing more on low income households,
and increasingly providing affordable housing through subject subsidies
(i.e. housing allowance). The IMF policy recommendations mirror those of
the OECD. The IMF, in addition, more specifically proposes to continue to
raise taxes on housing associations as a way to transfer means from housing
associations to the government.
Different measures proposed by the OECD and the IMF have already been
implemented, as has been acknowledged by both organizations (IMF, 2014;
OECD, 2014). Increasing market responsiveness and functioning lead within
the argumentation, while distributive effects (the impact on households) and
the relation to other (social) policy goals are omitted. Next, policy changes in
line with OECD and IMF recommendations that have been implemented and
are expected to have had significant distributive effects are discussed.
Policy change and expected impact
Three policy changes that are expected to have had a significant impact on the
distribution of affordability and physical adequacy in the social housing sector
in the 2004-2014 period are the introduction of scarcity points, the redefining
of the social housing target group, and the different urban renewal policies.
The first two relate to OECD and IMF recommendations. The latter concerns
earlier initiated place based policies that have not been proposed by either the
OECD or the IMF.
Scarcity points refer to 15 or 25 points that, since 2011, can be added to the
total housing valuation score, which determines the maximum allowed rent a
landlord can charge for a dwelling. The extra scarcity points are allocated to
dwellings in areas with high house prices (i.e. in areas with greater housing
scarcity). At least 15 scarcity points can be added for the whole municipality
of Amsterdam and for a large part of the city 25 scarcity points can be
added. A housing association, however, does not have to charge the maximum
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allowed rent. For a long time the rent levels for new tenants on average
were about 70 to 80 percent of the maximum allowed rents. The economic
crisis, the ‘Krachtwijken’ levy, the introduction of corporate income tax and
the landlord levy have all put pressure on the financial situation of housing
associations, influencing their price-setting (Priemus, 2014). Next to higher
maximum allowed rents in high demand areas, the added scarcity points lift
more units over the 142 points boundary resulting in more units that can
potentially be liberalized (i.e. transferred to the non-regulated sector). The
increased opportunities to charge higher rents for new tenants provided by the
scarcity points—combined with the increased financial pressure on housing
associations—is expected to have resulted in an increased divide between
short and long term tenants, as a result of higher rents for new entries.
Furthermore, an overall decrease in the occurrence of sufficiency since 2011
is expected (defined as a relative residual income of at least 0) as a result of
increased rents and stagnating incomes since the 2008/2009 global financial
crisis.
The social housing target group has been redefined after lengthy deliberations
with the European Commission. Private investors had issued a state-aid
complaint, because housing associations provided housing to middle- and
higher income households while making use of state aid in the form of lower
interest rates for government-backed loans. In 2011, the target group was set
to households earning up to €33,614 annually, to be indexed yearly (Elsinga &
Lind, 2013; Jonkman & Janssen-Jansen, 2015d; Priemus & Gruis, 2011). Ninety
percent of available social housing units must be allocated to households that
are part of this target group. Elsinga & Lind (2013) argue that the middle
classes were the most negatively impacted by these changes. The target group
setting has immediate impact on which households can enter social housing.
This could on the one hand result in an improved match between households
and housing units for new renters, but could on the other hand result in a
decreased average affordability as less middle- and higher income households
are provided access to the sector. The redefinition of the social housing
target group is expected to have worsened the occurrence of sufficiency, since
households entering the sector are expected to increasingly have low incomes
and lower affordability scores which do not exceed the sufficiency standard.
In regards of the priority standard, this measure is expected to have resulted
in an increase in the targeting of households with a significant need. More
households with a significant need expectedly have gained access to social
housing. The position of those worse off, however, may still have remained
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stable. The affordability or room stress scores of those worse off may not have
improved. Also in this regards, the economic crisis may have even deteriorated
the position of those worse off.
Place-based urban renewal programs—the Big Cities Policies II, III and III+
and the Powerful Neighborhoods (Krachtwijken policy, a billion euro program
focused on physical and social restructuring of 40 Dutch neighborhoods with
the lowest scores on a set of socioeconomic indicators) executed from 1998 to
2012 (see Musterd & Ostendorf, 2008)—have impacted the tenure structure
of several neighborhoods. These programs do not directly relate to the OECD
recommendations, but have opened opportunities to replace social rental
housing by private rental and owner-occupied housing. Besides, increased rent
harmonization, resulting from urban renewal projects for which households
have to move out, can lead to rents more closely reflecting the market value
of housing. The Powerful Neighborhoods policy had an especially significant
impact on targeted neighborhoods. In total, 17 Amsterdam neighborhoods
in Amsterdam West (Bos en Lommer), Amsterdam East, Amsterdam New-West,
Amsterdam-North and Amsterdam Southeast were addressed by this policy
(figure 7.4). Building upon the earlier Big Cities policies, social housing
units have been replaced by mixed income and mixed tenure estates through
restructuring programs, changing the tenure compositions in order to achieve
an ‘undivided city’ with ‘a broad access of housing in all parts of the city
and a pleasant and harmonious living-environment in all neighborhoods and
city districts’ (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment,
2008, p. 18). Additionally, investments were made in the social and economic
‘pillars’ in these neighborhoods (Ministry of Housing Spatial Planning and
the Environment, 2007, 2008). The most pronounced developments in regards
of the occurrence of sufficiency and priority are expected to have taken
place in the areas that were targeted by place-based urban renewal policies.
Increased tenant turnover, new constructions, and home improvements
provide opportunities for landlords to increase rents, which could lead to a
decrease in the occurrence of sufficiency in these parts of the city. Data from
the AFWC (2005-2016) shows tenant turnover as a percentage of the social
housing stock per city district was especially high in Southeast in 2005 and
2007 and in West and in New-West in the period from 2009 to 2013. Increased
tenant turnover will expectedly result in a larger share of households with
a significant need, because households with higher incomes are excluded
from entering social housing. Higher rents are expected to lead to a more
pronounced divide between short and long-term tenants as the gap between
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Figure 7.4 Amsterdam neighborhoods part of Powerful Neighborhoods policy (Krachtwijken policy)
(Source: Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2008; Sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009;
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 2011; made by author)

Figure 7.5 Housing match matrix percentage point change per cell for social housing in Amsterdam,
2008-2014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2008-2014; CBS/CvB, 2008-2014, calculation by author)
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rents of long-term tenants and increased rents of new tenants increases. The
developments in the social housing distribution, regarding housing adequacy
and affordability, are thus anticipated to have had a different effect on the
occurrence of sufficiency than it had on the position of those worse off.
7.5
Patterns of Distributive Justice
This section shows the temporal developments in regards of meeting the
distributive justice standards of sufficiency and priority for the dimensions
of affordability and physical adequacy. The earlier formulated expected
developments all concern the affordability of housing and not the physical
adequacy, as the policies primarily impact rent levels and the income levels
of households entering the sector. Notwithstanding, the developments in
regards to room stress are also considered to see whether policy and economic
developments have (indirectly) impacted the distribution of living space.
Housing Match Matrix and Household Types
The housing match matrices, combining the affordability and physical
adequacy measures, show a sharp increase in affordability until 2008, and a
sharp decrease in affordability in the period after 2008 until 2014 (figure 7.6).
The share of households with a relative residual income of 0 to 25 percent
of the household disposable income is stable, but significant changes are
visible for the scores below 0 and scores higher than 25. Considering a relative
residual income of 0 as the threshold for sufficiency, in the period from 2004
to 2008 5.4 percent of the households moved past this boundary. In the period
from 2008 until 2014, however, almost 11 percent fell below the threshold.
There is far less movement when considering room stress, though there is
an increase of 1.6 percentage points in the occurrence of room stress (i.e.
score below 0) between 2008 and 2014. The share of social housing tenants
sufficiently housed according to both measures first increased from 63.6 to
68.6 percent in between 2004 and 2008 before dropping again to 57.6 percent
in 2014, primarily due to fluctuations in housing affordability.
The share of tenants having to cope with both room stress and not living
affordably—who in this regards can be considered the least well off—increased
from 2 percent in 2004 to 2.9 percent in 2014 (see table 7.2). On the opposite
side of the matrices, the share of households that both live spaciously and
very affordably increased slightly to 7.1 percent in 2008 and decreased to 5.8
percent in 2014. This development points towards a worsening in light of the
prioritarian standard aiming for improvement for those least well off, but also
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Matrix corner

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

Spacious-very affordable

6.7

6.8

7.1

6.3

6.1

5.8

Spacious-not affordable

5.0

4.8

4.4

5.0

5.5

6.0

Crowded-very affordable

1.8

2.1

3.3

2.3

2.0

2.2

Crowded-not affordable

2.0

1.7

2.1

2.4

2.8

2.9

Room stress

Table 7.2 Development of shares of households located in the four-cell corners of the housing
match matrices for social housing in Amsterdam, 2004-2014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2008-2012; CBS/
CvB, 2008-2014, calculation by author)
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Figure 7.6 Average room stress-score per household type for social housing in Amsterdam, 20042014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2004-2014; CBS/CvB, 2004-2014, calculation by author)
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Figure 7.7 Average relative residual income per household type for social housing in Amsterdam,
2004-2014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2004-2014; CBS/CvB, 2004-2014, calculation by author)
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signals a decrease in affordable and spatial mismatch and an increase in the
share of households with a significant need.
Considering different types of households, households with (especially
younger) children on average are housed less spaciously (figure 7.7). The
average room stress of the household types with the lowest scores further
decreased, while the average scores of the highest scoring households
increased. Following the prioritarian standard, the distribution of living space
has become less equitable. There is also a remarkable increase in average room
stress of multi-person households under 30. This is a relatively small group
of households (1.5 percent of all tenants in 2014). As people, due to long
waiting lists, will often enter social housing around the age of 30, this scores
more volatile. A decrease of three-person households in two-room apartments
and couples in studio apartments are the main causes of this sharp increase in
the occupancy score.
The development of affordability over the years for different household
types (figure 7.8) mirrors the earlier described breakpoint in 2008. There is
some convergence visible between the highest and lowest scoring household
groups. The average scores, after improving until 2008 have since decreased
and after 2012 dropped below 2004 affordability levels. While the average
relative residual income levels of the other household types continue to fall
or remain stable between 2012 and 2014, couples with children have been the
first household groups with increasing scores. Therefore, some improvement
is taking place.
The share of households meeting the affordability threshold of a relative
residual income of 0 for most groups of households increased until 2008
and declined thereafter (figure 7.9). Most extreme are the rise and fall of
affordability scores for single-parent households. The large improvement for
single-parent households with the youngest child above 12 years of age—the
least well off—was followed in 2014 by a decrease approaching the 2004 level.
For many other household types, however, the score in 2014 is lower than the
score in 2004. While the shares of households meeting the threshold increased
again in the last two years of the data, this was not the case for single-parent
households with the youngest child above 12. The occurrence of sufficiency in
terms of physical suitability remained more stable over the observed period.
Nevertheless, there has been an improvement for multi-person households
under 30 and a decrease of the share of households meeting the threshold of
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households with children and young children in particular.
The second expectation in regards of the development of the occurrence of
sufficiency is that, overall, it has worsened as social housing has increasingly
been targeted towards lower income households. The above showed that until
2008 the overall affordability improved and also lifted households over the
threshold of sufficiency. After 2008, affordability indeed worsened. More
households than were initially lifted over the threshold before 2008 (5.4
percentage points) dropped below the threshold after 2008 (11 percentage
points). The share of households that dropped below the room stress threshold
slightly increased after 2008. Physical adequacy, however, showed far less
volatility than affordability.
Regarding the occurrence of priority, it was expected that residualization and
increased means testing resulted in increased targeting of households with
a significant need. The share of households with a relative residual income
score below 25 percent also decreased until 2008 and increased thereafter.
Concerning the other condition of the priority standard it is expected that
this process not necessarily had a great impact on the position of those worse
off, but that the economic crisis may have resulted in a deterioration of their
position. After 2008, the share of households with a relative residual income
score below 25 percent increased. This primarily was the result of an overall
downshift, including for those worse off. Some convergence, however, can be
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Figure 7.8 Development of shares of households meeting the affordability threshold of a relative
residual income of 0 for different household groups in social housing in Amsterdam, 2004-2014
(Sources data: AFWC, 2004-2014; CBS/CvB, 2004-2014, calculation by author)
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observed in figure 7.7. Considering the whole period, the relative position of the
lowest scoring household types did slightly improve. The share of households
meeting the threshold did not improve for single-parent households with
young children, while for example the single-person households between 30
and 65 years of age significantly worsened.
Length of Residence
The share of social housing tenants meeting the affordability threshold
increased between 2004 and 2008 for all three household groups with different
lengths of residence (table 7.3). After 2008, the occurrence of sufficiency for
the different groups first decreases and finally stabilizes around 2014. From
a prioritarian perspective, the gap between the five-plus years renters and
the other two groups of renters first decreases, but then worsens to greater
degree for shorter-term tenants than for the other two groups. As a result,
the position of the group least well off in this respect worsens most between
2008 and 2012. The gap between new and long-term tenants most notably
increased in the 2008 to 2012 period and decreased again slightly between
2012 and 2014.
It was the expectation that an increasing divide between short and long
term tenants had occurred after the introduction of scarcity points in 2011
in combination with increased financial pressure on housing associations as
a result of the economic crisis. This expectation is confirmed partly by the
above. The gap between new and long term tenants decreased slightly up to
2008, but then increased, most notably in the 2008 to 2012 period. Since the
scarcity points were introduced in 2011, this cannot be the primary driver.
Other explanatory factors are decreasing income levels relative to rent levels
(see figure 7.3).
Neighborhoods
In both the 2004 to 2008 and 2008 to 2014 period, there has been significant
change in the affordability in most neighborhoods in Amsterdam. There is
some differentiation in the degree of change in different neighborhoods,
but the neighborhoods subject to urban renewal programs like the Powerful
Neighborhoods policy do not stand out. There is again a clear break around
the year 2008 with affordability increasing before and decreasing after, while
the spatial differentiation is minor.
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Figure 7.9 Average relative residual income per neighborhood for social housing in Amsterdam
in 2014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2014; CBS/CvB, 2014, sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009;
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 2011; made by author)
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Figure 7.10 Shares of households meeting the affordability threshold of a relative residual income
of 0 per neighborhood for social housing in Amsterdam in 2014 (Sources data: AFWC, 2014; CBS/
CvB, 2014, sources basic layer files: CBS, 2008; CBS, 2009; Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management, 2011; made by author)
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The lack of spatial patterning suggests spatial equity in the development
of affordability. Figure 7.10, however, shows that the share average residual
incomes per neighborhood are not evenly distributed, with the lowest average
affordability scores in two Southeast neighborhoods (Bijlmer-Centrum and
Bijlmer-East), two West neighborhoods (Overtoomse Veld and Westlandgracht)
and one East neighborhood (IJburg West). Similar patterns are visible in
figure 7.11, showing the shares of tenants per neighborhood with a positive
residual income. In three neighborhoods, matching the above (Overtoomse
Veld and the Southeast neighborhoods), less than 55 percent of the tenants
have a positive residual income. The highest scoring neighborhoods (above 75
percent meeting the affordability threshold) are Houthavens just northwest of
Center, Kadoelen in North and Sloten- en Riekerpolder in New-West. Because the
initial distribution was uneven, a similar decrease in affordability has a greater
impact in the areas with existing relatively low residual incomes. Again,
the least well off (in this respect the neighborhoods with most affordability
problems) do not benefit most. Furthermore, none of the Krachtwijken have
an average relative residual income above 10, but there are also several other
neighborhoods with similarly low scores. Striking to note are the districts in
IJburg, a new neighborhood on a land reclamation project in the most eastern
part of Amsterdam. These relatively new neighborhoods show how relative
high rents of new dwellings puts pressure on the affordability for its tenants.
The expected development concerning the occurrence of sufficiency is that
its decrease was greatest in the parts of the city that have been targeted by
place-based urban renewal policies. The relative position of households seems
not to have changed significantly. A similar worsening, however, has a larger
impact on neighborhoods already in positions of greater vulnerability. The
expected relative worsening in those neighborhoods was not detected, but the
position of those worse off also did not improve.
7.6
Conclusion
In recent years, several policy measures have been taken in the Netherlands
that have impacted social housing. Many of these policy changes were in line
with OECD and IMF recommendations aimed at the improvement of housing
market functioning and dynamism, but disregarded potential distributive
effects. The aim of this paper was to gain insight into the effects of changing
national policy and economic circumstances on distributive justice outcomes,
distributive justice having been evaluated by the use of two different standards
of justice: sufficiency and priority of housing over time.
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The analysis of the distribution of housing over different groups of households
and different neighborhoods in Amsterdam between 2004 and 2014 has shown
a significant increase in the occurrence of sufficiency up until 2008, but also
a worsening between 2008 and 2014. In regards of the priority standard
the share of households with a significant need experienced the greatest
increase after 2008. More households that may otherwise not have had access
to adequate and affordable housing benefit from below market rate housing.
However, while benefitting from the access to social housing and below
market rate rents, many still do not meet the sufficiency threshold. Whether
the position of the least well off increased depends on how the population is
divided into groups. A small degree of convergence is visible, meaning the
difference between the least well off and those better off somewhat decreased.
The least well off groups, however, from different perspectives, do follow the
general trend of improvement until 2008 and worsening thereafter.
The economic developments and policy measures (e.g. landlord levy) resulted
in housing associations increasing rents in order to generate additional income.
Other policies (e.g. scarcity points, income dependent rent increase) provided
the regulatory space to do so. The economic crisis provided the occasion
and necessary political support for housing policy reform, but several policy
changes were pro-cyclical in terms of effects of household levels. Housing
allowance clearly only partially mitigates the effects of rent increases as only
a portion of a rent increase is covered. This is also the case for those worse off,
for whom a slight worsening may have a great impact.
Applying two distinct standards of distributive justice for the assessment of
social housing distribution in Amsterdam has shown that the perspective of
justice determines the valuation of a distribution and related possible policy
actions. While the sufficiency standard fits the broad aim of providing adequate
and affordable housing, its focus on getting households past the threshold may
result in increased inequality and lead to benefits being allocated not to those
worse off, but to those slightly better off. In this sense, it may be at odds
with the premise of social housing being targeted to those with the greatest
need. The priority standard therefore appears more befitting housing policy
aims and more useful in assessing the distributive justice and effectiveness of
social housing provision. Observing who reaches the thresholds of adequacy
and affordability, however, can be a valuable addition to see whether applied
thresholds are met and whether improvements are taking place in this regard.
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While ex-post evaluations, like this study, contribute to the understanding of
how changing policies and circumstances shape distributions, it can also be
used in ex-ante evaluations to make better informed policy decisions. While
the policy changes aim for better functioning markets in the long run, they
have also more direct (short and medium-term) distributive impacts. This
underlines an important drawback of the absence of urgency and political
will for extensive housing policy reform in times of economic upturn and
its increase in times of economic crisis, when more households are already
exposed to increased financial risk. While this may not change, this paper has
contributed with a method for ex-post, but potentially also ex-ante evaluation,
in regards of distributive justice effects.
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The housing stock, including its large share of social housing, has contributed
significantly to the qualification of Amsterdam as an example of a Just City
(Fainstein, 2010; Gilderbloom et al., 2009). Simultaneously, processes of
privatization and residualization of social housing have triggered concerns
(Kadi & Musterd, 2014; Klomp & Kromhout, 2013; Uitermark, 2009). Though
related, a decrease in number or share of social housing does not necessarily
mean the housing market produces less just outcomes. The way the affordable
housing stock is used and the extent to which other tenures provide
households with adequate housing also impact outcomes in regards of justice.
This dissertation explored how normative ideals are understood and applied
in practice through norms set in practice, how socio-spatial distributions of
housing are shaped and how socio-spatial distributions of housing can be
valued in terms of justice through norms distilled from theoretical knowledge.
As pointed out at the very start of this dissertation, housing associations know
very little about their tenants and empirical studies are mostly confined at the
regional level. The distributive outcome of housing markets, however, depend
on how different households are served; on ‘who gets what?’. The normative
valuation of the socio-spatial distribution of housing is therefore, in this
dissertation, pursued through explicit operationalization of the standards by
which the distribution of housing is consequently valued. Such standards can
be rooted in different values, like beneficence, equality and efficiency. While
conducting the exploratory study on the application of normative ideals in
regards of housing justice—in order to assess socio-spatial justice as produced
through housing—the distribution of housing in Amsterdam is studied.
In this concluding chapter the main findings of this dissertation are discussed.
First, results are addressed that relate to the three sub-question and the
overarching main research question. Second, the research is reflected upon.
Finally, some additional implications and possible directions for further
research are discussed.
8.1
Main findings
The three sub-questions have been addressed in five sub-studies presented in
chapters three to seven. In this section, first the findings concerning the three
sub-questions are elaborated on before describing the answers the study has
generated in light of the overarching main research question.
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Actors’ application of normative ideals
The first sub-question is addressed in chapter three. The understanding and
application of a normative ideal in practice—that of the ‘undivided city’—is
studied for different housing actors in Amsterdam.
SQ1

How do local housing market actors understand and apply
normative ideals concerning the socio-spatial distribution of
housing in practice?

It was explored how the normative ideal of the undivided city was used by
individual actors and within the local housing market actor network. Besides,
this study was conducted to shed light on the extent to which the application
of such an ideal could provide a starting point for the assessment of
distributive justice. The concept of the undivided city is concerned with the
socio-spatial distribution of housing and therefore could potentially provide
an operationalization of distributive justice.
In Amsterdam, the undivided city has been a central policy aim since the mid1990s. This aim has been shared by the different housing actors, including
the City, housing associations and the tenants’ union. There seemed to be a
broad consensus over this policy aim among the different actors. A qualitative
content analysis of policy and strategy documents, published from 2004 until
2014, and semi-structured interviews with representatives of different actors,
also including private housing investors, revealed that the definition and
operationalization of the undivided city differs among actors and changed
over time. The understanding and application of the ideal varies among actors,
especially concerning which aspect of this broad aim should be prioritized,
what scalar level should be applied and what are acceptable costs for achieving
this ideal.
On the one hand, the municipal government mostly stresses the undivided
city is about keeping popular, central parts of the city accessible for lowerincome households, for example by preserving the provision of social housing
in these areas. On the other hand, housing associations are more concerned
with the livability of less popular areas on the edges of the city, for example
by attracting middle-income households with increased provision of owneroccupied housing. The scalar level addressed has been enlarged over time,
along with market pressures making the provision of affordable housing in
the most popular parts of the city more costly. Financial restrictions seem to
result in changed perceptions on the level of scale at which the housing stock
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should be mixed. Changing market realities and financial restrictions have
resulted in changing priorities, for example shifting focus towards increasing
the overall supply of housing.
Based on these findings, we have concluded that it is highly contextually
bound. Despite a seemingly broad and continued consensus, different actors
have diverging ideas on what it is they are striving for, how different ends
are valued, what ends are prioritized, and what (partly) achieving these
ends may cost. Definitions in policy and strategy documents are relatively
broadly formulated, leaving space for different and changing interpretations.
Consequently, the ideal seems to be adaptive and applicable under different
and changing circumstances. It cannot be regarded a static standard to which
socio-spatial distributive outcomes can be valued. The loose, different and
changing understanding of the ideal does not provide a steady basis for policy
evaluation. Therefore, the choice for a particular interpretation of the policy
aim’s definition and operationalization has to be made explicit, acknowledging
other (possibly conflicting) definitions and operationalizations. Alternatively,
a framework for the assessment of policy may be developed, related to the
policy aim but primarily based on theoretical reasoning. After exploring the
different input factors and processes of action that shape the distributive
outcome of housing (see section 8.1.2), an evaluative framework for the
valuation of distributive justice as produced by housing was developed and
tested (see section 8.1.3).
Shaping distributive justice of housing
Especially in chapters three to five, but to some extent also in chapters six
and seven, different input factors and processes of action that shape the sociospatial distribution of housing in Amsterdam are studied. Most chapters
addressed multiple of the influencing factors. Below, the contributions in
regards of the second research question is discussed per chapter.
SQ2

How do changes in the input factors of strategy, policy, economy,
and demography, through processes of action, influence the
distributive outcome of housing systems?

In chapter three, as described in the previous subsection, the understanding
and application of the concept of the undivided city was studied. The chapter
shows especially the financial realities strongly restrict and shape actor
decision-making. It is argued that more attention is needed for the financial
realities and conflicting policies in discussing such ideals and policies, as well as
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the practical implementation, since the scarcity of resources for governments
and interacting actors makes the understanding and application of the concept
highly contextual. This chapter has thus shown how economic, policy and
strategy circumstances are interrelated. Even concerning objectives for which
a continued consensus seems to exist, the understanding and operationalization
of the objective may change under influence of context and circumstances for
the different actors involved.
In chapter four the position of middle-income households on the Dutch
housing markets has been assessed. The position of this group significantly
changed due to a policy change limiting eligibility for social housing
to households with an income not exceeding €36,165 a year (price level
2017). This policy change—issued after deliberations with the European
Commission, subsequently to a state-support complaint filed by institutional
investors—issued concerns about the access to adequate and affordable
housing for (lower) middle-income households. These groups are thought to
no longer have access to social housing while private rented housing options
hardly exist and owner-occupied housing may be out of financial reach. By
mining data from the market-leading housing advertisement website in the
Netherlands, housing options potentially affordable for different segments of
these middle-income households have been mapped for different regions in
the country and within three regions. The adopted spatial analysis method
shows to what extent and where lower-middle-income households have
access to homeownership in the Netherlands and how the ‘squeezed middle’
varies among the Dutch regional housing markets. The analysis shows that
in some regions there may be a group that is ‘squeezed.’ The study, however,
also shows that the problem may be more qualitative than quantitative in
nature: households may not be able or willing to trade-off location for access
to more affordable or more appropriate housing. Chapters three and four
are thus both concerned with the spatiality of what it means for a housing
market to be undivided and accessible. A notion, as discussed above, that is
context dependent and about which perceptions change under influence of
circumstances. While the policy change was initiated to make way for more
private investments in rental housing over time, the access to adequate and
affordable housing for middle-income housing was affected at once. Limited
market responsiveness and increased house prices on the level of the processes
of action have further worsened the position of middle-income household on
the Amsterdam housing market (see also chapter seven).
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In chapter five the perspective shifted towards the strategic decision-making
of housing associations. Rent controls and rent setting regulation incorporate
and balance different aims. These measures may serve to secure affordability
for households with a low to moderate income, but also to improve the
effectiveness of the distribution of housing (affordability). The distributive
socio-spatial effects of such measures are usually not regarded. The introduced
rent-sum policy in the Netherlands alters the rate and distribution of allowed
rent increases issued by housing associations. Housing associations are allowed
to increase the total rent sum of their housing stock with inflation plus
one percent. Housing associations, however, are granted strategic freedom
to differentiate rent increases among tenants and therefore potentially can
impact the distribution of affordability for different households. In the
chapter, three possible rent increase strategies were backwards forecasted for
the years 2008-2014 and compared to the actual development of affordability
of different groups over the same period. This way, ex-ante and ex-post
evaluations are combined. Results show the lower rent sum in comparison
to the actual rent increases over the observed time period would result in
affordability improvements. The different strategies, furthermore, all decrease
the significant gap between new- and long-term tenants who are in general
charged lower rents. The effects in terms of distributive justice, applying the
sufficiency and priority standards, remains very modest. One reason for this is
the limited information housing association have about their tenants prohibits
housing associations to strategize more effectively in terms of impact on
households.
In the last two chapters (six and seven), the primary aim is to develop and
apply a methodology to assess the distributive justice as produced by housing.
Nevertheless, the impact of both policy change and economic developments
on the distributive outcomes are regarded, especially in chapter seven.
The empirical analysis, confronted with major policy changes and income
development over time showed the effects of the economic crisis were very
significant and exacerbated, instead of mitigated, by policy changes. For
example, scarcity points enabling housing associations to charge higher rents
in high demand areas resulted in more expensive living for new tenants. Next
to aggravating affordability issues of these tenants, the divide between longterm and new tenants was further enlarged. Besides, the effects are greater in
areas with greater turnover of tenants, often areas with already lower average
incomes. Effects of current policy changes thus interact with existing sociospatial structures.
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Together, the different chapters stressed the importance of economic changes.
In addition, the interrelatedness between economic and other factors became
apparent. The economic downturn after 2008 resulted simultaneously in a
worsening of many households’ budgets, but also in a cooling of housing
markets putting pressure on housing associations. In this case, the Dutch
government also introduced an extra levy for social housing providers as
a retrenchment measure. In this regards, the timing of policy changes and
the combined effects in particular have increased the impact of the economic
crisis. The policy change that was the starting point of the study presented
in chapter four is an example of the vast distributive effects policies can
have. The reformulated social housing target group, under pressure of the
European Commission after a state-aid complaint issued by private investors,
changed the access to social housing of middle-income households. This has
an especially significant impact in high demand areas with little affordable
private rented and owner-occupied housing. While the argumentation is
that for-profit housing providers will fill the gap by providing housing for
middle-income households, supply changes take time and private investors
may pursue other, more profitable, opportunities. The study has furthermore
shown that policies and strategic behavior might aim to improve distributive
outcomes, but that effects may be very limited due to, for example, limited
information, as is the case with rent increase strategies studied in chapter five,
or because changes only apply to new constructions or new tenants, while new
constructions only take up a small share of the total housing stock and tenant
turnover has been decreasing significantly over the recent decade.
Conceptualizing and assessing distributive justice of housing
Primarily in chapters three and four—and to a lesser extent also in chapter
six—distributive justice in relation to housing was conceptualized and an
analytical model to assess the (development of) distribution of housing in
terms of justice was developed. This relates to the third research question:
SQ3

How can the distributive justice of the socio-spatial distribution
of housing be conceptualized and assessed hrough theoretical
operationalization?

The conceptualization of distributive justice in regards to housing and
the application of a model for the assessment of housing distributions is
subsequently discussed below.
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Conceptualization
Accounts of justice in relation to housing underline the importance of housing
for individuals and households. Housing is regarded a basic need, because of it
being a necessary condition for other—more fundamental—ends. Fundamental
ends include human dignity (Waldron, 1991), human flourishing (Friedmann,
2011; King, 2003), and physical health and autonomy (Doyal & Gough, 1991).
The importance of housing is stressed by many governments by considering
it a social right (Bengtsson, 2001; Bratt et al., 2013; Hartman, 1998). These
rights—defined by Waldron (2007) as a legitimate claim an individual holds
over others—can stem from the necessity of having access to certain degrees
of the good. Crisp (2003) sees the basis for our concern for people not having
enough in the compassion we feel for them. Complicating matters, however,
is the other nature of housing as a market commodity (Bengtsson, 2001) for
which people also hold desires for which they have certain preferences (King,
1998). In addition, housing is not an ubiquitously distributed good—as it is
tied to space and mostly indivisible—all can be allocated an equal share of.
Next to concerns for the provision of a certain minimum standard of housing
needed for the fulfillment of the more fundamental ends, there exists a
concern for efficiency in case housing is provided making use of public means.
In addition, the scarcity of available affordable housing in many contexts—
next to being a strong argument for increased investments—calls for the
effective use of these resources in order to optimize its use. This context of
scarce resources—mirroring many cities in many parts of the world—makes
the distributive justice question of ‘who gets what?’ very significant. First, in
assessing whether minimal required amounts of the good are received. Second,
to strive for better use of existing scarce resources in order to optimize output
for those with a need. While Storper (2011) argues there is no single scale
which combines standards of efficiency and justice to determine the optimal
distribution, different standards to distributive justice can help to value and
understand (changes in) distributions required to be able to propose effective
improvements in distributive mechanisms.
Given the mentioned unequal nature of housing resulting from its boundedness
to location and its indivisibility, and given the different characteristics and
needs of households, the equal distribution of housing is impossible and in all
likelihood counter-productive and unjust. Frankfurt (1987) argues, moreover,
that there is no moral concern to provide people with the same, only with
enough. While striving for equality may be an efficient way to provide people
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with enough, this does not have to be the case. Redistributing means in some
way may be necessary to be able to provide those with a significant need with
enough.
In this dissertation a sufficiency and a priority standard have been applied. The
sufficiency standard is concerned with the provision of enough in terms of
the level that enables people to “live a life which is sufficiently good” (Crisp,
2003, p. 762). In regards to housing, a certain level of housing being deemed
adequate is required for the application of this standard. The priority standard
differs from the sufficiency standard as it prioritizes serving those worse off.
It is assumed helping those worse off holds advantages of not doing so. This
is an important difference, as following the sufficiency standard it may even
be beneficial to concentrate efforts on those just below the threshold of what
is considered enough. The assessment and implications for (policy) action, are
consequently likely to diverge.
Assessing distributive justice development
In chapters six and seven an analytical model for the assessment of (mis)
match between housing and households is presented and applied to the
case of social housing in Amsterdam. An improved understanding of these
mismatches based on a strong empirical base can be related to and evaluated
against different principles of distributive justice. The (mis)match is assessed
for two dimensions which Yung and Lee (2012) typify as the key dimensions
in regards of the individual need for housing: affordability and adequacy.
Affordable housing that is inadequate does not suffice and adequate housing
that is unaffordable results in households having to cut-back on other necessary
expenses (e.g. clothing and food). By looking at the scores of individual
households in regards of these two dimensions, the relative distribution of
housing is mapped. This distribution—the description of ‘who gets what?’—
can subsequently be valued applying the different standards. Adequacy was
operationalized in terms of room stress measuring the relation between the
household composition and size and the dwelling size in terms of numbers of
rooms. Affordability has been measured applying a relative residual income
measure determining the extent to which households can afford their housing
and other necessary expenses. Other necessary expenses are based on norms
developed by the Dutch budget research institute (Nibud).
The exploration in chapter six revealed households in the least popular parts of
the city comparatively do not live affordably and large inequities exist between
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households based on length of residence. These findings offer a basis for
further exploration of the complex of housing allocation, changing housing
distributions and the resulting outcomes in terms of distributive justice. The
empirical assessment for the case of Amsterdam was extended to a longer
period of time (2004-2014) in chapter seven. Two distinct standards for the
assessment in terms of distributive justice were applied to the longitudinal
data-set. This approach enabled the confrontation of results with policy and
contextual changes over time, although the assessment of the effects of a
single factor proved difficult because of the complex context and delayed
and intertwined effects of, for example, policy change. The different policy
effects seem, however, to have amplified instead of mitigated the impacts of
the global financial crisis. The occurrence of sufficiency (i.e. a standard for
distributive justice applied) increased until 2008 and decreased thereafter.
The position of those least well off (i.e. related to the other applied priority
standard of distributive justice) follows the general trend of improvement
until 2008 and a worsening thereafter. The number of households with a
significant need having access to social housing, however, also increased after
2008. These households, though benefitting from access to social housing and
below market rents, do often not meet the sufficiency standard.
The standards for sufficiency and priority, in combination with the measure
of relative residual income, have also been applied for an ex-ante evaluation in
chapter five. The distributive justice effects of different possible rent increase
strategies housing associations may apply in response to the new rent-sum
policy. The analysis showed that given restrictions of information, to which
the forecasted strategies comply, housing associations can have only very little
effect on the distributive outcomes in terms of the sufficiency and priority
standards. Effects may be more significant over a longer period of time. The
results underline the difficulty of reaching distributive goals through rent
policy, given the strong protection of current tenants in addition to the very
limited information housing associations have about their tenants. The limited
information that was also mentioned at the start of the introduction (chapter
one) limits possibilities of taking into account the affordability and physical
adequacy of tenants in decision making that have distributive effects.
Changing distributive justice
The aim of addressing the three research question was to finally answer the
following main research question:
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RQ

How does the socio-spatial distribution of housing—as the
outcome of different input factors and processes of action, and
assessed by standards of distributive justice—develop over time?

This question is exploratory in nature and concerns ‘how’ in terms of
distributive outcomes and in terms of mechanisms influencing distributive outcomes.
The study on the understanding and application of the ideal of the undivided
city showed the interpretation and application of such an ideal differs among
actors and responds to changing circumstances. Consequently, for the
assessment of the development of distributive justice over space and time, an
alternative evaluative model is developed and applied for the assessment of
housing distributions in terms of justice. The distributions concerning the
affordability and physical adequacy of housing for households were valued
based on two separate standards, while also other standards may be used, that
were distilled from theory and argued to correspond to housing as a basic
necessity to which households should have access (see the sufficiency standard)
and correspond to the moral concern over households that are worse off (see
the priority standard).
In chapter four the multi-scalar approach revealed the impact of the changed
target group settings for social housing was strongest in Amsterdam. While
similar issues and spatial patterns were found for the Alkmaar and Zwolle
regions, middle-income households in Amsterdam were most restricted in their
opportunities and choice concerning owner-occupied housing. Choice was
very limited in terms of the number of available potentially affordable units,
location and attractiveness in terms of livability score of the neighborhood.
While the wider region provides additional housing options, within the city
of Amsterdam there exists significant diversity in types of neighborhoods.
It is this differentiation within the city that was focused on in later chapters.
The three chapters in which the sufficiency and priority standards were
applied (chapters five, six and seven) have shown changes in input factors
or the processes of action may result in different effects regarding the two
standards (see section 8.1.3). This further stresses the importance of applying
standards of justice explicitly, but also that taking different standards into
consideration may provide new perspectives on policy decisions taken or to
be taken. This could for instance be the case as the sufficiency and priority
standards explicate the effects of policy measures more in general and in
regards of those least well off. Similarly, effects in regards to improving
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the position of certain groups may be scrutinized in relation to improving
levels of equality. Changes in input factors and processes of action may have
opposite effects if different standards are applied.
The longitudinal study of chapter seven has depicted the very significant
changes that may occur in regards to the affordability over time. The effects of
policy and strategic decision making (as explored in chapter five), however, are
difficult to distinguish from changing economic effects. The global financial
crisis of 2008 has impacted household incomes directly, but also indirectly
changed housing associations’ rent setting. Together with retrenchment
measures of the central government the affordability and levels to which
sufficiency and priority standards were met fluctuated significantly. In this
regards, housing policy has been pro-cyclical, exacerbating the effects of the
economic crisis on households already in a vulnerable position. Especially
the priority standard can have merit for acknowledging the position of those
worse off, while at the same time assessing the effects on households meeting
the sufficiency threshold.
8.2
Reflection
Over the years during which this study was conducted, much has happened
concerning housing policy and the distribution of housing in Amsterdam.
As described in chapters two and seven, in reaction to the global financial
crisis—which greatly impacted government finances, house prices, household
incomes and housing associations’ balances—housing policy was reformed
in several ways ranging from changes in mortgage lending regulation and
rent setting policy to changes in social housing target group setting. Despite
these changes, issues regarding affordability and accessibility of local housing
markets continued to exist and so did debates on housing policy. Recently, for
Amsterdam, focus has shifted to concerns about rapid house price inflation of
owner-occupied and private rented housing, the growing use of housing as
holiday rentals and the persistent gap between supply and demand of housing.
These issues mean affordability is becoming a more pressing issue for more
and more households. Related, accessibility of the Amsterdam housing market
remains low. Next to structural developments (e.g. people moving to cities),
economic (e.g. low interest rates) and conjunctural (e.g. pig cycle in housing
production) exert influence. This dissertation showed the very limited effect
the different policy changes have had in reshaping distributive outcomes of
housing markets that are heavily affected by these influences.
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Ideologically driven debates have resulted in demands for both deregulation
(more space for private rented housing) and (re)regulation (increased
regulation of rent setting of private rented housing). This dissertation, while
not particularly arguing in either direction, provides lessons in regards of the
importance to take into account exogenous factors (e.g. the mentioned interest
rates and conjunctural cycles) and the business economics of (semi) private
actors to assess potential distributive effects on (groups of) households. An
example is the very limited influence housing associations can exert through
rent setting strategies (see chapter five) due to a lack of information and
the small impact of yearly rent increases as opposed to rent harmonization
for new tenants. A second example consists of the redefining of the social
housing target group. This was argued to result in an increasing supply of
private rented housing. However, the supply-side did not immediately respond
to the increase in demand for private rented housing. Planning and realizing
urban development projects takes time and alternative investments may be
preferred by investors and developers. So far the supply-side response has been
inadequate. Meanwhile, house price inflation of private rented and owneroccupied housing—while the boundaries for eligibility of social housing
remains stable—has resulted in an increase in the number of households that
both are not eligible for social housing and cannot access (due to income and/
or job-statues requirements) private rented and owner-occupied housing.
The evaluative model developed in this dissertation was focused on the
distribution of affordability and physical adequacy of housing, respectively
determined by measures of relative residual income and room stress. Assessing
the distribution in terms of these two key dimensions, the model is focused
on the use of the current (social) housing stock. The relative residual income
measure depicted significant differences and changes over time, space and
different households. Room-stress scores were much more stable and revealed
significantly higher shares of housing being housed adequately. Another
crucial aspect in regards of the distribution of housing is the accessibility
different (groups of) households have in terms of affordable and physically
adequate housing. The studied issue is primarily defined as a distributive
problem in which available means are to be distributed over households with
a certain need in order to effectively and efficiently provide households with
adequate and affordable housing. Defining the problem in terms of having
access to the local or regional housing market has been given less attention
in this dissertation, though the accessibility of affordable and physically
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adequate housing for (lower) middle-income households is regarded in chapter
four. The exploration of the accessibility for this specific group of households
shows how the distributive justice as produced through housing depends on
the alignment between the different tenures, depending on characteristics of
demand and supply (shaped by policy, economic and demographic developments
and strategic decision-making by housing actors) and how demand and supply
are brought together by allocative mechanisms and rules.
By assessing developments in how the existing housing stock is used changes
in socio-spatial distributions could be observed. It provides a broad picture
on the outcomes of long-term developments. For example, it sheds light on
the long lasting effects of rent-setting policies and practices resulting in
increased differences between short and long-term tenants in different parts
of the city. Alternatively, a study could focus on households seeking a place
to live in the local or regional housing market, observing whether, where
and/or how different households find a place to live and to what extent the
dwelling caters to their needs. Such an approach may more clearly establish
the pressing issues individuals or groups encounter at a certain moment or
period in time. Both types of study, however, provide valuable information on
the functioning of housing markets and the impact of housing policies on the
distributive outcomes.
Considering the distributive justice of the use of the current housing stock, the
study showed there is room for improvement in regards of the effective use of
available means. Greater levels of sufficiency and priority could be achieved.
However, bounded information and strong tenant protection significantly
limit opportunities to take redistributive measures. This can be seen as a value
conflict between distributive justice and the protection of tenant rights. For
example, the effect on the number of ‘skewed tenants’ of the measures designed
to nudge people to move (e.g. ‘Van groot naar beter’, ‘Passend wonen’, income
dependent rent increases) is limited as they are restricted to new tenants or
are based on voluntary action. While this dissertation may give some clues
about how distributive justice can be improved through, for example, rent
strategies (see chapter five), it also sheds light on the limitations for improving
distributive justice outcomes if tenant rights remain prioritized. The insider/
outsider problem cannot be fixed by only dealing with allocative mechanisms
and regulations for new tenants.
While repeated proposals are focused on nudging or forcing ‘skewed tenants’
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to move out of social housing the limited housing opportunities for middleincome households mean this may result in shifting accessibility problems
from one group to the next. Accessibility problems may consequently result
in households trading off access for quality (including floor space), location
and affordability. Increasing rents up to market rates, if feasible considering
the household’s composition and income, will not force a move but will result
in the household making a housing decision based on preferences and quality
(instead of the lowered price of the current house). Rent setting can become
more transparent and predictable. A tighter relation between household and
housing characteristics may require a more centralized rent setting rationale
limiting housing associations’ strategic freedom in that regards. Additional
rent revenues can be redistributed (keeping other rents low), re-invested in
new houses, or used to improve the existing housing stock (e.g. for the energy
transition or increasing energy-efficiency). Since this would result in a decrease
in the gap between insiders and outsiders, the entry requirements can also be
loosened providing opportunities to all groups with significant lack of access
to private rented housing and owner-occupied housing. This way, providing
access to a household with a higher income would not have the potential long
lasting effect as it used to have. Large and increasing geographical differences
(as depicted in chapter four) can be taken into account by setting local entry
requirements and it would provide the flexibility to mitigate temporary effects
of policy changes. This direction has the potential to improve the distributive
justice as the distribution of social housing would more closely be related to
the needs of households. Room for adjusting entry requirements to temporal
and local circumstances will provide space to mitigate temporary effects
resulting from structural, economic and policy changes.
8.3
Implications and further research
This research can be continued in different directions. One of these directions
is to further refine and evaluate the developed evaluative model by applying
it in other contexts. Despite differences in housing markets and housing
policy, the mechanisms identified may be in place in other contexts as well.
Great attention, however, is needed for the transferability of norms of
affordability and physical adequacy. The evaluative model provides flexibility
for the application of, for example, other minimum household budgets and
can therefore be tailored to other contexts. Application of other norms and
standards, however, may reduce its use as a comparative tool. The extent
to which cases from different policy and housing market contexts can be
compared applying the evaluative model thus needs to be assessed.
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This dissertation showed how economic developments and policy changes are
related and how both affect distributive effects on (groups of) households. The
large impact of economic cycles demands taking into account simultaneous
effects of economic developments. Further research on the interrelatedness of
economy, policy, and policy implementation strategies in the field of housing
could offer valuable insights in how to better mitigate effects of policies on
those already worse off.
The extent to which qualities of housing, other than its affordability and
physical adequacy in terms of number of rooms, may also be subject of future
research. Addressing other aspects of housing may reveal other tensions. For
example, the right to enjoy one’s house without the interference of others
may be at odds with increased steering in order to redistribute housing
means. Besides, as mentioned above, the accessibility of the housing market to
different (groups of) households is an important dimension that is only partly
addressed in this dissertation.
While individual household characteristics were used to assess the relative
residual income and room stress of households, the capabilities approach (e.g.
Nussbaum, 2011; Sen, 2009) could provide inspiration to further study what is
the need for housing of individual households and what is sufficient for them.
A more qualitative approach in this direction could provide insights on norms
and standards to apply for policy (evaluation) and in studies applying larger
sets of microdata. Thus, a capabilities perspective could, next to its intrinsic
value, help to refine other studies and policies in regards of the adequate
supply of housing for different households.
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Research aim and questions
This dissertation was initiated to gain knowledge about ‘who gets what?’ and
empirically explore how the distribution of housing can be valued in terms
of justice. The central problem addressed concerns how the distributive
justice can be better assessed making use of empirical evidence and explicit
normative standards. An evaluative framework can provide a basis for
assessing how policy and other factors influence the socio-spatial distribution
of housing. This dissertation explores the translation of general theoretical
understandings of justice in regard to housing into strategies to assess and
improve the distributive justice of housing. The main research question is:
RQ

How does the socio-spatial distribution of housing—as the
outcome of different input factors and processes of action, and
assessed by standards of distributive justice—develop over time?

In answering this question, the application of standards of distributive justice
in the field of housing is explored, in particular in regard to its use for the exante and ex-post evaluation of policy. The mechanisms behind the production
of distributive outcomes of housing are thought to depend on the interplay
between input factors (strategic, policy, economic and demographic) and
processes of action in which supply and demand are brought together. These
elements are incorporated in a study on the development of distributive justice
over space and time. This dissertation applies a mixed methods approach to
study Amsterdam as a case in point from different perspectives and with
varying units of analysis. Three research questions guide this endeavour:
SQ1

How do local housing market actors understand and apply
normative ideals concerning the socio-spatial distribution of
housing in practice?

The understanding and application of the normative ideal of the undivided
city, which is shared among different local housing actors in Amsterdam, is
studied in chapter three. The extent to which such ideals can provide a starting
point for the assessment of distributive justice of housing is explored.
SQ2

How do changes in the input factors of strategy, policy, economy,
and demography, through processes of action, influence the
distributive outcome of housing systems?

In regards to the second sub-question, the impact of different input factors
on distributive outcomes are analyzed in the different research chapters. In
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chapter four, the influence of policy change and changes in allocative rules
on the housing opportunities of (lower) middle-income households are were
studied. Chapter five assesses the effects of applying different rent increase
strategies on the socio-spatial distribution of housing. Through backwards
forecasting the economic circumstances are also part of this chapter. While
not the primary aim of chapter three, it also treats the feedback-loop between
actors’ understanding and judgement of the socio-spatial distribution of
housing on the one hand and strategy application and policy-making on the
other hand.
SQ3

How can the distributive justice of the socio-spatial distribution
of housing be conceptualized and assessed hrough theoretical
operationalization?

The third sub-question is the main focus of chapters six and seven, in
which an analytical model for the normative assessment of the socio-spatial
distribution of housing is developed. Since the normative judgement of the
distribution depends on what is provided to different households, householdlevel micro-data are used. Next to developing the model, an exploratory
empirical assessment of the socio-spatial distribution of social housing in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands is part of these chapters. While chapter six is
limited to the taking of a ‘picture’ at a single moment in time, chapter seven
considers the development over time against the background of policy change
and OECD and IMF policy reform recommendations. In chapter five, part of
the evaluative model is used for an ex-ante evaluation of the effects of possible
rent increase strategies on the socio-spatial distributive outcomes.
Findings
Chapter three explores the understanding and application of the concept of
the undivided city by different actors in Amsterdam. Providing housing for
all income groups in a way that limits the development of segregation is a
shared concern of governments in rapidly growing cities. In Amsterdam, this
resonates since the 1990s in the central policy aim of the ‘undivided city’. While
different actors agree on the broad aim, policy competition and limited means
cause tensions and force actors to weigh different and sometimes conflicting
goals. This chapter explored how different actors—individually and within
governance networks—define and apply the undivided city-concept and how
they deal with different (conflicting) policy aims and interests as well as the
scarcity of resources. A qualitative content analysis of policy and strategy
documents covering the period 2004-2014 and semi-structured interviews
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with different housing actors (i.e. municipal departments, housing associations,
developers and tenants’ union) were conducted to analyze the changing and
diffuse understanding and application of the policy aim of the undivided
city. We conclude that despite an apparent consensus about the concept of
the undivided city at first glance, ideas on the practical implementation and
what achieving it may cost differ among actors. The flexible and varying
understanding of this policy aim is also problematic for policy evaluation. We
argue that more attention is needed for the adaptive and contextual nature of
shared ideals. For policy evaluation this suggests that the choice for a specific
definition applied in practice and operationalization may need to be made
explicit and positioned in regards to different other (possibly conflicting)
definitions and operationalizations. Alternatively, an evaluative framework
rooted in theory may be applied. This latter option is conducted in chapters
five to seven.
Chapter four studies the effects of the redefinition of the social housing target
group on housing options for middle-income households. New regulations on
the allocation of social housing came into effect in the Netherlands in 2011
as a result of a state-support complaint filed by institutional investors to the
European Commission. At least 90 percent of vacant social housing dwellings
has to be allocated to households with a yearly income of less than €34,000
(price level 2012). This has caused concerns about the availability of housing
among middle-income households. They can no longer access social housing
and, due to the prevalence of social housing and the fiscal favoring of owneroccupied housing, an affordable private rented sector was almost absent in the
Netherlands. Thus, these groups rely primarily on the owner-occupied housing
market with their restricted financial budgets. This study substantiated this
assumed ‘squeezed middle’ problem with empirical data for housing regions in
the Netherlands. The adopted spatial analysis method showed to what extent
and where lower-middle-income households have access to homeownership
in the Netherlands, and how the ‘squeezed middle’ varies among the Dutch
regional housing markets. The spatial analysis indicated that in some regions,
there indeed is a group of middle-income households that is ‘squeezed.’
Yet, the study also reveals that the problem might be more qualitative than
quantitative in nature: households may not be able or willing to trade-off
location for access to more affordable or more appropriate housing.
In chapter five, an ex-ante evaluation of the distributive justice effects of
different rent increase strategies is conducted. Rent controls and rent setting
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regulation in different contexts incorporate and balance different aims, in
particular when securing affordability and the effective distribution of scarce
housing by incorporating market mechanisms. As rent policy is frequently
discussed in terms of affordability or market functioning in broad terms,
small-scale distributive socio-spatial effects are often not considered. Three
strategies under the new rent sum policy are compared against the former
policy and practice for Amsterdam to observe the effects on distributive
justice. The new rent policy partly decentralizes rent increase decisions
from the national level to local authorities and housing associations. Using
microdata on all social housing units and their tenants’ distributive justice,
outcomes under the former policy and practice are observed for a six-year
period (2008–2014) and the effects of three different rent increase strategies
under the new rent sum policy were forecasted for the same period, combining
an ex-ante and an ex-post evaluation. The possibilities for housing associations
to vary rent increases for different groups of tenants in order to improve
distributive justice outcomes are explored. Results show that all three possible
strategies decrease the observed affordability gap between new and long-term
tenants. Valuing the distributions of these strategies by applying two different
standards for distributive justice shows the rent sum policy may only result in
modest improvements.
Chapter six presents an analytical model for measuring match and mismatch
between social housing units and their tenants. The model is then applied to
the social rented housing sector of Amsterdam. Through the use of a large set
of unique micro-data combining housing unit and household characteristics,
mismatches on two key dimensions of physical adequacy and affordability and
for different household types and parts of the city are revealed. Empirically
assessing the (mis)match of social housing units at a small scale—where
socio and spatial (mis)matches manifest themselves—allows for opportunities
for innovation in the analysis of effects of market mechanisms and local
housing allocation policies on socio-spatial distributions of housing. The
empirical findings can be related to and evaluated against different principles
of distributive justice. The findings for the case of Amsterdam show that
the famous large social housing stock incorporates significant mismatches.
Households in the least popular parts of the city do not live affordably when
compared to households in other parts of the city and large inequities exist
between households based on length of residence. These findings offer a basis
for further exploration, in the subsequent chapter, of the complex of housing
allocation, changing housing distributions and the resulting outcomes in
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terms of distributive justice.
In chapter seven, the model presented in chapter six is further developed and
tested by assessing the socio-spatial distributive development in Amsterdam
for the 2004-2014 period. Several policy changes have come into effect over
the last decade in line with OECD and IMF policy advice to improve housing
market functioning and increase its dynamism by downsizing the size and
scope of the social housing sector through liberalization and residualization.
In this chapter, making use of microdata, an evaluative model is applied to
assess how developments in housing policy and allocation practices impact the
distributive justice of social housing. The developments in the distribution
of social housing in Amsterdam between 2004 and 2014 were evaluated
against two different standards for distributive justice: sufficiency and priority.
The position of those least well off (i.e. related to the other applied priority
standard of distributive justice) follows the general trend of improvement
until 2008 and a worsening thereafter. The number of households with a
significant need having access to social housing, however, also increased after
2008. These households, though benefitting from access to social housing and
below market rents, do often not meet the sufficiency standard.
Conclusions and reflection
For answering the first sub-question, how the normative ideal of the undivided
city is used by individual actors and within the housing actor network is
explored. There seems to be a broad consensus over this policy aim among the
different actors. The understanding and application of the ideal, however, vary
among actors, especially concerning what aspect of this broad aim should be
prioritized, what scalar level should be applied and what are acceptable costs
for achieving this ideal. The scalar level addressed has been enlarged over
time, along with market pressures making the provision of affordable housing
in the most popular parts of the city more costly. Financial restrictions seem to
result in changed perceptions on the level of scale at which the housing stock
should be mixed. Changing market realities and financial restrictions have
resulted in changing priorities, for example shifting focus towards increasing
the overall supply of housing. Based on these findings, we have argued that
more attention is needed for adaptive and contextual nature of such shared
ideals. The loose, different and changing understanding of the ideal does not
provide a steady basis for policy evaluation. For the subsequent exploration of
the outcomes of housing distribution, theoretical approaches to distributive
justice have been used.
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The second sub-question, concerning the influence of input factors and
processes of action on distributive outcomes of housing is addressed in the
research chapters three to seven. Especially the importance of economic
changes and the interrelatedness of economic conditions and policy change
and strategic decisions becomes apparent. The economic downturn after 2008
resulted simultaneously in a worsening of many households’ budgets, but also
in a cooling of housing markets putting pressure on housing associations.
In this case, the Dutch government also introduced an extra levy for social
housing providers as a retrenchment measure. Especially the timing of policy
changes and the combined effects increased the impact of the economic crisis.
The policy change that was the starting point of the study presented in
chapter four is an example of the vast distributive effects policies can have.
The reformulation of the social housing target group, under pressure of the
European Commission after a state-aid complaint issued by private investors,
changed the access to social housing of middle-income households. Especially
in high-demand areas with little affordable private rented and owner-occupied
housing, this has significant impact. While the argumentation is that for-profit
housing providers will fill the gap by providing housing for middle-income
households, supply changes take time and private investors may pursue other,
more profitable, opportunities. The study furthermore shows that policies and
strategic behavior may aim to improve distributive outcomes, but that effects
can be very limited due to, for example, limited information, as is the case
with rent increase strategies central to chapter five, or because changes only
apply to new constructions or new tenants, while new constructions only take
up a small share of the total housing stock and tenant turnover has been
decreasing significantly over the recent decade.
The third sub-question is about how distributive justice can be conceptualized
and assessed from a theoretical stance. In this dissertation a sufficiency and
a priority standard is applied. The sufficiency standard is concerned with
the provision of enough in terms of the level that enables people to ‘live a
life which is sufficiently good’ (Crisp, 2003, p. 762). In regards to housing,
determining a certain level of housing that is deemed adequate is required
for the application of this standard. The priority standard differs from the
sufficiency standard as it prioritizes serving those worse off. It is assumed
that helping those worse off holds advantages over not doing so. This is an
important difference, as following the sufficiency standard it may be beneficial
to concentrate efforts on those just below the threshold of what is considered
enough instead of helping those who are even worse off.
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To be able to answer the main research question on how the socio-spatial
distribution of housing develops over time, an evaluative model is developed
and applied. The ‘how’ in the main research question relates to the resulting
distributive outcomes and to the mechanisms influencing such outcomes. For
the assessment of the development of distributive justice over space and time,
an alternative evaluative model is developed and applied for the assessment
of housing distributions in terms of justice. The distributions concerning
the affordability and physical adequacy of housing for households are valued
based on two separate standards. These standards are distilled from theory
and argued to correspond to housing as a basic necessity to which households
should have access (see the sufficiency standard) and correspond to the moral
concern over households that are worse off (see the priority standard). The
three chapters in which the sufficiency and priority standards are applied
(chapters five, six and seven) show changes in input factors or the processes of
action may result in different effects regarding the two standards (see section
8.1.3). This further stresses the importance of applying standards of justice
explicitly, but also that taking different standards into consideration may
provide new perspectives on policy decisions taken or to be taken. This could
for instance be the case as the sufficiency and priority standards explicate the
effects of policy measures more in general and in regards of those least well
off. Similarly, effects in regards to improving the position of certain groups
may be scrutinized in relation to improving levels of equality. Changes in
input factors and processes of action may have opposite effects if different
standards are applied. The longitudinal study of chapter seven depict the
very significant changes that may occur in regards to the affordability over
time. The effects of policy and strategic decision making (as explored in
chapter five), however, are difficult to distinguish from changing economic
effects. The global financial crisis of 2008 has impacted household incomes
directly, but also indirectly changed households’ affordability by affecting
housing associations’ rent setting. Together with retrenchment measures of
the central government the affordability and levels to which sufficiency and
priority standards were met fluctuated significantly. In this regards, housing
policy has been pro-cyclical, exacerbating the effects of the economic crisis on
households already in a vulnerable position. Especially the priority standard
can have merit for acknowledging the position of those worse off, while at
the same time assessing the effects on households meeting the sufficiency
threshold.
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Ideologically driven debates have resulted in demands for both deregulation
(more space for private rented housing) and (re)regulation (increased
regulation of rent setting of private rented housing). This dissertation, while
not particularly arguing in either direction, provides lessons in regards of
the importance to take into account exogenous factors (e.g. the mentioned
interest rates and conjunctural cycles) and the business economics of (semi-)
private actors to assess potential distributive effects on (groups of) households.
Considering the distributive justice of the use of the current housing stock,
the study shows there is room for improvement in regards of the effective
use of available means. Greater levels of sufficiency and priority could be
achieved. Simultaneously, however, the results underline the difficulty of
improving distributive justice outcomes given the strong tenant-protection
in addition to the limited information housing associations have about their
tenants. This can be seen as a value conflict between distributive justice and
the protection of tenant rights, for which there exists no easy answer. While
this dissertation may give some clues about how distributive justice can be
improved through, for example, rent strategies (see chapter five), it also sheds
light on the limitations for improving distributive justice outcomes if tenant
rights remain prioritized. The insider/outsider problem cannot be fixed by
only dealing with allocative mechanisms and regulations for new tenants. The
sufficiency and priority standards can help formulating and evaluating policy
reforms aimed at providing better access to adequate housing for those with a
significant need, while preventing passing on a lack of access to affordable and
adequate housing from one group to the next. Section 8.2 includes a possible
policy direction which may increase distributive justice in terms of the
priority standard by decreasing the insider/outsider problem, but also taking
into account geographical differences and providing access for groups based
on their actual need given the current supply (or lack thereof) of housing.
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Onderzoeksdoel en -vragen
Dit onderzoeksproject is gestart om inzicht te krijgen in de verdelingsvraag
van sociale huurwoningen en vanuit een empirische basis te verkennen
hoe de verdeling van woonruimte geduid kan worden in termen van
rechtvaardigheid. Centraal staat het beter begrijpen van de manier waarop de
rechtvaardigheid van de verdeling van woonruimte beoordeeld en begrepen
kan worden op basis van expliciete standaarden voor rechtvaardigheid.
Deze kennis is nodig om beter te begrijpen hoe beleid en andere factoren de
sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van wonen beïnvloeden. In dit proefschrift wordt
dus het pad bewandeld dat loopt van de vertaling van theoretische gevormde
standaarden van rechtvaardigheid naar de wijze waarop de rechtvaardigheid
van woonruimteverdeling kan worden onderzocht en hoe daar invloed op kan
worden uitgeoefend. De hoofdvraag luidt:
HV

Hoe ontwikkelt de sociaalruimtelijke verdeling—als uitkomst van
verschillende inputfactoren en handelingsprocessen en beoordeeld
op basis van standaarden voor verdelingsrechtvaardigheid—van
woonruimte zich door de tijd?

De toepassing van standaarden voor verdelingsrechtvaardigheid op het
domein van de volkshuisvesting is verkend, in het bijzonder ten behoeve van
ex ante en ex post beleidsevaluaties. De mechanismen die de ontwikkeling van
verdelingsrechtvaardigheid van wonen beïnvloeden hangen naar verwachting
af van het samenspel tussen inputfactoren (strategie, beleid, economie en
demografie) en handelingsprocessen, waarbij vraag en aanbod samenkomen.
Deze elementen staan centraal in deze studie naar de ontwikkeling van
verdelingsrechtvaardigheid door de tijd en over de ruimte. Een combinatie
van verschillende onderzoeksmethoden is toegepast. Vanuit verschillende
perspectieven, kijkend naar verschillende analyse-eenheden, is Amsterdam
als casus onderzocht. Drie aanvullende deelvragen hebben het onderzoek
gestuurd:
DV1

Deelvraag één: Hoe geven actoren betekenis aan normatieve
idealen gericht op de sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van woonruimte
en hoe passen actoren deze idealen toe in de praktijk?

De betekenisgeving aan en toepassing van het normatieve ideaal van de
ongedeelde stad, dat wordt ondersteund door verschillende lokale actoren die
betrokken zijn bij de volkshuisvesting, is onderzocht in hoofdstuk drie van dit
proefschrift. De mate waarin een dergelijk ideaal als basis kan dienen voor de
beoordeling van de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid van woonruimteverdeling is
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hiermee verkend.
DV2

Hoe beïnvloeden veranderingen van de inputfactoren strategie,
beleid, economie en demografie, samen met handelingsprocessen,
de uitkomsten van het system van woonruimteverdeling?

In relatie tot de tweede deelvraag is in hoofdstuk vier de invloed onderzocht
van beleidsveranderingen en wijzigingen in de allocatieregels van sociale
huurwoningen op de mogelijkheden die huishoudens met een lager
middeninkomen hebben. Hoofdstuk vijf gaat vervolgens dieper in op de
effecten die het toepassen van verschillende strategieën voor het vaststellen
van huurprijzen hebben op de sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van woonruimte.
Door gebruik te maken van de methode van backwards forecasting, waarbij
scenario’s zijn toegepast op het verleden om vervolgens de werkelijke
observaties uit het verleden te vergelijken met de doorgerekende scenario’s,
zijn de economische ontwikkelingen onderdeel van deze deelstudie. Hoewel
dit niet het primaire doel is voor hoofdstuk drie, wordt hierin ook gekeken naar
hoe de betekenis en waardering die actoren geven aan de sociaalruimtelijke
verdeling weer invloed heeft op strategie- en beleidsvorming.
DV3

Hoe kan de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid van de sociaalruimtelijke
verdeling van woonruimte worden geconceptualiseerd en
beoordeeld door middel van het operationaliseren van theoretische
rechtvaardigheidsbegrippen?

De derde onderzoeksvraag staat centraal in hoofdstukken zes en zeven,
waarin een analytisch model voor de normatieve beoordeling van de
sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van woonruimte is ontwikkeld. Omdat de
normatieve beoordeling van een verdeling afhangt van wat precies wordt
toegekend aan verschillende huishoudens, is gebruik gemaakt van microdata
op het niveau van huishoudens. Naast de ontwikkeling van het analytische
model vindt in deze hoofdstukken een empirische verkenning plaats naar
de ontwikkeling van de sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van woonruimte over
verschillende groepen huishoudens in Amsterdam. Terwijl hoofdstuk zes zich
beperkt tot de analyse van een momentopname, gaat hoofdstuk zeven in op de
ontwikkeling door de tijd tegen een achtergrond van beleidsveranderingen en
vergaande beleidsadviezen van internationale organisaties als de OESO en het
IMF. In hoofdstuk vijf is het analytische model ook al deels toegepast in een
ex ante evaluatie van de mogelijke effecten van verschillende strategieën voor
de huurprijsbepaling en de effecten op de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid voor
huishoudens.
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Bevindingen
In hoofdstuk drie is onderzocht wat lokale woningmarktactoren in
Amsterdam verstaan onder de ongedeelde stad en hoe zij dit concept
vertalen in de praktijk. Het bieden van betaalbare en passende huisvesting
voor alle groepen huishoudens, zodanig dat de segregatie binnen de stad
wordt beperkt, is een gedeelde doelstelling voor veel snel groeiende steden.
In Amsterdam komt dit al sinds de jaren ’90 tot uiting in het doel van de
ongedeelde stad. Hoewel verschillende actoren het eens zijn over de globale
inhoud van dit beleidsdoel zorgen competitie met andere beleidsdoelen
en schaarste aan middelen om beleidsdoelen te verwezenlijken ervoor dat
actoren afwegingen en keuzes moeten maken tussen (soms ook conflicterende)
doelen. Er is verkend hoe verschillende actoren—individueel en samen in
governancenetwerken—het ongedeelde stad-concept definiëren en toepassen
en hoe zij omgaan met de conflicten tussen verschillende beleidsdoelen en
de schaarste aan middelen. Een kwalitatieve inhoudsanalyse van beleids- en
strategiedocumenten voor de periode van 2004 tot en met 2014, aangevuld
met semigestructureerde interviews met verschillende actoren (werknemers
van gemeentelijke afdelingen, woningcorporaties, ontwikkelaars en
huurdersvereniging), is gebruikt om het diffuse en veranderende begrip van
het concept te onderzoeken. We concluderen dat ondanks een aanvankelijke
ogenschijnlijke consensus er aanzienlijke verschillen bestaan tussen actoren
over de praktische implementatie van het concept en wat dit mag kosten. De
verschillende en flexibele definiëring van het doel is een probleem voor de
evaluatie ervan. Er is meer aandacht nodig voor de adaptieve en contextuele
aard van dergelijke gedeelde idealen. Voor beleidsevaluaties betekent dit dat de
keuze voor een specifieke in de praktijk gebruikte interpretatie van het concept
expliciet gemaakt zal moeten worden en zal moeten worden gepositioneerd
ten opzichte van alternatieve (en mogelijk conflicterende) interpretaties van
hetzelfde concept. Een andere mogelijkheid is om vanuit een theoretische
basis een alternatief raamwerk voor evaluatie te ontwikkelen. Dit laatste is
toegepast in latere delen van dit proefschrift.
In hoofdstuk vier zijn de effecten bestudeerd van de veranderde regels over
wie toegang hebben tot sociale huurwoningen voor middeninkomens. De
regels voor de toewijzing van sociale huurwoningen zijn in 2011 gewijzigd na
een klacht over ongeoorloofde staatssteun van investeerders aan het adres van
de Europese Commissie. Minimaal 90 procent van de vrijgekomen woningen
moet worden toegewezen aan huishoudens met een jaarlijks inkomen van
hoogstens €34.000 (prijsniveau 2012). Dit geeft zorgen over de toegang tot de
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woningmarkt voor middeninkomens, die tussen wal en schip raken. Zij hebben
niet langer toegang tot sociale huisvesting. Daarnaast is de private huurmarkt
erg klein in Nederland, door de grote sociale huursector en de gunstige fiscale
behandeling van koopwoningen. Middeninkomens zijn daardoor in grote
mate afhankelijk van de koopsector, waar zij concurreren met huishoudens
met grotere budgetten. Deze deelstudie heeft het probleem van de ‘squeezed
middle’ onderzocht met behulp van data over het aanbod van woningen in
verschillende regio’s in Nederland. De ruimtelijke analyse heeft aangetoond
in hoeverre en waar de middeninkomens potentieel toegang hebben tot
koopwoningen en hoe dit verschilt tussen regio’s. De analyse laat zien dat in
een aantal regio’s sprake is van geringe kansen voor middeninkomens. Echter,
het probleem is niet enkel een probleem in kwantitatieve zin: huishoudens
kunnen ook niet bereid zijn concessies te doen op de locatie van de woning om
zo de keuzemogelijkheden van passende en betaalbare woningen te vergroten.
Hoofdstuk vijf bevat een ex ante-evaluatie van de verdelingsrechtvaardigheidseffecten van verschillende strategieën voor de jaarlijkse verhoging
van huurprijzen. Huurregulering wordt in diverse landen ingezet
om verschillende doelen te behalen en onderling te balanceren, in het
bijzonder voor het waarborgen van betaalbaarheid en het bevorderen
van een effectieve verdeling van schaars beschikbare woonruimte door
het introduceren van marktmechanismen. Hoewel over huurbeleid vaak
wordt gesproken in termen van betaalbaarheid of het functioneren van
markten, worden de sociaalruimtelijke effecten voor verschillende (groepen)
huishoudens op een laag schaalniveau zelden beschouwd. Daarom zijn hier de
verdelingsrechtvaardigheidseffecten van drie strategieën die woningcorporaties
onder de nieuwe regelgeving kunnen toepassen vergeleken met de vorige
beleidspraktijk in Amsterdam. De nieuwe regelgeving zorgt voor een verdere
decentralisatie van huurverhogingsbeslissingen van de nationale overheid
naar gemeenten en woningcorporaties. Met behulp van microdata van alle
sociale huurwoningen en bewoners zijn de effecten van de huurverhogingen
voor een periode van zes jaar (2008-2014) geobserveerd. Door middel van de
methode van backwards forecasting is voor de drie strategieën berekend wat
de effecten zouden zijn in dezelfde periode. Op deze manier zijn ex post en
ex ante methoden gecombineerd. De mogelijkheden voor woningcorporaties
om verschillende huurverhogingsstrategieën toe te passen om zo invloed uit
te oefenen op de verdeling van betaalbaarheid over huishoudens zijn op deze
manier verkend. De resultaten laten zien dat de drie strategieën leiden tot
een afname van het verschil in betaalbaarheid tussen nieuwe en langzittende
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huurders. Het waarderen van de geobserveerde verdelingen, door middel
van twee verschillende standaarden voor verdelingsrechtvaardigheid, toont
dat niet meer dan een bescheiden verbetering verwacht kan worden van het
nieuwe beleid.
In hoofdstuk zes is een analytisch model voor het meten van de match of
mismatch tussen sociale huurwoningen en de bewoners beschreven en
toegepast op de Amsterdamse sociale huursector. Door middel van een grote
set van microdata, waarin eigenschappen van woningen zijn gecombineerd
met eigenschappen van de bewoners, zijn de match en mismatch op de twee
centrale dimensies van fysieke passendheid en betaalbaarheid vastgesteld
voor verschillende groepen huishoudens en verschillende delen van de stad.
Het empirisch vaststellen van de (mis)match in de sociale huursector op
een klein schaalniveau—waarop een sociale en ruimtelijke (mis)match zich
manifesteert—heeft nieuwe mogelijkheden geboden voor het analyseren
van de effecten van marktmechanismes en lokale beleidskeuzes op de
sociaalruimtelijke verdeling van woonruimte. De empirische uitkomsten
kunnen worden gerelateerd aan en beoordeeld op basis van verschillende
principes van verdelingsrechtvaardigheid. De bevindingen voor Amsterdam
laten zien dat de beroemde omvangrijke sociale huursector samengaat met een
aanzienlijke mate van mismatch. Huishoudens in de minder populaire delen
van de stad wonen relatief gezien minder betaalbaar dan huishoudens in
andere delen van de stad. Tevens zijn grote verschillen waargenomen tussen
huishoudens met een verschillende woonduur. Deze bevindingen vormen de
basis voor nader onderzoek, in het volgende hoofdstuk, naar de gecompliceerde
invloeden van woningtoewijzingen, veranderende verdeling van woonruimte
en daaruit volgende uitkomsten op het vlak van verdelingsrechtvaardigheid.
In hoofdstuk zeven is het model dat gepresenteerd is in hoofdstuk zes verder
ontwikkeld en getest door de ontwikkeling van de sociaalruimtelijke verdeling
van woonruimte in Amsterdam te verkennen voor de periode van 2004 tot
2014. Verschillende beleidsveranderingen die overeenkomen met de adviezen
voor het verbeteren van het functioneren van de Nederlandse woningmarkten
van de OESO en het IMF zijn in deze periode doorgevoerd. Zij adviseerden
onder meer om de dynamiek op de Nederlandse woningmarkten te vergroten
via inperking van de sociale huursector. Dit kon volgens deze organisaties
bereikt worden door verdere liberalisering en residualisering van de
sociale huursector. In dit hoofdstuk is een evaluatiemodel toegepast om
te onderzoeken hoe veranderend woonbeleid en toewijzingspraktijken de
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verdelingsrechtvaardigheid beïnvloeden. De ontwikkeling van de verdeling
van sociale huisvesting in Amsterdam tussen 2004 en 2014 is geëvalueerd aan
de hand van twee verschillende standaarden voor verdelingsrechtvaardigheid:
sufficiency en priority. De analyse toont dat verschillende beleidsmaatregelen
de invloed van de economische crisis op de verdeling van huisvesting hebben
versterkt in plaats van verzacht en daarmee een negatieve impact hebben gehad
op de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid. De mate van sufficiency is toegenomen
tot 2008 en is daarna afgenomen. De situatie van huishoudens die zich al
in de slechtste positie bevonden, op basis van de priority-standaard, volgt
dezelfde trend van verbetering tot 2008 en verslechtering daarna. Echter is
het aantal huishoudens met een significante behoefte dat toegang heeft tot
sociale huisvesting ook na 2008 toegenomen. Deze huishoudens, hoewel zij
baat hebben bij de toegang tot huisvesting tegen huren die lager liggen dan
de marktprijzen, halen in veel gevallen niet de sufficiency-standaard en leven
daarmee nog niet betaalbaar.
Conclusie en reflectie
In relatie tot de eerste onderzoeksvraag is verkend hoe het normatieve ideaal
van de ongedeelde stad is gebruikt door verschillende actoren en binnen een
netwerk van actoren. Uit het onderzoek kwam een breed gedeelde consensus
tussen de actoren naar voren over dit beleidsdoel. Echter, het begrip en de
toepassing van het ideaal verschilt van actor tot actor, vooral wanneer het gaat
om welk onderdeel van de ongedeelde stad als meest belangrijk wordt gezien,
op welk ruimtelijk schaalniveau het concept zou moeten worden toegepast en
hoeveel het bevorderen van de ongedeelde stad mag kosten. Het schaalniveau
dat geadresseerd wordt in beleidsdocumenten is door de tijd vergroot, in
lijn met toegenomen druk op de woningmarkt die ertoe heeft geleid dat het
toevoegen van betaalbare woningen nog duurder wordt in de populairste
delen van de stad. Financiële beperkingen lijken te resulteren in veranderende
percepties over het schaalniveau waarop het woningaanbod minimaal zou
moeten worden gemengd. Veranderende marktomstandigheden en financiële
beperkingen hebben geresulteerd in veranderende prioriteiten, bijvoorbeeld
in het verschuiven van de focus in de richting van het vergoten van het totale
woningaanbod. Op basis van deze bevindingen stellen we dat er meer aandacht
nodig is voor de adaptieve en contextafhankelijke aard van dergelijke gedeelde
idealen. Het losse, verschillende en veranderlijke begrip van het ideaal van
de ongedeelde stad biedt geen stabiele basis voor beleidsevaluaties. Voor de
daaropvolgende verkenning van de uitkomsten van woonruimteverdeling is
een theoretische benadering van verdelingsrechtvaardigheid gehanteerd.
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De tweede deelvraag, over de invloed van inputfactoren en actieprocessen op de
verdelingsuitkomsten van huisvesting, is aan bod gekomen in de hoofdstukken
buiten introductie en conclusie om. In het bijzonder komt hieruit de grote
invloed van economische omstandigheden naar voren, evenals de samenhang
tussen economische cycli en veranderend beleid en aangepaste strategieën van
actoren. De economische crisis na 2008 heeft geresulteerd in de gelijktijdige
verslechtering van de financiële positie van veel huishoudens en de financiële
positie van woningcorporaties. Dat laatste voornamelijk als gevolg van het
afkoelen van de woningmarkt. In Nederland heeft de regering bovendien,
als maatregel om de rijksbegroting te versterken, een extra belasting voor
woningcorporaties geïntroduceerd: de verhuurdersheffing. De timing van deze
maatregel en het gecombineerde effect van verschillende beleidsmaatregelen
hebben de impact van de economische crisis op huishoudens versterkt. De
beleidsverandering die de aanleiding was voor het onderzoek dat centraal
staat in hoofdstuk vier is een voorbeeld van de verregaande invloed die
beleidsveranderingen kunnen hebben. De herformulering van de doelgroep
van de sociale huursector, onder druk van de Europese Commissie na een
staatssteunklacht van investeerders, heeft de toegankelijkheid van de sociale
huursector voor middeninkomens veranderd. Voornamelijk in gebieden met
een hoge marktdruk en weinig betaalbare private huur- en koopwoningen
heeft deze wijziging een grote impact. Hoewel de argumentatie luidde dat
private woningaanbieders het gat zouden opvullen door woningen aan te
bieden die betaalbaar zijn voor middeninkomen, blijft dit aanbod achter bij de
vraag doordat dergelijke ontwikkelingen veel tijd kosten en doordat aanbieders
hun pijlen ook deels richten op alternatieve (lucratievere) investeringen.
Ook heeft het onderzoek aangetoond dat beleid en strategieën van actoren
op de woningmarkt, ondanks intenties om de verdeling van woonruimte te
beïnvloeden en te verbeteren, zeer beperkte effecten heeft. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld
het gevolg zijn van een gebrek aan informatie, waardoor sturing moeilijk
is, zoals bij de huurverhogingsstrategieën die zijn verkend in hoofdstuk
vijf. Een andere beperking wordt opgeworpen doordat veel wijzigingen
alleen van toepassing zijn op nieuwe huurders of op nieuwe woningen,
terwijl de percentages vrijkomende woningen en toegevoegde woningen
aan de woningmarkt beiden maar een klein deel van het geheel vormen. De
doorstroming in de sociale huursector is in het afgelopen decennium ook nog
eens sterk gedaald.
De derde deelvraag gaat over hoe de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid kan worden
geconceptualiseerd en beoordeeld vanuit een theoretisch perspectief. In dit
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proefschrift zijn een sufficiency- en een priority-standaard toegepast. De
sufficiency-standaard gaat erover of mensen of huishoudens genoeg hebben,
zijnde een niveau dat hen in staat stelt “een leven te leiden dat voldoende goed
is” (Crisp, 2003, p. 762). Als het gaat om wonen is het nodig om te bepalen welk
niveau als adequaat kan worden beschouwd. De priority-standaard verschilt
van de sufficiency-standaard doordat hierbij een grotere waarde wordt gehecht
aan het bevorderen van de positie van mensen en huishoudens die het slechter
hebben. Het wordt hierbij aangenomen dat het verbeteren van de situatie van
deze groep voordelen biedt ten opzichte van het verbeteren van de situatie
van anderen. Dit is een belangrijk onderscheid, omdat door het volgen van de
sufficiency-standaard het bevorderlijk kan zijn inspanningen te concentreren
op mensen en huishoudens die zich net onder de standaard bevinden van wat
als voldoende goed gezien wordt en daarmee kunnen groepen die het nog
slechter hebben niet geholpen worden.
Om de hoofdvraag te kunnen beantwoorden, over hoe de sociaalruimtelijke
verdeling van woonruimte zich ontwikkelt over de tijd, is een evaluatiemodel
ontwikkeld en toegepast. Het ‘hoe ontwikkelt’ uit de hoofdvraag gaat zowel
over welke ontwikkeling er plaatsvindt als over hoe (onder invloed van
welke mechanismes) deze ontwikkeling plaatsvindt. Voor de beoordeling van
ontwikkeling van de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid over de ruimte en door de
tijd, is een alternatief model ontwikkeld en toegepast. De verdeling in termen
van betaalbaarheid en passendheid van huisvesting voor huishoudens zijn
gewaardeerd op basis van twee verschillende standaarden. Deze standaarden
hebben een theoretische oorsprong en sluiten aan bij de overtuiging dat
wonen een noodzakelijke behoefte van mensen is waartoe zij in voldoende
mate toegang zouden moeten hebben (zie de sufficiency-standaard) en sluit
daarnaast aan bij de morele zorg over de meest kwetsbare huishoudens (zie
de priority-standaard). De drie hoofdstukken waarin deze standaarden zijn
toegepast (hoofdstukken vijf, zes en zeven) tonen aan dat veranderingen in
de inputfactoren en de actieprocessen resulteren in verschillende effecten in
relatie tot de twee standaarden (zie deel 8.1.3). Dit onderstreept het belang van
het expliciet gebruiken van rechtvaardigheidsstandaarden, maar ook dat het
gebruik maken van verschillende standaarden nieuwe inzichten op kan leveren
over beleidsbeslissingen die zijn genomen, of genomen kunnen worden.
Veranderingen in inputfactoren of actieprocessen kunnen tegenstrijdige
effecten hebben in relatie tot de twee standaarden. Hiervan kan bijvoorbeeld
sprake zijn doordat de sufficiency-standaard meer de nadruk legt op adequate
voorziening van huisvesting in het algemeen en de priority-standaard de nadruk
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legt op de meest kwetsbare groepen. Toepassing van de standaarden kan
tevens inzicht verschaffen in de spanning tussen de wens om meer gelijkheid,
tegenover de positie van specifieke huishoudensgroepen. De longitudinale
verkenning in hoofdstuk zeven toont aan hoe sterk de betaalbaarheid kan
veranderen door de tijd. De verschillende beleids- en strategieoorzaken
voor deze ontwikkelingen zijn echter zeer moeilijk uit elkaar te halen en te
onderscheiden van de invloed van de bredere economische ontwikkelingen. De
economische crisis van 2008 heeft de betaalbaarheid voor huishoudens direct
beïnvloedt (via het huishoudensinkomen) en indirect via het huurprijsbeleid
van woningcorporaties. Samen met bezuinigingsmaatregelen van de centrale
overheid hebben deze ontwikkelingen voor aanzienlijke veranderingen
gezorgd in de betaalbaarheid van huishoudens. De woonbeleidsmaatregelen
zijn pro-cyclisch geweest en hebben de gevolgen van de economische crisis
op al kwetsbare huishoudens versterkt. Vooral de priority-standaard kan
van dienst zijn bij zowel het onderkennen van de positie van de kwetsbare
huishoudens als het inzichtelijk maken van meer algemene ontwikkeling
gericht op het maximaliseren van het bieden van toegang tot betaalbare en
adequate huisvesting.
Ideologisch gestuurde debatten hebben geresulteerd in de roep om zowel
deregulering (met meer ruimte voor de particuliere huursector) als (her)
regulering (met meer beperkingen op huurprijsbepaling voor de particuliere
huursector). Dit proefschrift, zonder duidelijk een van deze lijnen te volgen,
benadrukt met name het belang van het rekening houden met externe
factoren (bijvoorbeeld de genoemde conjuncturele cycli en rentestanden),
bedrijfseconomische randvoorwaarden en argumenten van verschillende
private en semipublieke actoren om een goed beeld te kunnen krijgen van de
potentiële effecten op de verdeling van woonruimte op (groepen) huishoudens.
Rekening houdend met de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid van de huidige
woningvoorraad, heeft de studie laten zien dat er ruimte voor verbetering
is door een efficiënter gebruik van beschikbare schaarse middelen. Er kan
in grotere mate aan de sufficiency- en priority-standaarden voldaan worden.
Echter, tegelijkertijd onderstrepen de uitkomsten de moeilijkheid van het
sturen op de verdelingsuitkomsten binnen de Nederlandse context van sterke
huurdersbescherming en de beperkte informatie waar woningcorporaties
over (mogen) beschikken. Dit kan gezien worden als een waardeconflict
tussen verdelingsrechtvaardigheid en de bescherming van huurders.
Er bestaat geen eenvoudig en beste antwoord voor dit waardeconflict.
Hoewel het proefschrift enkele aanwijzingen geeft voor verbeteringen
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van de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid, bijvoorbeeld door aanpassingen in
huurprijsbepaling (zie hoofdstuk vijf), geeft het verder inzicht in de grote
beperkingen die verbetering van de verdelingsrechtvaardigheid in de weg
staan. Het insider-outsiderprobleem zal niet worden opgelost door alleen
maatregelen te nemen die van invloed zijn op nieuwe huurders.
De twee toegepaste standaarden (sufficiency en priority) kunnen bijdragen
aan het formuleren en evalueren van beleidsmaatregelen gericht op het
vergroten van de toegang tot betaalbare en passende woonruimte voor
huishoudens met een significante behoefte. Zorg is daarbij om te voorkomen
dat beperkingen in de betaalbaarheid en passendheid worden doorgeschoven
van de ene naar de andere groep. Als reflectie op het onderzoek (zie deel 8.2)
is de vrijheid genomen om een mogelijke beleidsrichting te schetsen die de
verdelingsrechtvaardigheid op basis van de priority-standaard kan vergroten
door verkleining van het insider-outsiderprobleem. Tegelijkertijd dient er
echter rekening gehouden te worden met geografische verschillen en zouden
huishoudens toegang moeten krijgen tot de sociale huursector op basis van
de werkelijke behoefte onder de actuele omstandigheden op de woningmarkt.
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